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The WinOnLine Review™ (WOLR) is an electronic magazine distributed worldwide 
to major online services and is available on the Internet (see below). It is estimated that each 
issue is read by well over 100,000 online and network users. This magazine is published by 
Windows OnLine™, an online (modem) service dedicated to supporting Windows end-users
and professionals. WOL prides itself on having the most complete and up-to-date library of 
Windows files, with over 30,000 Windows oriented files available, and over 3,700 OS/2 and 
44,000 DOS as well. WOL operates multiple nodes equipped with US Robotics 28.8 dual 
standard v.everything modems. We hope you will give us the opportunity to become your 
BBS of choice. We welcome your letters and comments about our magazine.

Please visit our Internet/World Wide Web Home Page at http://www.cris.com/wol     
You’ll find access to downloading current and back issues of the WinOnLine Review™ and 
its predecessor publications, as well as historical data and more information about Windows
OnLine™.

Frank Mahaney, Publisher
frank.mahaney@wol.com
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individual author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the publisher Frank Mahaney, Windows 
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HOW TO NAVIGATE WINONLINE™ PUBLICATIONS

The Windows Help system is used by our magazines. It’s a convenient way to view 
Hypertext files like the WinOnLine magazine you are reading now. Here are a few tips to 
make your reading more pleasurable and convenient:

The Help Button Bar at the top is arranged to help you move easily through the 
magazine:

The Contents button, when clicked, will return you to our Table of Contents
Search starts a dialog box with all the keywords that can refer to different sections and 
articles in the magazine. Try it and see.
History displays a listing of the places in the magazine you have been so you can return
Print Topic will send the article you are currently reading to the printer. It will not print 
“popup” boxes, though.
<<Page | Page>> can perhaps be the best way to view WinOnLine Publications. With 
these buttons you can browse through the magazine in page order, just as you would a paper 
magazine.
You may use the keyboard Page Up, Page Down and Up and Down Arrow keys to forward 
and backward in an article, or use mouse clicks on the vertical bar shown on the right.

The automatic Pop-Ups throughout the issue can be cleared from view by a simple 
mouse click anywhere on the screen. You will find that some may have a special bit of text 
that, when clicked, will take you even further to another page, function or popup. Using the 
Back button will always return you to where you have been.

Certain bits of text may be a different color be underlined, usually indicating that 
clicking on them will cause something to happen. Certain graphics, such as the authors’ at 
the close of each article, are keyed to a popup image such as information about the author. 
When you see your arrow cursor change to a hand, you are on such a spot. Click on this text 
(see the special color and how your cursor changes?) to see what happens.

We hope you will enjoy the WinOnLine publication. If you want to print this page as a 
reference, click on Print Topic on the button bar.

Now click Back on the button bar to resume reading where you left off.



SURPRISE!!!
This is a popup box.
Click anywhere and 
it will disappear.



           PUBLISHER’S DESK          

Windows OnLine™ (BBS) continues to work with Concentric Research (the BBS Direct 
folks) to offer full 28.8 SLIP internet services from our Danville, CA. location. We will soon 
offer Windows Internet software to startup accounts. As we said last month, we hope to soon 
bring you the ability to access Windows OnLine (BBS) through the Internet via a Telnet session. 
We have had many inquiries and requests for this capability. We are sure that this service will 
save you money since you’ll be able to access WOL through a local call to an Internet provider 
(if you are not in our area.)

Don't forget to visit our home page at http://www.cris.com/wol where you’ll find some 
issues you can read with your favorite web browser, as well as having the ability to download all 
of our past issues.

We expect to present a blockbuster WOLR next month as we reach the incredible 
milestone of Issue 100! It’s our pleasure to continue to bring you the best, most honest, and 
unbiased (except for Wolly) reviews every month.

Frank J. Mahaney, Publisher
frank.mahaney@wol.com

More Information    =    info@wol.com



LETTERS

It was a quiet month here, especially in contrast to all the activity following our Reader Survey. 
Just a few little notes, not of note, looking for shareware authors and the like. Wolly didn’t even 
get any nastygrams!

Feel free to jot us a note, especially in light of our milestone 100th issue next month.

We love to hear from our readers. Send letters to the Editor or any staff member via:
Internet: bob.gollihur@wol.com
CIS: 71334,2065
Fax: 609-624-3646
Snailmail: WOLR Editor, Seven Baywyn Drive, Ocean View, NJ 08230

Please note that most every author has e-mail and other contact information at the close of their article — 
just click on their icon for more information!

Notice: Letters may be edited for length; names will be published unless otherwise requested, addresses will be 
withheld unless authorized by you for inclusion (please state so in your letter). A geographical location is requested.



SHAREWARE BRIEFS
Quick Takes and Pure Opinion from Wolly

 CIS SRCH
File Cabinet Searcher

Living in the “information age” is truly wonderful — except when you’re trying to find 
something. CisSrch solves one of those problems handily: how do you find specific messages 
that are squirreled away in the dusty corners of your WinCIM file cabinets? Have you ever 
tried? Select all or just some of your folders, and get really precise or stay general with your
search criteria, with ands, ors, ifs, and choices of message text or specific fields. Watch as it 
dives in and quickly returns the messages that match up. When you register CISSRC20.ZIP 
(209K) for $25.00 you’ll be able to easily view the content of the messages you’ve found, too. 
Wolly appoints CisSrch a “Real World” application that has earned a place on his drive, 
where it will see frequent use. 

PAPER TRAIL
Follow it back to paper



With more and more programs coming out with documentation manuals skinnier than the 3.5 
disks that the program is on, you have to rely on Help files more and more. Many folks just 
can't get along without their paper, and printing out topic after topic for reference use is a hobby 
that requires great patience. WexTech Systems, Inc., creators of the help-authoring DocToHelp 
(reviewed in WOLR93) and Smooth Scaling (featured in last month's WOLR) have come out 
with a freeware solution that you're gonna love. Paper Trail decompiles Windows 3.0 and 3.1 
help files and spits it out in the form of an RTF (Rich Text File, that most word processors can
read) that even includes the graphics, along with all the colors, fonts, and formatting. That 
way, you can edit a help file into a “manual” of sorts and print it for your reference. 
PAPER.ZIP (725K) also extracts all the bitmaps, including any SHG graphics, and baggage
files into the directory you specify. This utility was essentially designed by the Wextech folks for
Help Gurus who needed to decompile a help file whose source may have been lost, so they 
could get an easier start on recreating or modifying it with their product. Anywho, it could be a 
handy utility for nearly anybody to have on the shelf, and a big Wolly thanks to Wextech.

COFFEE TIMER
Perk up!

This is a cute little freeware timer. The gimmick is that the animated coffeemaker icon makes 
percolator sounds 30 second prior to sounding the pleasant alarm, and you can adjust the 
number of times you want it repeated. Okay, CFTIME.ZIP (99K) isn’t going to change anyone’s



life, but Wolly liked it. So there. BTW, you may not have the runtime required for this program 
since it is for Japanese Visual Basic. Pick up VBRJ200.ZIP (218K) while you’re at it.

 BOARD GAMES FOR 2
Modem me

This group of eight games includes chess, checkers, backgammon, goban, and more; while 
you can look at all of them, you can only play checkers until you send in your $14.95. While 
Wolly didn’t have the test time nor partner to check it out, Board Games for 2 can connect you 
with the other side of the board through a network or dial-up, with a nice datacomm 
module for settings. BGF2_W95.ZIP (395K) is Wolly’s first example of the avalanche of 
Windows 95 shareware we’re sure to see in the next few months. Yep, you’ll read about it here.

click me!

SCAN4DLL
Who’s out there?



Want to find out which DLL and VBX files are being called by a particular application, to 
aid in an uninstall or diagnoses? Zero in on the file and let SCAN4DLL.ZIP (37K) do its 
work, returning a list that Wolly wishes he could print, or at least copy. He won’t complain too 
loudly, ’cause after all, it’s freeware from Software Innovations.

TRUETYPE FONTS
      Braille Kiama 89LKIAMA.ZIP (10K)

      CAS_INIT.ZIP (13K)

      

      

      WGLFON.ZIP (103K)
(also includes Type 1)

Please check files for registration details if you decide to use any font shown.

CNE ENDEAVOR
Wanna job? Ya' gotta network



Browse the help wanted ads and you'll find CNE’s in big demand. Want one? All you have to 
know is everything about Novell you were afraid to ask. CNEENDVB.EXE (1364K) is a real 
monster of a drilling program that tracks your progress. Select from an armful of topics and 
subtopics, fill in the answers, and compare it to CNE Endeavor’s responses. Rank it as correct, 
partial or incorrect. Need more study? Click on cross-reference to locate the page number the 
topic is discussed in Novell’s CNE Study Guide. Set the Focus Area for emphasis on your 
weak areas as you retake the tests. Register CNE Endeavor for $89.95 and you’ll get the latest 
version, with over 3200 questions. When you get that new gig, don’t forget to send Wolly his 
commission.

MAXIT
Blow it up!

Annoyed by apps that don’t fill the screen? Tired of maximizing, maximizing, maximizing? 
Just place MaxIt at the start of your command line, and BOOM, there you go! Okay, not 
exciting, but effective. Register MAXIT11.ZIP (41K) for $10.00 if it calls to you.

OFFICE DARTS
Cool



Finally, an alternative for those in the office who don’t play golf. The throws are a bit tricky to
master, so this game takes some skill and can build some true competition in the ranks. There are
a bunch of game variations, though until you send in your $17 to register, you can only play a 
game called 301. One to four players, including the computer, can play, and there’s even 
WAV sound effects. OD301V25.ZIP (268K) is nicely written and could be a real office hit, 
much to the dismay of management. Now, if they could only come up with Office Beer as an 
add-on, we’d have perfection!

SQUAT FOR WINDOWS
You say ProgMan is worth squat?

Is your Program Manager getting a bit flabby? Well, let’s get some exercise and tighten up a 
bit. No, Wolly is not making this up. How could he? FLXGRP10.ZIP (40K) makes all the 
group icons in Program Manager do squats. See — told you I couldn’t make this up. If this 
doesn’t throw that serious-minded accountant in the next cube for a loop, I don’t know what will. 
Fun freeware from Free Soft.

MORTGAGE RATIO MODELER
For the mansion on the hill



Yep, it’s house time again! Rates have moved down into that magic range again, and may (may is
the magic mystery word) drop slightly further, so it’s appropriate to take notice of programs like 
Mortgage Ratio Modeler. Pre-qualifying yourself can be a good idea — determining the 
range of house for which you can get a loan. Most intelligent real estate folks will do it for 
you, since they don’t want to try to sell you on a house you if can’t get a mortgage for it because 
you either don’t have the income or have BMWed yourself out of contention. MTGQL1_1.ZIP 
(203K) does a pretty nice job, allowing for entry of percentage instead of real dollars for 
many appropriate fields, keep defaults, entry of a customer name, and save and print a real
pretty presentation the whole mess. Yep, if a real estate person doesn’t have such a program, 
this is worth considering. Wolly’s only reluctance is the quirky way the autoformat reacts to 
direct entry of numbers. You’d also better know what those ratios mean, because the docs won’t 
tell you. However, for a pro, the $10.95 registration could be a real bargain.

   Wolly sez...  
click me!

SONIC SCREWDRIVER
Dr. Who?



No, not that handy device, but definitely a super sound editor for WAV files. Open multiple 
sounds and play with each, converting their sampling rates, mono/stereo, 8/16 bit, and inflict 
some great effects on them. Sonic Screwdriver has one of the best echoes Wolly has heard, and 
has most all the audio bells and whistles one could want. Registration is UK £14-95, and 
includes a Sound Source CD ROM; opt to exclude the CD and pay only UK £7-50. 
SONICS11.ZIP (195K) is definitely worth a look-see by the WAV fans in the crowd.

TURBO PRIN CHNG
Printers on a platter

Suffering from an overabundance of printers and overwhelming annoyance with the way 
Windows handles the changes between them? TurboPrnChng places a little, movable graphic 
on your screen, poised to take a click from your right mouse button. TPC25.ZIP (27K) leaps 
into action and delivers all your printers on a platter for picking, access to setups, print 
manager, a way to get out, and more, all for just $15.00. 
    



WIN SAVER
Fourteen in One

Sometimes you just want an ordinary, but non-boring screen saver. One that doesn’t require you
shut everything down to accommodate its resource needs, attract the attention of airplanes flying 
overhead, or cost more than the monitor it allegedly protects. Here’s one now. Be advised, 
however, that it does a lot more than just what the illustration shows. We’ve got colored 
worms, we have screen distortions, windows going negative and bouncing around, screen 
blocks exchanging places, multicolored springs, and bunches of other stuff that 
automatically changes as the mood strikes it. All fourteen variations are at the very least 
acceptable, and most are downright pretty, interesting, or at least neat. Best of all 
WSAVER40.ZIP (20K) is only $5.00.

written by                

              

(click)

as told to Bob Gollihur
wolly@wol.com

bob.gollihur@wol.com



NEW WINDOWS FILES
File Name - Size in Bytes - BBS Date - File Description    (Comments in RED)

The following file listings became available on Windows OnLine recently, but may not 
yet be available on some other online systems. Many more files were added to our library 
during that time, but only files of general interest and most recent date are listed here. Callers 
of Windows OnLine can download WOLRECNT.ZIP, and other ’free’ files to obtain complete 
or selected listings.

This list is heavily edited to limit list size. New Windows Files are held in Directory 
#500 on Windows OnLine™.

WINDOWS - NEW UPLOADS from May 16, 1995 through June 15, 1995

11394411.ZIP 14,667    06-11-95 Windows NT Internet FAQ, Part 2/2 (Newest File Date: 05-
31-95)

64WIN151.ZIP 1,197,643    06-13-95 4.20.95 Mach64 Windows drivers straight from the ATI 
BBS-version 1.51. (Newest File Date: 04-20-95)

89LKIAMA.ZIP 10,183    06-01-95 TTF: BrailleKiama is a font containing the 64 six-dot 
braille characters. The character assignments are those used in the US braille computer 
code. You can't make braille using this font! To make braille you need an embosser, 
which imprints the braille cells on special paper. (Newest File Date: 04-15-95)

ABCW10.ZIP 655,656    05-22-95 ABCSoup for windows v1.0 - teach preschoolers (Newest 
File Date: 04-26-95)

ACCENT30.ZIP 167,730    05-23-95 Accent v3.0: MSWin app that enables you to input special 
chars that are not normally found on a regular keyboard (e.g. Accented chars, 
copyright/trademark sign, etc.); (Newest File Date: 04-08-95)    Reviewed in WOLRS6 
<W>

ACRON15.ZIP 54,263    06-06-95 Cron - Windows program scheduling utility. (Newest File 
Date: 05-07-95)

ACTUP204.ZIP 1,927,745    05-20-95 ACT for Windows 2.04 upgrade. (Newest File Date: 04-
07-95)

ADA50425.ZIP 7,620    05-20-95 Ada from "why me?" to "why not!" (Newest File Date: 04-26-
95)

ADBK15.ZIP 93,200    05-23-95 Adr_Book for Windows - is an address database program that 
can print an address booklet, mailing labels, envelopes, and several reports. Mailing 
labels can be printed by Zip Code order and with all capital letters for the name and 
address for bulk mailing purposes. Envelopes can be printed in three different sizes. 
Description Copyright 1995 PsL. (Newest File Date: 02-05-95)

ADW306UP.ZIP 185,556    05-27-95 Update patch for AfterDark 3.?? for Windows (Newest 
File Date: 05-08-95)

ALARMCLO.ZIP 371,242    05-28-95 An alarm clock, runs under windows. Written with VB. 
Goes off at set time. Improved Clock (Newest File Date: 05-13-95)



AML43.ZIP 613,010    06-09-95 The All Media Library v4.3 for Windows! - The ultimate 
database for tracking and cataloging any and all forms of media, like CDs, Videos, 
Tapes, Laser Discs, Game Cartridges, Etc. Sample library included. Define your own 
categories & media types. Print reports and now Labels too! Export to MS Access version
2.0 format! Better List screen! (Newest File Date: 05-12-95)

AOLDIAG.ZIP 150,991    05-30-95 Cool modem diagnostics and system info app for Windows,
courtesy of the latest America Online for Windows beta version. (Newest File Date: 05-
20-95)

APPLAU13.ZIP 142,146    05-28-95 AppLaunch v1.3: MSWin application launcher; 
automagically detects the size of your screen & sets the size of itself accordingly; 
add/remove apps; rearrange icons; toggle resource window on/off and more. (Newest File
Date: 05-13-95)

APPMAX.ZIP 32,918    06-06-95 AppMax is a simple utility which lets users run a specified 
application in maximized form upon startup. This becomes useful with applications 
such as Notepad, which normally shows up at a random position upon startup. It will 
work with most windows applications. (Newest File Date: 05-12-95)

ATASK13A.ZIP 220,085    05-18-95 Auto Task, Util.,v1.3,Shareware- Auto Task is an 
automated task processor/manger for Windows. Auto Task lets you schedule any MS-
DOS or MSWin application to run at specific times without user intervention. Individual 
tasks can be scheduled to run by Interval, Day, Week, Month, or Date. (Newest File Date:
04-26-95)

ATNT13B.ZIP 211,878    06-06-95 Auto Task for Windows NT, Util., v1.3b,Shareware-Auto 
Task is an automated task processor/manger for Windows NT. Auto Task lets you 
schedule any MS-DOS or MSWin application to run at specific times without user 
intervention. Individual tasks can be scheduled to run by Interval, Day, Week, Month, or 
Date. (Newest File Date: 05-23-95)

AVIVIE42.ZIP 461,037    05-18-95 AVI View 4.2 Win3.1x Multimedia Application. Plays MS 
*.AVI files. Plays QuickTime *.MOV files. Shrink / enlarge picture. Loop video clip. 
Variable step back / step forward amount. Remote control features: open, options, rewind,
play, pause, step back, step forward, stop, info, quit, loop. Requirements: MS Win3.1 
running at 640x480x256 (or better) Video Mode. (Newest File Date: 02-01-95)

AWLOCK40.ZIP 71,697    06-07-95 WinLock for Windows v4.0 - WinLock protects your 
MSWin and LAN environment from unauthorized users. The easy to use security 
features lock Windows at start up, on demand, and automatically when you're not at your 
desk. Intruders are met with a flashing red screen, an audible alarm, and deterrent 
messages. Supports multiple users and a security audit trail; compatible with most screen 
savers. TeraVision, Inc. $34.95. (Newest File Date: 05-24-95)

BACKEE28.ZIP 224,690    05-28-95 BACKER v2.8 - Windows utility for comparing, 
synchronizing and updating files between any kind of data media, also via network, 
disk, or cable. Uses file creation dates to compare. Interactive selection of included or 
excluded files, file types and directories. Several options for sorting, path reduction, 
confirmation and filtering. Takes parameters for automatic work. Almost unlimited file 
volumes. Borland look. (Newest File Date: 05-14-95)



BATSH201.ZIP 55,038    06-09-95 BATSH.EXE (v2.01) To run Windows commands from a 
file. Line by Line. Like Batch (.BAT) files in DOS, but with some windows specific 
commands, and not all the DOS features. For Win3.1 (FreeWare) (Newest File Date: 05-
26-95)

BCA3OF9.ZIP 198,451    06-09-95 Finley's Barcode 3 of 9 v2.0 includes more extended codes 
than version 1.6 including characters like @#,(,), , ,; . 4 styles are included, Tall w/text, 
tall w/out text, short w/text, and short w/out text; font is scalable from 8 - 124 points; 
includes Adobe type 1/TrueType vers; David Finley. (Newest File Date: 05-19-95)

BGLVIEW.ZIP 419,002    05-31-95 Version 4.0 of BGLVIEW. Shows all navaids on regular 
maps. This update includes maps for all continents, and has an improved flight planner. 
Needs Win3.1 and Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 02-25-95)

BITLIN10.ZIP 60,185    06-06-95 Bitmap Liner for Windows v1.00E (FREE SOFT) Bitmap 
Liner for WIndows is a utility to horizontally line bitmap images that may be used by 
ODList box. It is also a VB source code sample demonstrating how ODLIST.VBX may 
be used in VB. (Newest File Date: 05-23-95) 

BNT6I90.ZIP 1,741,672    05-21-95 Evaluation version of Arcada Tape Backup for Win/NT 
3.5/3.51. (Newest File Date: 05-02-95) 

BOG204.ZIP 151,176    05-21-95 Bog v2.04: MSWin word-finding game similar to the game 
of Boggle; object is to find as many words as possible in the 4x4 grid; words must be 
formed from adjacent cubes, and no cube can be used more than once (but a letter can be 
used more than once if it is on more than one cube). Eric BergmanTerrell/Pocket-Sized 
Software. (Newest File Date: 04-23-95)  Reviewed in WOLRS2 <W>

BOWLSTAT.ZIP 187,950    05-18-95 Bowlstat for Windows 1.1. The ultimate program for 
processing your bowling results. It features comprehensive statistics, compares you 
with your friends, and prints your bowling rosters in an excellent form. It stores its data in
an DBase III database for easy processing with other applications. (Newest File Date: 03-
28-95)

BPVBX.ZIP 126,524    05-28-95 Creating VB VBXs using Borland Pascal (Newest File Date: 
03-24-95)

BRIAN1.ZIP 70,866    05-20-95 Calendar Template and Toolbox DLL (Newest File Date: 05-
01-95)

BZZSLP31.ZIP 29,686    05-18-95 (v3.10) Bzzsleep. Put HL6X0 prt. to sleep. Bzzsleep is a 
MSWin utilty that puts your Brother HL630 and HL660 to instant sleep. Shareware (US$ 
20.- Visa/AmEx, Transfer) Jarle Pettersen, jarlep@telepost.no (Newest File Date: 04-09-
95)

CALQCK22.ZIP 784,292    06-07-95 Calendar Quick Scheduling Tool v2.20. High performance 
scheduling for individuals, managers, and workgroups. Twelve different calendar and 
schedule formats. Advanced user interface with many extras. WYSIWG printing, print 
preview, and copy/paste to other Windows applications. Includes Timelines and Action 
Lists for use in project management. Requires Win3.1r newer. Significant new features 
and enhancements. (Newest File Date: 05-19-95)

CAPPRO.ZIP 674,439    05-18-95 Have you ever needed a simple, but powerful, way to grab an
image from the Windows desktop? Well now there's Capture Professional v1.1. It can 



capture images in 6 different modes with many submodes and copy (to clipboard or many
applications), print or save (file formats: BMP, EPS, GIF, ICO, PCS, JPG, RLE, TIF, 
TGA) the images. (Newest File Date: 02-23-95)

CAS_INIT.ZIP 13,496    05-16-95 Caslon Initials is a TTF which looks like the embroidered 
initials on a handkerchief. Caps only. (Newest File Date: 04-18-95)

CDRUNNER.ZIP 305,045    05-23-95 CDRunner: Why wait for plug and play Compact Disc 
technology, its here now and in Win3.1! At least it is with CDRunner. CDRunner is the 
ultimate in CD-ROM utilities. When installed on your system, running a CD-ROM, or 
playing an Audio-CD is as simple as putting it in the drive. (Newest File Date: 04-10-95)

CDWIZ310.ZIP 175,241    05-26-95 CD Wizzard CD Audio Player for Windows It has all the 
functions of a home CD player plus many, many more! It saves the disc and tracks names
in its database. CD Wizzard has a full 3D look that is totally customizable. In icon mode, 
the icon is updated with the disc and track time. There is a full help file that describes all 
features of CD Wizzard. (Newest File Date: 05-07-95)    Reviewed in WOLRS39 <W>

CFTIME.ZIP 98,540    06-07-95 Coffee Timer for Windows v95.04bE - An alarm timer for 
Windows that simulates a siphon coffee boiling in the minimize icon and play 
corresponding sounds. It could be used to time coffee, toast, frozen foods, and meat 
which have to be defrosted. (Newest File Date: 05-12-95)

CHKRES.ZIP 6,496    05-20-95 Checks low windows systems resources for CW applications. 
(Newest File Date: 05-05-95)

CHSBD.ZIP 220,721    05-26-95 ASCII/PGN Reader for Windows (Newest File Date: 05-22-
95)

CI100.ZIP 21,586    06-07-95 Compact Install v1.0: easy-to-use generic installation pgm for 
MSWin; can decompress files that have been compressed using the MS Compress.Exe 
program as well as simply copying files from disk (or CD) to a selectable directory on 
any media; The HyperMedia Group GmbH. (Newest File Date: 05-09-95)

CISSRC20.ZIP 209,359    06-07-95 CIS File Search Utility v2.0 CisSrch 2.0 is an ideal tool for 
finding and analysing the wealth of information you retrieve from Compuserve. It can 
perform Boolean searches on the full message text, subject, recipient and author fields 
contained in threads, EMail, news stories, display articles and messages. (Newest File 
Date: 05-26-95)

CLIPEX30.ZIP 128,009    06-05-95 Clipboard Extender adds functionality to the Windows' 
clipboard by appending new text to the clipboard's existing text, instead of it always 
being replaced. Text contained in the clipboard can be saved or appended to an ASCII 
file. Files can be dropped from File Manager and instantly placed in clipboard. Permits 
editing of text in the clipboard. Version 1.0 was featured in March 94 issue of 
PC/Computing. Requires Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 05-01-95)

CLIPW160.ZIP 76,406    06-03-95 Clipwatch 1.60 Clipwatch will trap as many as 18 text clips 
sent to your clipboard while you edit, then you may use the internal editor to drag and 
drop from one to another or to the printer has a very powerful editor, requires Vbrun300 
(Newest File Date: 05-08-95)

CLPFL101.ZIP 175,990    06-07-95 Clip Filer v1.01 for Win3.x. Clip Filer is a Clipboard Text 
Database Tool. It appears to the user as a small, moveable ToolBar which stays on top of 



all other windows. The controls allow the user to select Clip Filer Database files, move 
selected text from the database to the Clipboard, move current text from the Clipboard to 
the database, enter txt via the keyboard to be written to the clipboard. (Newest File Date: 
04-18-95)

CMFLG128.ZIP 435,199    05-25-95 A midi sequencer with many features (demo) (Newest File 
Date: 04-28-95)

COT10.ZIP 236,965    06-03-95 Crypt-O-Text version 1.0 for MSWin. Crypt-o-Text is designed 
to give extra security to messages being sent on online networks or other e-mail 
systems. By encrypting your message with a password before sending it, you can ensure 
that only people who know the password will be able to read it. Online help included. 
(Newest File Date: 05-27-95)

CP32BIT.ZIP 46,921    06-05-95 32 bit disk driver for windows provided by Conner 
Peripherals. Uses Microhouse driver mh32bit.386.(Newest File Date: 03-22-95)

CPRO13.ZIP 550,047    05-16-95 Cribbage Pro v1.3 <ASP> - A comprehensive card game for 
Win3.1 - CP provides all the features and challenge you expect from a traditional 
cribbage game. Multiple playing and scoring levels, from beginner to expert and 
automatic to muggins. Easy interface for effortless play. Screen components result in 
great visual appeal. Whether beginner to expert, Cribbage Pro has something for you. 
(Newest File Date: 03-20-95)    Reviewed in WOLRS39 <W>

CSBEW.ZIP 210,382    05-23-95 Big ed The Poetry Editor V1.00 <asp-F> Windows Ed. Editor 
for verse forms, with instructions for each form. The unregistered version contains 
english sonnets, villanelles, and the welsh cynghanned. Registered users receive in 
addition: italian sonnets, sestinas, and parenthetics. Initial Release. (Newest File Date: 
03-25-95)

CSLMOW1A.ZIP 580,843    05-16-95 Leading and Managing Others (Windows Ed) <ASP-F> 
Basic instruction in leadership and management and the differences between them. 
Includes quizzes, self-assessmnt, readings, and "how to" features on dealing effectively 
with others, maintaining the authority structure, and giving orders and directives. Misc. 
improvements in user interface and front end. (Newest File Date: 03-26-95)

CTFTP12.ZIP 139,121    06-07-95 CuteFTP v1.2: MSWin FTP client designed to simplify 
remote file xfers via Internet; intuitive modern-style user inerface; integrated browsing of
index files with files descriptions; caching of recently visited dirs; full screen browsing 
(w/2 configurable display modes); automatic dir tree downloading; robust STOP cmd, 
capable of stopping any operation w/out loosing connection; requires Winsock v1.1. 
(Newest File Date: 05-25-95)

CWM101-1.ZIP 886,070    05-21-95 Crossword Mania! v1.01 [disk 1/2] The complete 
Crossword puzzle package for Windows! SOLVE/BUILD/EDIT Crossword or 
Diagramless puzzles. Great for teachers and newspaper editors as well as the average 
crossword solver! Never run out of puzzles to solve! Comes with many ready to solve 
puzzles! Use our 85,000+ word dictionary to build your own puzzles, or let the computer 
build them for you! (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)

CWM101-2.ZIP 771,411    05-21-95 Crossword Mania! v1.01 [disk 2/2] Other features include: 
Solving up to 10 puzzles simultaneously, timed puzzles, changing the puzzle fonts, 



viewing puzzles in any size (great for the visually impared, who can enlarge puzzles for 
easier viewing), four puzzle difficulty levels, tournament mode, fully configurable sound 
capabilites, pattern templates (with pattern preview), and a 3D interface with color 
toolbar. (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)

DARROW.ZIP 84,242    05-30-95 Borland Delphi example code for drawing lines (Newest File 
Date: 03-16-95)

DBASE121.ZIP 1,665,858    05-20-95 Database Browser v.1.21<ASP> Full edit, query sorting 
and printing capabilities. MSAccess 1.1 (.MDB), dBASE III, dBASE IV, FoxPro 2.0 & 
2.5 (.DBF),Paradox (.DB) and Btrieve (.DDF and .DAT) support. Records are displayed 
in a scrollable grid in which columns may be moved and resized with the mouse. QBE 
(query by example). Zooming. LAN. Calculated columns. Column totals. Customized 
reports to Printer, to text file and to the Clipboard. (Newest File Date: 05-10-95)

DBD13.ZIP 758,814    06-11-95 Day BDay v1.3 <ASP> PIM includes scheduler, task list 
manager, and diary, all with password protection for data security. Master task list allows 
easy entry of recurring tasks and default scheduling on a weekly basis. Automatically 
push uncompleted t to a future date if desired. Diary section includes text search feature 
and allows up to 64K of notes per day. Fixed bug in task manager. (Newest File Date: 05-
05-95)

DCWIN2.ZIP 427,988    05-15-95 Draft Choice for Windows v2.00. the Best Shareware CAD 
package now for Windows! Multiple attach points, 128 layers, bezier/complex & spline 
curves, warp & tween, multilevel undos, parallel & perpendicular modes, DXF, PCX & 
WPG file support, PSP & plotter output, external line/fill/hatch patterns. (Newest File 
Date: 05-11-95)

DEBTW20D.ZIP 311,257    06-08-95 Debt Analyzer for Windows v2.0d Debt Elimination at it 
best! A package designed to help reduce and eliminate debt and save you hundreds of 
dollars in the process. Build debt reduction schedules or loan consolidation schedules. 
Handles up to 50 debts at once. Use minimum payments (percentages too), current 
payments or accelerated payments with elimination. Nine priority methods or define your
own. (Newest File Date: 05-11-95)

DEC94HCL.ZIP 58,001    06-08-95 Win NT 3.5 hcl (hardware compatibility list). (Newest 
File Date: 05-24-95)

DELBKS.ZIP 3,595    06-01-95 Preliminary List of Delphi Books (Newest File Date: 04-10-95)
DELPATCH.ZIP 140,343    06-08-95 Update file for Delphi. The archive includes the patch for 

Delphi. This patch works only with the desktop edition of Delphi. The README file 
contained within describes how to install the patch and what problems the patch 
addresses. (Newest File Date: 04-25-95)

DELPHR.ZIP 220,920    05-30-95 Resource Editor for Borland Delphi (Newest File Date: 05-
22-95)

DELTA3_2.ZIP 199,750    05-18-95 Delta 3.2. Delta allows you to save information about your
disk and then compare the differences that may have occured over time. A typical 
application would involve Windows installation software, where you would save your 
disk's information before and after the installation, and then compare and check for 
differences. Shareware. (Newest File Date: 04-10-95)



DEMOQUIK.ZIP 1,299,810    05-31-95 DEMOQuick Sample Tutorial (created with 
DEMOQuick itself). Run Setup from windows to install. Good windows demo 
development system. (Newest File Date: 04-20-95)

DEPLEE22.ZIP 144,935    05-15-95 Depleter v2.2 - Windows utility for owners of laptops and 
notebooks. Countdown mode for controlling remaining battery use time, based on 
previous measurements during your normal work. Thus you can see long before your 
computer's built-in voltage control when to shut down your work. Discharge mode for 
calculated battery depletion under constant conditions. Thus you can detect and cure the 
memory effect. Borland look. (Newest File Date: 05-07-95)

DESENV1.ZIP 431,004    05-20-95 Replacement DLL for CW 1.002 for report formatter 
problems. (Newest File Date: 04-27-95) OK, enough! Anybody want to tell me what 
'CW' is? <W>

DIALW410.ZIP 810,648    06-12-95 Windows Dialer (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)
DIARY27.ZIP 676,384    05-23-95 Diary v2.7 <ASP> Diary/journal program for Windows 

with password protection and printing capability. Supports international date formats. Has
text search feature which allows you to quickly bring up all entries pertaining to a 
particular person, event, etc. Accomodates up to 64K of entries per day. Version 2.7 
implements improved data encryption. Improved data encryption. (Newest File Date: 04-
15-95)    Reviewed in WOLRS18 <W>

DINOSAVE.ZIP 1,106,269    05-31-95 DinoSave is a great Windows compatible screen saver 
shareware. Choose from A Raptor running across your screen and ripping it to shreds, to a
T-Rex chasing icons, to a tranquil scene with a brachiosaurus eating trees. Registered 
version gets one additional saver. (Newest File Date: 02-09-95) Screen saver mania is 
taking over! Henceforth, Screen Saver programs will join sound & graphics files in the 
"not enough room" catagory.    There's far too many ScreenSaver files added each month 
for them to be included in this list. Call Windows OnLine for our free file lists which are 
located in directory 497. <W>

DIRMCH16.ZIP 149,888    06-10-95 DirMatch(R) version 1.6, Windows 3.x directory 
matching utility. Compare files in any two directories, copy, move, synchronize, update, 
etc.(Newest File Date: 03-30-95)

DKILL12.ZIP 120,563    05-18-95 Dialog Killer 1.1 by Nicholas Maher. Dialog Killer is a 
Win3.1 program, designed to automatically handle annoying confirmation dialog 
boxes created by other applications. It sends them a default response, and destroys them 
before they even reach the screen. Freeware. (Newest File Date: 04-05-95)

DLLMST32.ZIP 66,957    05-29-95 DLL Master 3.2 lists modules in MSWin 3.2 memory, with
src path and filestats. Load, unload, decrement DLL use count. Multiple lists, compare, 
print, save, restore. Version and header info. (Newest File Date: 05-10-95)

DLOCK.ZIP 46,677    06-01-95 Demonstration of code to put a DACL on floppy drives. There 
is no way to put a DACL on the floppy drives or on the COM ports with REGEDT32, or 
using the Control Panel or other part of the user interface. And there is no way to use the 
Win32 api to put a DACL on the floppy drives or on the COM ports that survives reboots.
(Newest File Date: 04-20-95)

DM34WNT.ZIP 205,036    05-18-95 Duelmaster's Database version 3.4 for Windows NT by 



John Holt. It is in a professional GUI interface. It runs in 32-bit protected mode and needs
at least 800K extended to run. The larger your database, the more extended memory you 
will need. Freeware. (Newest File Date: 03-28-95)

DMAID10.ZIP 186,993    05-21-95 - DMAid 1.O for Windoz - DMAid is a playing aid for 
Dungeon Masters to use as a game preparation aid or an aid during actual playing 
sessions. by Frank R. Neal (Newest File Date: 05-14-95)

DN0315.ZIP 48,475    05-29-95 The Unofficial Newsletter of Delphi Users #1, (Newest File 
Date: 03-13-95)

DN0401.ZIP 92,734    05-29-95 The Unofficial Newsletter of Delphi Users #2, (Newest File 
Date: 04-02-95)

DOSBR142.ZIP 26,375    06-05-95 DosBar V1.42 (c) 1993-95 by Andreas Furrer. DosBar adds 
a toolbar to any DOS window. With this toolbar you have an easy access to the mark, 
copy, paste and other functions which will normally only be available from the system 
menu of a DOS window. (Newest File Date: 02-07-95)

DP34.ZIP 516,305    06-04-95 DocuPower Pro 3.4 - MS Word Doc Mngmnt Certified "MS 
Office Compatible" Inexpensive, easy-to-use doc management. Seamlessly integrates into
MS Word. Document names up to 255 characters long! Instant storage & retrieval from 
folders. Open, merge, print or FAX your documents by pointing & clicking on 
descriptions. Search utilities recover "missing" files. Shareware Magazine Editor's Choice
Award (Newest File Date: 05-26-95)    Reviewed in WOLRS1 & WOLRS44 <W>

DRIVEI.ZIP 12,571    05-29-95 Borland Pascal/Delphi drive utility functions (Newest File 
Date: 02-27-95)

DSAVER.ZIP 30,113    05-29-95 Borland Delphi - Example Screen Saver Code (Newest File 
Date: 03-25-95)

DSLEEP.ZIP 5,121    05-30-95 Borland Delphi TSleeper component Simple little component that
you can use to easily implement delays in Delphi. It encapsulates a TTimer component 
and handles the necessary details to allow you to delay your application in a "Windows-
friendly" manner. (Newest File Date: 03-31-95)

DSPY.ZIP 371,757    06-08-95 Win Internal Spy With Delphi Source. (Newest File Date: 04-
06-95)

DTCALC24.ZIP 27,186    05-27-95 Date Calculator v2.4, April 1995. Freeware from Spyder 
Software. This is a VB application that performs a number of date calculations, such as
converting a standard date to a Julian date, calculating a person's age in years, difference 
between dat and future/past dates. The program also displays the day of week for the 
inputted and outputted dates and whether the inputted or outputted dates are in a leap 
year. (Newest File Date: 04-22-95)

DWCH10.ZIP 131,096    06-01-95 Directory Watch is a utility program to help keep track of 
space used in directories on a network or local disk drive. It helps by providing the 
total space used by all files in a directory and all files in all subdirectories under the 
selected target directory. It also counts the total number of files and subdirectories 
involved. Requires MSWin. (Newest File Date: 05-21-95)

DZ18AN.ZIP 187,777    06-03-95 DeZkTop is a program launcher for Win3.1, Windows NT 



and Windows 95. Can be used as a Windows shell. NeXT-like icons on your desktop with
one-click launch, auto-arrange, etc. Shareware (but not nagware or crippleware), 10 
pounds sterling. (Newest File Date: 05-14-95)

EASYUP20.ZIP 273,065    05-29-95 Easy Uploads v2.00 - Save time/$ uploading to CIS with 
WinCIM or CSNav. With Easy Uploads, just enter all the data for your uploads once, and 
then fill the Contribute dialog in WinCIM/CSNav in seconds, time after time! Whether 
you're on-line or off, EU is the best way to help insure consistent Titles, Keywords, and 
Descriptions for your files on CIS. Shareware - Requires WinCIM or CSNav, and 
Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 05-11-95)

EAWC103.ZIP 260,071    06-07-95 EMail Assist for WinCIM is an add in program for 
CompuServe Information Manager for Windows. It adds three major features to 
WinCIM spell checking, quoting, and user- defined macros, called signatures. Requires 
Win 3.1x and WinCIM 1.4. (Newest File Date: 05-01-95)

EDITHELP.ZIP 700,929    05-16-95 EditHelp for Windows creates help files for use with the 
Windows help system. It can also create files in HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 
format. Supports links, popup links, bitmaps and keywords. Has 2 modes: Windows Help 
and WWW. Fully functional shareware, $40 registration. (Newest File Date: 04-14-95)

EDITOR10.ZIP 320,580    06-06-95 Editor ED, EDL and EDWIN version 1.0 for dos and 
windows written by Herman Morsink Vollenbroek. Fast editing of text with many 
features: Extensive mouse support for many functions, Fast editing of multi megabyte 
files, A large set of block handling functions, Syntax highlighting, Keys, syntax, color 
and editing functions are configurable. (Newest File Date: 03-03-95)

ELEMV11.ZIP 50,334    06-06-95 Periodic Table for Windows v1.0 Registered Version has full 
chart, searches by characteristics of elements, quizzes, and more! $12 basic, or $25 for 
upgrades and extras! Req. Win 3.1, VGA, Mse Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 05-18-95)

EM996NT3.ZIP 167,016    06-01-95 e-Mail Notify v0.996 alpha. I wrote e-Mail Notify because I
connect my home computer to the school computers through a PPP link and a 14,4k 
modem. I wanted to keep my mail folders on the school computer because it is the only 
way I can access them from both school and home. For this reason, I needed a windows 
program that tells when there is new mail without retrieving it. (Newest File Date: 04-
23-95)

EM996W32.ZIP 166,290    06-01-95 e-Mail Notify v0.996 alpha. I wrote e-Mail Notify because I
connect my home computer to the school computers through a PPP link and a 14,4k 
modem. I wanted to keep my mail folders on the school computer because it is the only 
way I can access them from both school and home. For this reason, I needed a windows 
program that tells when there is new mail without retrieving it. (Newest File Date: 04-
24-95)

EMAIL400.ZIP 53,393    05-23-95 Email v4.00: MSWin network e-mail pgm that sends text 
messages, attaches files, pop up notification (you can turn if off), archive messages, 
creates distribution lists, etc req Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 05-07-95)

ENGAGE15.ZIP 384,415    06-08-95 Engage 1.5 for Windows() is a floating tool bar that 
provides quick access to your applications, utilities and documents. You no longer need 
return to Program Manager or File Manager to access iles. Engage is available even while



applications are maximized with a click of the mouse. Features include: Drag-drop 
support for File Manager, multiple tool bars, context sensitve. (Newest File Date: 06-07-
95)

ENSYNC13.ZIP 46,970    06-01-95 EnSync v1.3: MSWin environment synchronization util that 
permits you to synchronize the environment blocks of Windows' DOS boxes, such that
changes made in one DOS box are visible to another DOS box using EnSync; 
additionally, if you use Anchor's WinPath you can synchronize Windows environment 
with the DOS boxes, enabling you to modify Windows' environment from a DOS box 
using any DOS util even a DOS batch file. (Newest File Date: 05-16-95)

EPDS0695.ZIP 8,557    06-13-95 6/95 - Information on how to become an Excel Progs 
distribution site. This file includes Excel Progs information, a list of its files, distribution
site requirements, and application.(Newest File Date: 06-01-95)

EWKITS.ZIP 39,611    06-01-95 E! Programming interface kits for VB & WinCmd (a PCMag
util) that enable you to write E! Extensions using VB or WinCmd. (Newest File Date: 03-
12-95)

EWVBSC.ZIP 7,753    06-01-95 Lexical scanner for E! Allowing the support of the Function 
Tagging feature for the VB language. (Newest File Date: 02-03-95)

EXESAV15.ZIP 231,383    06-03-95 Execute-It v1.4 - A Windows screen saver engine to turn 
any exe into a screen saver. Idle for presentations, slide shows, video, demos or any 
advertisments. Using this engine automatically execute any program during system 
inactivity, any input can return you to the system. Features include; icon hiding, password
protection, hot corners and many more. Kamyan Software. (Newest File Date: 05-07-95)

EXWIN107.ZIP 9    06-08-95 Exit Win FreeWare Allows exit Windows, Restart Windows 
and Reboot System with the click of a button. Also allows exit of Windows, execution 
of DOS app and return to Win by supplying the command and args on the command line. 
Includes doc that explains all of this.(Newest File Date: 05-22-95)

EYEBAL23.ZIP 24,773    05-21-95 The Incredible EyeBall v2.3. EyeBall is a handy utility for 
viewing and capturing painted areas of the screen. It allows expansion of icon-sized 
screen areas for viewing. Additional features include: Expanded views may be copied to 
the clipboard or saved as bitmaps, or as Windows icons. EyeBall can display a grid over 
the image or can actively monitor an area without user interaction. Cursor interface is 
standard including mouse sensitivity controls. Requires Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 
04-27-95)

EZCD09B.ZIP 57,123    05-21-95 EZ-CD CD Player v0.9b for Win3.1. This is the ultimate CD 
player for those of us who just want a streamlined Windows CD player without all the 
extra garbage. (Of course it still has the Razor-Sharp Graphics.) Highly Optimized, 
Highly Reliable, Highly Spoken of. "The CD Player for Just Playing CD's." (Newest File 
Date: 02-19-95)

FANDF100.ZIP 168,199    05-29-95 Friends and Family is a VB Application that keeps track of 
family and friends: 1) Names and addresses. 2) Unlimited # of phone #'s per name. 3) 
Recurring events for each person or family. You'll never forget a birthday or anniversary 
again. People will appreciate your thoughtfullness. 4) Lets you use your own waveform 
files to assign funny sound effects to your friends and family members. (Newest File 



Date: 05-16-95)
FAX_V405.ZIP 707,789    06-14-95 FaxMail for Windows adds full FAXing capability menu 

to all Windows Applications. Includes a Fax/Modem-tester. -timed sends -broadt queue 
holds 32,000 -works in DOS and Windows -GOOD help system -all functions very fast -
background FAX printing (Newest File Date: 05-23-95)

FF.ZIP 19,647    05-16-95 FreezeFrame for Windows. Remembers where your apps' windows 
are, and how big they are, and puts them there the next time you open them. Small, fast,
inexpensive shareware. $ 5 reg. (Newest File Date: 05-08-95)

FILELOK2.ZIP 845,780    06-12-95 File lock v2.0 for windows. (Newest File Date: 06-06-95)
FLXGRP10.ZIP 39,824    06-08-95 Squat for Windows v1.0E - (Free Soft) You've watched 

Windows all day, but it just seems to be sitting there not doing anything. No wonder it's 
getting so fat. With this program, make group icons in the Program Manager do 
squat! Windows might not get lean, but at let they're exercising now! (Newest File Date: 
05-13-95)

FLYCOLOR.ZIP 50,820    05-18-95 FlyingColors 1.1 - Liven up your desktop by creating your 
own color schemes. Windows allows you to set the color of various objects from a palette
of 16 unchangeable colors. FlyingColors lets you easily change those "unchangeable" 
colors to whatever you like. Color schemes may be saved or loaded at any time. Includes 
built-in brightness (dimmer), contrast, and tint controls. (Newest File Date: 05-08-95)

FMANCLK.ZIP 11,795    06-07-95 DblClick Version 1.0 by Michael Volz. DblClick is a File 
Manager extension dll. It adds the possiblity to File Manager to load a selected file in an
editor of your choice by right mouse button doubleclick. Great for when you want to 
open for example, a *.bat to take a look or any file w/ any extension without it being 
associated with a particular editor! Great add-on! (Newest File Date: 02-28-95)

FMANG180.ZIP 112,285    05-26-95 Font Manager 1.80 Fonts Manager will allow you to 
select fonts for installation maintains a complete list of installed fonts, versus ones that 
are not currently used in the system, you may also view and print fonts. Requires 
Vbrun300. $13. (Newest File Date: 05-09-95)

FMBASE22.ZIP 184,326    06-14-95 Family Base v2.2 (requires Win 3.x) Draws U.K. style 
trees and has a wide range of reports. Full GEDCOM support. Only 15UKP Registration 
(Newest File Date: 05-29-95)

FMGRD205.ZIP 126,236    06-08-95 File Manager Guard v.2.05 <ASP> - allows to set up 
[Restrictions] for File Manager. You can limit user access to selected drives, prevent 
them from performing any command of File Manager, changing its configuration, 
running programs or opening documents. For use with personal systems or corporate 
networks. Shareware, $29.95+s&h. new features (Newest File Date: 05-24-95)

FMWIN1.ZIP 245,183    06-12-95 Firstmail/Windows - 1.2 Update (Newest File Date: 06-01-
95)

FONREV10.ZIP 413,030    05-27-95 FontReview v1.00 <ASP> - Preview your TTFs before 
installing! Just like Windows95, double click on TTF filename from Win3.1 File 
Manager to see a TTF, browse the character set or install to a directory of your choice. 
From the author of Printer's Apprentice, requires Vbrun300. High quality shareware from 
Lose Your Mind Development New product! (Newest File Date: 05-10-95)



FPW122AA.ZIP 1,312,111    05-27-95 FormPower v1.22aa "EZ-Forms" for Win*3.1 The 
ultimate visual forms processor! Create, fill-out (internal), fill-in (pre-printed) ANY 
FORM. WYSIWYG, multiple open forms, cut/paste, protected fields /objects, OLE2, 
more. Great for basic DTP too! 100+ pre-designed forms available! Single, multi, & 
network versions available. (Newest File Date: 05-16-95)

FSP4WIN.ZIP 207,935    05-23-95 FTP Serv-U v1.1e FTP server for MSWin Multiple 
simultaneous users, Full security on a file/directory basis. Supports Netscape & XMosaic.
(Newest File Date: 03-13-95)

FTPSMX.ZIP 45,163    05-18-95 FTPSVC.DLL, FTPSMX.DLL, and FTPSMX.HLP are used by
Server Manager if the FTP Server service is running on your Windows NT 3.5 computer. 
Server Manager is a utility found in the Windows NT 3.5 Server and Windows NT 3.5 
Resource Kit CD-ROMs that allows you to manage computers and domains from your
Windows NT Workstation client computer. (Newest File Date: 03-29-95)

FTPSV11B.ZIP 200,755    06-08-95 FTP Serv-U-FTP server for MSWin.    Multiple simultaneous
users. Full security on a file/directory basis. Support for user 'Anonymous'. Supports 
Netscape & XMosaic. Easy to setup and maintain. (Newest File Date: 04-05-95)

FVU13NT.ZIP 235,037    06-01-95 File Viewer 1.3 by Maze Computer Communications is a 
Windows NT file viewer and File Manager extension that lets you browse or print the 
contents of files. It displays ASCII, hex dump, or raw text. Highly customizable. 
Shareware $10. (Newest File Date: 05-16-95)

GC222.ZIP 631,292    05-28-95 The Grocery Consumer 2.22 - Most powerful recipe and 
grocery manager for Windows. Creates shopping list from your weekly menu using your
personalized recipe database. Add misc items to list, remove items you have. Creates 
shopping list by aisle, computes cost of list at various stores. MINIMAL keystrokes on all
data entry. Cuts hours off organizing recipes, creating menus, making shopping list(s). 
(Newest File Date: 05-26-95)

GLYPHT.ZIP 116,773    06-07-95 GlyphTry - primarily for viewing Delphi Speedbutton 
glyphs. (Newest File Date: 03-26-95)

GMASTER.ZIP 596,340    05-27-95 Graphics Master(tm) Windows Icon Editor/Viewer 
with .BMP .WMF file viewer! Now create and edit any icon! It's fast and easy! View 
any .BMP and .WMF file too! Complete with icons ready to edit. Now create, edit, and 
maintain your own Graphics and Icon libraries. NEW from L-Soft Atlanta (Newest File 
Date: 05-21-95)

GPHMN1_3.ZIP 288,831    06-09-95 (v1.2) Graphic Manager Plus - allows for management of 
bitmap, metafile, icon and run length encoded (rle) graphic files. Extract icons from 
executables and dll's. Load an entire directory of different images of varying sizes then 
review, edit or remove selected ones. Shareware (US$ 9.95) (Newest File Date: 05-25-95)

GRAFX430.ZIP 47,426    05-19-95 Graffix Screen Captures for Windows and DOS V4.3. Press
PrtSc to capture the screen in Windows, and GRAFFIX will pop up and display the 
capture. Save entire screen or any rectangular portion to a BMP, GIF, or PCX file. The 
DOS program is a hot-key activated TSR that captures graphics to GIF or PCX, or text to 
ASCII or ATF, preserving text colors. (Newest File Date: 05-09-95)  Reviewed in 
WOLRS38 <W>



HBCL73.ZIP 263,603    06-0-95 Hebrew Calendar For Windows v7.3 - Provides date 
conversion, holidays, yahrzeit/birthday anniversaries, Torah/Haftarah readings, and 
sunrise/sunset times. New this version: expanded zmanim, general anniversaries, 
Common or Hebrew anniversary observance, print readings in calendars, more holidays. 
Requires Vbrun300. Note: installation problems reported - read readme.txt inside archive 
before downloading (Newest File Date: 04-09-95)

HELPER51.ZIP 14,881    05-27-95 Helper51 provides quick access to information which may 
be needed by persons progamming in QUICK BASIC, BASICA, or GWBASIC, or 
who need to view various conversions and charts. With a quick menu selection, you can: 
convert decimal to hex, convert hex to decimal, convert dec to binary, display the IBM 
Extended character set, Display visible characters below ASCII 32, Display the key code 
for any key pressed, Display keyname (Newest File Date: 05-16-95)

HILOW11.ZIP 4,869    05-23-95 Hilow 1.1 is a very simple number guessing game. Just choose
the easy, medium, or hard button and try to guess a number within the given range. 
Computer keeps score from game to game! Requires Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 05-
18-95)

HLPCRD10.ZIP 107,968    05-29-95 HelpCard for Windows Ver 1.00E (Free Soft) HelpCard 
assists Windows programmers write simple Help file by filling in cards. Table of 
Contents and browsing sequence are automatically created by the program. (Newest File 
Date: 04-26-95)

HOGS15.ZIP 178,707    06-03-95 Hogs V1.4 - Find the biggest memory hogs. Which Windows
programs use the most memory? Hogs lists all running Windows programs in order of 
most memory used to least. Take a look at how much memory some of these Program 
Manager replacements use up. Features include, listing DLLs and updating the list every 
second. Also a unique Compact Memory button which frees up as much memory as 
possible. Kamyan Software. (Newest File Date: 05-07-95)  Reviewed in WOLRS44 <W>

HS21.ZIP 187,112    06-02-95    Home Stretch v2.1 for Windows    This is the most realistic (and 
fun) horse racing and wagering simulation available! Read the past performances of all
the horses in a race to make wise betting decisions. Realistics odds, bets (win, place, 
show, quinella, exacta), horse graphics, and track sounds. GREAT! Requires Vbrun300 
(not in .ZIP file) (Newest File Date: 05-10-95)

HWORK20.ZIP 1,021,782    05-27-95 HomeWork(tm) for Windows Version 2.0 Full featured 
Home Office system with Employee Dbase, Built-in Memo, Time Management and 
Time Card system! Full Appointment PIM and Alarm functions plus, a Financial system 
to help maintain loans! A true commerical package for the Home Office enviroment! If 
you have a Home Based Business, or even a regular office, this is the software for you. 
(Newest File Date: 05-21-95)

ICOMM101.ZIP 319,171    05-29-95 Official release of i-commm an internet web browser that 
runs on a shell account with windows. (Newest File Date: 05-20-95)

IFA302.ZIP 328,238    05-23-95 Instant File Access (tm) Version 3.02.7 enhances the Open-File
dialogs of Windows applications by adding file/directory recall, file manager functions, 
a toolbar, floating windows of frequently, accessed files global file/text search and 
replace. Also allows replacing of old style open dialogs with standard Common File Open
Dialog. Now works with Windows 95 (Newest File Date: 05-19-95)  Reviewed in 



WOLRS30 <W>
ILUSON11.ZIP 73,256    05-23-95 Illusions This game requires Win3.1, Vbrun200, and an 

unzipping utility. Depending on your computer's configuration you may need 8 
megabytes of RAM. This is a sliding tile puzzle. These kinds of puzzles are about 100 
years old. Almost everyone has seen or played with one. A square is divided into a grid. 
Each section of the grid contains a tile which makes up part of a picture chosen by you 
from those available. (Newest File Date: 04-30-95)

IMA20A.ZIP 2,386,285    05-24-95 Image'n'Bits v2.00 <ASP> OLE Imaging Software for 
Windows drag'n'drop images across applications, screen capture, scanner support, all 
major file formats including Kodak Photo CD and JPEG, brightness and contrast control, 
paste from file, add border, unlimited undo, negative, solarize, grayscale, pixelize, pinch, 
melt, spiral. (Newest File Date: 04-16-95)

IMLITE.ZIP 657,479    06-02-95 InfoMap Lite 1.40 InfoMap Lite is a productivity tool for 
Windows(TM) 3.0/3.1 that brings the power of 'mind maps'(TM) to the graphical PC 
environment. Introduced in the 1970's by Tony Buzan, the mind map has become 
widespread in its use for brainstorming, idea creation, document planning and note 
taking. InfoMap Lite (Newest File Date: 02-15-95)

INA184.ZIP 177,684    05-23-95 I'm no Accountant (Tm) Workbooks For Excel 5.0 Perform 
single entry accounting With dialog based payments, income, and salary transactions. 
Transactions may be queried by account name and/or date range. Account management, 
checkbook reconciliation, and report printing are directed through dialog screens. Ledger 
posting is automatic. The Workbooks include comprehensive Windows Help Files. Fix 
minor bugs (Newest File Date: 03-28-95)

INDXER11.ZIP 41,373    05-19-95 Indexer is an easy to use, Windows-based application that 
makes an Index of your Netscape cache. Netscape saves its cache in a directory, which 
will be filled with data from the places you have visited. The data are saved in files 
named M0??????.MOZ. It's impossible to look and find documents in your cache. 
Indexer makes an HTML compatible document. (Newest File Date: 04-30-95)

INFO41.ZIP 757,475    05-24-95 InfoRecall Ver.4.1. Information Management Software. 1994 
release. Advertised in PC Magazine. Many favorable reviews. Thousands sold. Store & 
find personal & business info fast & easy! A few words to 30K plus in a Free-Form, 
Variable size database. More Powerful than ever. Fully functional trial. (Newest File 
Date: 02-09-95)

INFVW170.ZIP 165,418    06-08-95 InfView - Windows file viewer. Lets you view any type and
any size of file since the entire file is read into memory. View in Ascii, Hex, Raw or Text 
only modes. Full search, cut, save and formatted printing. You can view BMP and PCX 
images in full color. You can list the contents of ZIP, LZH and MS COMPRESS files and 
then decompress files. (Newest File Date: 05-08-95)

INI170.ZIP 128,601    06-08-95 INI Manager v1.70 - Manage your Windows INI files with this 
program. Understands the internal structure and will allow you to search based on section
headers in large files. Maintains a list of your INI files for easy opening. Requires 
Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 05-08-95)

INTER45Z.ZIP 14,797    05-28-95 HC?? phrases file (WINHELP compression info) for Ralf 



Brown's Interrupt List release 45. (Newest File Date: 03-26-95)
INTRT30.ZIP 115,983    06-03-95 Internet Timer 3.0 - Stop using WS_TIMER! This utility will 

keep track of how much time you are using on the Internet. This is a utility everyone 
who uses the Internet should have. Please distibute this program everywhere! By Ben 
Zell. REQ. Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 05-26-95)

ISPY232.ZIP 469,842    06-03-95 InfoSpy v2.32 - The Complete Windows Utility Program - 
Combines the power of a Resource Monitor, a task scheduler, an environment spy, system
alarms, Screen Capture utility, On-Top utility and Windows activity tracing in a friendly, 
clear MDI interface. (Newest File Date: 05-12-95)

IUP304.ZIP 66,438    05-29-95 Win 3: INIUPDate v3.04: Network INI file updater. (Newest 
File Date: 04-05-95)

KINSTW16.ZIP 85,768    06-08-95 K-Install for Windows 1.6 by Ark Angles - A powerful, 
versatile and robust install program for both DOS & Windows software. Handles multi 
disk and partial installs, archive unpacking, registration data file with user info, 
autoexec.bat, config.sys, INI file and Program Manager updating, un-install, more! 
Highly customisable. (Newest File Date: 05-11-95)

KITTY_C.ZIP 53,604    06-03-95 Freeware version of the Solitaire King 1.0. Contains one 
Solitaire game - Kitty in the Corner. Runs on any IBM PC or compatible, with Windows 
3.0 or higher, a mouse, graphics. (Newest File Date: 03-21-95)

KITZCOPY.ZIP 177,194    06-03-95 Kitz disk duplication system for windows fully functional 
demo for approx 30 days one pass copy, copy/format while using other apps, convert 5.25
to/from 3.5, fast! (Newest File Date: 04-16-95)

KTSUSI20.ZIP 20,457    06-10-95 Rotating Susi for Windows v2.0 - Rotating Susi is a action 
puzzle game. Your mission is to maneuver the chopsticks and to get as much susi and 
money as possible before the bill catches up with you. Find the correct path to eat all the 
susi on the table and to move on to the next table. Requires vbrjp200.dll which is WOL 
directory 497 as vbrjp200.zip. (Newest File Date: 05-10-95) [D12]

LAUNCHPD.ZIP 564,087    05-26-95 LaunchPad is a Windows utility that automatically runs 
programs and displays messages. (Newest File Date: 05-23-95)

LCSIPPT.ZIP 191,530    06-07-95 TIPPort WINSOCK component V1.1 for Borland Delphi 
(Newest File Date: 03-31-95)

LOCKTT20.ZIP 218,596    06-08-95 LOCKtite is a utility designed to help manage 
Windows(tm) security. It works with the Program Manager to allow you to easily 
restrict the available options on the menu, to add or remove program groups from display,
and to password protect the running of any application. It is particularly useful in a home,
small business, or educational setting where more than one user has access to a computer.
(Newest File Date: 05-22-95)

LOG314.ZIP 23,568    05-16-95 Logikon simple game for Win3.1 that challenges your deductive
reasoning. Reqs VGA, Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 03-12-95)

LOGT2_0.ZIP 151,811    06-15-95 LogTick v2.0: MSWin util that enables you to keep track of 
phone costs incurred w/a modem; Ton Martens. (Newest File Date: 05-31-95)

LS_NT14.ZIP 23,755    05-16-95 Windows NT: LS is a command similar to DIR, but gives 



additional information about files and directories such as owner, group and permissions 
associated with each file and directory. (Newest File Date: 04-21-95)

LSWIN24.ZIP 626,810    06-03-95 Tseng, W32p Win3.1 Video Drivers and Utilities. The 
drivers named "W32p" in the Windows Setup use the Tseng W32p accelerator features. 
This driver archive is designed to allow you to select or change the video driver for 
Win3.1 using the SETUP program enclosed, OR using Windows Setup. Also included are
the Tseng HiColor/TrueColor drivers for 32K, 65K and 16Mil. (Newest File Date: 03-31-
95)

M64NT150.ZIP 115,409    06-11-95 ATI mach64 Windows NT v3.5 Driver v1.50 (5/17/95) for 
mach64 based graphics cards, PCI, ISA, EISA, or VLB. Includes the Windows driver and
ATI's setup program - LOAD64. Downloaded from ATI's BBS. (Newest File Date: 05-17-
95)

MABCW10A.ZIP 816,804    06-15-95 Michelle's ABCS V1.0a Windows ABCs 2-6 yrs. Quickest
way for kids to learn their ABCs. Fun, easy-to-use, but effective. Your kids ages two to 
six will get hooked on this program as they learn their ABCs. Multimedia pictures, music,
and spoken voice. Child can use either the keyboard and/or the mouse. Sound board and 
VGA 256 colors recommended but not required. Runs on any Win3.1 compatible PC with
a hard disk. (Newest File Date: 03-27-95)

MACTERM.ZIP 81,037    06-11-95 Macterm: The Computer User's Bible - MacTerm contains 
over 1,000 computer-related terms and concise definitions + hot new Internet terms and 
even a list of Internet providers. With MacTerm you can edit or delete terms, even add 
your own. Req. Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 04-28-95)

MAXIT11.ZIP 41,431    05-28-95 MaxIt 1.1, Maximize Win apps on startup. MaxIt maximizes
Windows applications upon startup. Simply add MaxIt to the command line of the 
program you want maximized to cure the problem of those stubborn programs that 
ordinarily won't maximize on startup. Requires Win3.1 and Vbrun300. (Newest File 
Date: 05-23-95)

MCHANG10.ZIP 23,970    06-11-95 Media Changer 1.0 for Windows NT/95. Win32 
application that changes your wallpaper, screen saver, and system sounds each time 
you start your system. Sharre, $15. (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)

MCONV10.ZIP 236,005    06-03-95 Master Converter version 1.0 for MSWin. Master Converter 
provides a quick and easy way to convert between 150 units in 13 categories. 
Categories include: length, area, volume, speed, force, time, pressure, temperature, and 
others. Online help included. (Newest File Date: 05-27-95)

MEDTR3AB.ZIP 1,382,085    05-28-95 MedTrakker Release 3a for Win3.1 Fills out & prints 
completed HealthCare provider forms in the Windows environment. Fills-out the 
AMA/COMS approved claim form. All Windows compatible printers supported. Very 
reasonble company/organization wide unlimited user license pricing. (Newest File Date: 
05-10-95)

MEGA.ZIP 115,408    06-06-95 Mega Jatsy by Ove Lautensack, a Windows dice game for 1-4 
players similar to Yatzee. Nice _colorful_ interface, and it's Public Domain to boot! 
Check it out! (Newest File Date: 04-24-95)

MFTC15A.ZIP 554,890    06-09-95 MFTC: Mutual Fund Tax Calculator, v1.5a - RCCO 



Research. For Win3.1+. MFTC provides a facility for determining the tax cost of 
redeemed shares (full or partial) in one or more mutual fund accounts. For IRS Form 
1040 Schedule D filers. Computes divs, CG distribs, sales, purchases on an average- cost 
basis. New in v1.5: Report Writer. (Newest File Date: 05-15-95)

MIDI_1_2.ZIP 43,124    06-06-95 MidiXObj MIDI control from Director for Windows Version 
1.2. MidiXObj is a collection of two low level MIDI function Dynamic Link Libraries 
(DLLs) which conforms to the XObject standard. The XObject provides the capability to 
generate and receive 'raw' MIDI data from within Macromedia Director for Windows. 
This is accomplished via MIDI hardware (usually a sound card). (Newest File Date: 03-
17-95)

MJBB.ZIP 784,628    06-04-95 -Mah Jongg for Windows version 1.01 - This is the original and 
real Mah Jongg. Not Taipei. For the first time available for the MSWindows(TM) 
environment. It's a game based on strategy and symbolism and for beginners and 
advanced players alike. Includes an extensive help which explains the rules, tactics and 
the history of this Eastern Marvel. A great Shareware game for only US$29.95! (Newest 
File Date: 05-03-95)

MKSHT092.ZIP 148,211    06-04-95 Mech Sheet beta v0.92 Win3.1 application that creates a 
laser quality Record Sheet for use in Battletech. The output bitmap is 2400x3000 pixel 
and requires another application to print. Use 'pkunzip -d mksht092' to extract. (Newest 
File Date: 02-13-95)

MOMED05.ZIP 456,173    05-28-95 Master Of Magic editor version 0.5 Partially Completed 
save game editor allows you to edit character abilities and spell capabilities. Requires 
windows 3.x to run (Newest File Date: 05-21-95)

MORMEM4A.ZIP 210,122    06-04-95 Moremem 4.0    fixes 'insufficient memory to run' 
MoreMem 4.0 is a device driver that fixes Insufficient Memory to Run errors when 
loading program in Win3.1. MoreMem includes TopBar, a resource monitor and task 
switcher. A license is $40. (Newest File Date: 05-10-95)

MRDR1066.ZIP 2,088,061    05-31-95 Mordor 1.066b Public files. Mordor is a large-scale 
Windows Fantasy Role-Playing game that is hitting the market with a bang! Features 
include 256 colors, action sound FX, Music Score, hundreds of items & monsters, and a 
gaming system so large, one can play for thousands of hours! (Newest File Date: 05-11-
95)

MSCPLS34.ZIP 453,553    06-04-95 Music+ 3.4 for Windows is a very simple to use database 
for keeping track of all your music collection. It supports CD's, DAT's, TAPEs, and 
LP's. A recording utility is included fo those of you who enjoy creating compilations of 
your favorite recordings. A search utilit is also included to search any song, artist o album
in your database. -Reqs Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 04-10-95)

MTWDS202.ZIP 143,931    06-12-95 MTWin is a small DOS based prg. which lets you modify 
any kind of INI-Files and GRP-Files from the DOS commandline. Usefull for 
networks, just place it in the login-script. ! New Version 2.02 ! - Create new section, add 
or modify key & values - Delete,Comments,Uncomments keys and sections - Global 
replace of strings supported - Supports PROGMAN.INI,SYSTEM.INI (Newest File Date:
05-18-95)



MWPR16.ZIP 117,023    05-31-95 MWPR - Medlin Windows Payroll Writing <ASP> From 
Medlin Accounting Shareware. Complete easy to use payroll writing program. Built-in 
State & Federal tables. Up to 4 user set deductions allow for tips, 401k, medical 
deductions, disability insurance, local taxes, etc. Up to 3 other income fields. Print reports
for any period. Registered users receive W-2 printing program. $38 (Newest File Date: 
03-17-95)

MWTASK13.ZIP 20,112    05-24-95 Windows Task Manager 1.3 by Alastair Wilson 
Replacement for Windows Task Manager. Adds new features, has tool-tips! Restart, 
tile or compact memory, etc. Written in the "New" South Africa. (Newest File Date: 05-
10-95)

MYMD2Q34.ZIP 80,839    06-15-95 MYMD2QIF Ver3.4-> A MSWin program that converts 
MYM DOS Ver 9 thru 11 data to Quicken Interchange Format (QIF); including 
Money, Portfolio, and Linked accounts, all Transfers, Account Allocations in Splits, and 
CFree payments. Portfolio and Linked a ccount data is translated as if it had been entered 
into Quicken all along, including transfers of cash and separate transactions for 
dividends, capital gains, and interest. (Newest File Date: 05-20-95)

MYNEWP13.ZIP 183,206    05-19-95 My New Project 1.0 (Windows) A simple project 
assessment tool. Fill in text boxes with project information. Rename sections. Single file 
data packaging. Find, search, copy, paste. printing. A humorous newspaper article is 
created. auto load file feature and other new features. (Newest File Date: 05-13-95)

NCSSCALC.ZIP 302,129    06-12-95 NCSS Probibility Calculator (Newest File Date: 05-15-
95)

NEWEXCAL.ZIP 922,356    05-15-95 This is version 0.82 of the excalibur terminal. It is the 
latest as of May 3rd. The Chat feature (CHAT.DLL) is also included. This terminal is a 
must for those who wish to be a part of the next step in BBS communications. (Newest 
File Date: 05-07-95)

NICON30.ZIP 77,608    05-26-95 Nicon v3.0: Icon Editor for MSWin icon files. Draw dots, 
lines, squares, circles, and paint. Clip, flip, or scroll icons in any direction. Order by 
credit card with PsL. Registered users also have the option of receiving a draw program 
for $10. From the makers of NFX and Raster Master! Blueview Software (Newest File 
Date: 05-17-95) Reviewed in WOLRS2 <W>

NNVBX10.ZIP 32,740    06-11-95 Neural Network NN.VBX V1.0 For VB and Windows C/C 
Compilers Multilayer Back- propagation Network (Newest File Date: 05-02-95)

NOTEFX11.ZIP 16,207    05-24-95 NoteFix 1.1 by Alastair Wilson. Fix for Notepad to prevent 
loading even if the file is too large to edit. Allows other editors to be specified. (Newest 
File Date: 05-10-95)

NOTEMAN2.ZIP 673,146    06-10-95 Note Manager v2.0 A replacement for Windows 
Notepad (Newest File Date: 02-20-95)

NT6000.ZIP 1,944,055    05-28-95 NetTune Pro Electronic TuneKit (Newest File Date: 03-30-
95)

NTMAIL10.ZIP 162,891    06-09-95 (v1.20) NTMAIL - SMTP, POP for WinNT 32-bit services 
that provide SMTP and POP3 support for NT allowing NT to act as a mail server. Allows 
use of NT Database or registry for user accounts and/or passwords on both NT 3.5 and 



3.51. Utility provided to help with script driven dial-up connections. Full details and 
documentation on WWW. Requires key. (Newest File Date: 05-25-95)

OD301V25.ZIP 267,915    05-17-95 Office Darts 301 v2.5: MSWin dart game (Newest File 
Date: 03-31-95)

ODLIST04.ZIP 22,342    06-10-95 ODLIST for Windows v0.40E (Free Soft) VB Custom 
Control Bitmap list box Add bitmap images to your VB applications by using this VBX.
Able to use icons associated with execution files and custom bitmap images. Req: 
Win3.1, VB. (Newest File Date: 05-22-95)

OEDEVK11.ZIP 379,897    06-11-95 OpenExchange for Windows v1.1 - OpenExchange offers 
innovative features found in no other application allowing you to easily import, export, 
merge, convert, format, and transfer your database and spreadsheet data without a 
lot of hassle. Editions for end-users as well as for consultants, VAR's and developers! 
(Newest File Date: 05-30-95)

OJ31.ZIP 212,406    05-17-95 Windows CD player. (Newest File Date: 02-18-95)
OPEN_BAR.ZIP 578,348    06-02-95 Open_Bar: Drink Recipes-VB This application lists over 

1000 drinks to mix. You may seach for aparticular taste you have that day or by your bar 
inventory. Then, you can select the number of servings for your party and the amounts 
will instantly adjust. The application can also generate and print a shopping list and drink 
recipes. (Newest File Date: 04-27-95)

ORION37C.ZIP125901 6    ORION v3.7 by Robin Reason. A strategy game based on a grid 
with aliens controlling cells. 2-4 players may play. Requires a 386 with Windows running
in 256 colors, or greater. Better graphics for systems with more than 256 colors. 
Shareware. (Newest File Date: 04-22-95)

PARROT11.ZIP 230,653    05-15-95 Teach your parrot to speak using your PC, PC Parrot 
Trainer V1.1 for Win3.1 and above is a easy and effective way to teach your parrot to 
speak by linking with you favorite Wave Recorder you can create your own phrases in 
your own voice, and PC Parrot Trainer will repeat your phrase for you, even if our not 
home! (Newest File Date: 04-30-95)

PASSAG10.ZIP 189,008    05-27-95 Time/Passage v1.0 <ASP> alarm clock, stopwatch, and 
count up alarm. Plus utilities to process captured time by various user defined categories. 
Helps to keep from missing lunch or important meetings. Requires Vbrun300. Shareware 
US$10. (Newest File Date: 03-25-95)

PAWIN253.ZIP 970,729    06-11-95 Print Artist for Windows v2.53 Patch (Newest File Date: 
03-30-95)

PCL4VB43.ZIP 77,243    05-23-95 Personal Communications Library For VB (PCL4VB43.ZIP),
May 95, Ver 4.3 <ASP>. Async comm library supporting COM1-COM20 to 115,200 
baud, 4+ ports concurrently, many dumb multiport boards, 16550 UART, interrupt driven,
RTS/CTS flow control, any UART address using IRQ2 thru IRQ15. Supports DOS VB 
only. By MarshallSoft Computing, Inc. $65. (Newest File Date: 05-14-95)

PDQSC1.ZIP 1,454,267    06-02-95 PDQScript v1.0 PDQComm Script Editor. Windows - 
Win95/Win32 Versions. Easy fast editing of scripts. No more recording. Integrated script 
refrence help and context sensitive help! Fast, Powerful. Unzip all files and read 
README.1ST for Instructions. Requires PDQSC2.ZIP and PDQComm For Win 



(Newest File Date: 05-21-95)
PIC180.ZIP 99,251    06-10-95 Picture View v1.80 - PIC View will allow you to scan directories

for Windows pictures (files/bmp/icon/wmf), display in an enlarged format and select 
display, move, copy, delete (Newest File Date: 05-25-95)

PLUG252.ZIP 453,676    05-24-95 Plug-In For Windows V2.52 Plug it In! Fills The Holes in 
Windows. Award-Winning Utility (5 Major Industry Awards!). Title Bar Displays, 
Alarms, Scheduler, App Installer, Sound Support (Events, Talking Clock, Etc), 
Powerbutton to Access A Multi-Level Quickrun Menu, Custom Cursors, Nested Groups, 
Resource Alerts, System Info, Screen Saver Hotkey, Run With History List, And Lots 
More! (Newest File Date: 05-20-95)

PM11BC.ZIP 496,818    06-12-95 PsioMan 1.x Comfortable windows file viewer and data 
manager for the four PSION Series (3 and) 3a file types (Data, Text, Agenda and Sheet). 
It can act as a link server for 3Link to create backup files by the PSION. Runs with 
Windows 3. / 3.11. (Newest File Date: 05-04-95)

PPP7.ZIP 79,686    05-17-95 Superhighway access for windows patch ppp. (Newest File Date:
02-13-95)

PROJ1.ZIP 4,520    06-04-95 Delphi multiple status bars example (Newest File Date: 03-30-
95)

PS301WIN.ZIP 165,759    06-06-95 Adobe Photoshop ver 3.0.1 for Windows Assorted updates 
to correct/enhance PS' original files that shipped with ver 3.0    D/L'd from Adobe BBS 
525/95 (Newest File Date: 04-10-95)

PT300.ZIP 956,449    05-19-95 Periodic Table 3.0 (1 of 1) - 110 Elements 890 isotopes. 500+ 
radioisotopes with decay trees. Quiz mode. Calculate molecular weights. Compare bond 
properties. List properties in sorted lists. Graph the properties. Print table, data and 
decays. Supports clipboard. Has over 30 data items on each element, including 
abundance, melt/boil point, electronegativity, oxydation states, and more. (Newest File 
Date: 04-03-95)

PTALK252.ZIP 300,533    06-04-95 PLUG-IN for Windows v2.5 - Talking Clock File These 
are the Talking Clock files for Plug-In If you have a sound card and you wish to use the 
Talking Clock feature in Plug-In, please download this file! Note: This release includes a 
new (improved) version of the female voice files! Also, you need the main Plug-In 
program (PLUG252.ZIP) to use this feature. From Plannet Crafters. (Newest File Date: 
05-15-95)

PTSGUIDE.ZIP 77,099    06-06-95 Print table structures easily from Paradox 5.0 for 
Windows - Shareware PTSGuide is a shareware "expert" for Paradox 5.0 for Windows; it 
drastically streamlines the process of printing your table structures. (Newest File Date: 
05-23-95)

PUFF10.ZIP 183,441    06-09-95 Puffer 1.0 - Password-based data file and e-mail encryption 
utility for Windows. Uses the Blowfish algothm for encryption and the Secure Hash 
Algorithm (SHA) for key generation. Supports three output formats: binary, self-
extracting executables, and 7-bit text for Internet e-mail. 32-bit keyin shareware version, 
160-bit key in registered version. Also includes a secure file wipe feature. <ASP> $20 
(Newest File Date: 05-25-95)



QB7TXT.ZIP 3,993    05-27-95 Quickbooks/win version 3 release 7 upgrade. (Newest File 
Date: 05-17-95)

QDLR204.ZIP 183,088    05-20-95    QDialer v2.04 for Windows    Quik Dialer is a quick and 
easy way to setup phone numbers that you call frequently and call them Quick! 
Version 2 is great! You gota try it! REQUIRES Vbrun300    Shareware: US$15    (Newest 
File Date: 05-10-95)

QEXIT20.ZIP 60,888    06-11-95 QuikExit v2.0 by Robert Reinstein - The quick way to exit 
Windows, restart Windows, or even exit Windows and reboot your computer. Gives you 
quick access to command line and Windows' Utilities, and has user definable menu items.
(Newest File Date: 05-06-95)

QREAD20.ZIP 253,181    05-29-95 QRead v2.0 <ASP> - lets you read text files quickly and 
easily in the MS Win3.1 environment. Show text files of any size in any font you choose 
and QRead will automatically adjust the font size or the line breaks to fit the window. 
QRead also provides: reading lists, reading timers, clipboard view, drag-and-drop 
compatibility, printing, multi-file search, bookmark, and file delete.(Newest File Date: 
03-23-95)

QUENYA16.ZIP 119,197    05-17-95 Truetype and ATM font: Tengwar-Quenya for the Elvish 
Tengwar alphabet. (Quenya is one of the languages of the Elves in J.R.R. Tolkien's 
book: "Lord of the Rings"). Non-Roman typeface. (Newest File Date: 05-01-95)

QWCD4R7A.ZIP 614,802    06-15-95 Quicken Deluxe for Windows 4.0 CD-Version patch to 
Version 7. (Newest File Date: 06-13-95)

QWIN111C.ZIP 90,386    06-10-95 Qmodem Pro for Windows update to version 1.11C Adds 
support for Internet Password Protection. (Newest File Date: 05-25-95)

RBTN134.ZIP 44,631    05-25-95 The Right Button - is a replacement/ enhancement for 
Program Manager. Requires VBRUN300. Description Copyright 1995 PsL (Newest 
File Date: 02-06-95)

RDUN61.ZIP 44,817    05-24-95 A scripting program for win95 dial-up-networ. (Newest File 
Date: 05-07-95)

RESOUR10.ZIP 68    06-11-95 R source v1.0 Graphical tool to give the user vital 
information. Resource will tell the user GDI User and System free resources in 
percentage form. Resource will also tell you the time and your amount of free memory. 
Resource can be configured in thee sizes to fit most screens. You can also set it to alarm 
with sound to extremely low resources. (Newest File Date: 05-03-95)

RESOUR11.ZIP 162,908    06-02-95 Free System Resources v1.1 <ASP> Notification of low 
resources before you get into trouble. Tracks current and low percentages for GDI, 
USER, and MEM resources. When the Actual percentage is less than the trigger 
percentage, a low resource notification message is issued. Requires Vbrun300. Shareware
US$10 (Newest File Date: 03-25-95)

RESWATCH.ZIP 95,316    06-04-95 Delphi resource watching example (Newest File Date: 04-
10-95)

RFEDIT.ZIP 3,767    06-04-95 Delphi required edit field component (Newest File Date: 04-01-
95)



RNDNUM12.ZIP 52,303    06-04-95 Random Numbers v1.2, May 1995. Freeware from Spyder 
Software. This is a VB application that allows the user to generate a set of random 
numbers. The use may input the minimum and maximum values for the set as well as the
number of values in th set. The program also allows the user to generate a set of unique 
random numbers. In addition, the numbers generated may be printe on a printer or copied 
to the Clipboard. (Newest File Date: 05-18-95)

ROTATER.ZIP 216,805    06-04-95 Delphi bitmap rotation (Newest File Date: 04-25-95)
ROTTED11.ZIP 217,443    05-17-95 RottED v1.1, for Apogee's Rise of the Triad, is a fully-

functional, Windows-based level editor. RottED features an image tile-based editing 
system, complete GUI front end, edits on existing files plus capabilities for creating 
entirely new levels, six built-in display resolutions for editing/viewing, and full online 
hypertext help including a map creation tutorial. By Wayne Sikes. (Newest File Date: 05-
07-95)

RPW12.ZIP 644,193    05-15-95 Win 3: The Recipe Processor For Windows v 1.2 (Newest File 
Date: 05-02-95)

RUNME.ZIP 199,351    06-09-95 MSWin NT 3.5 Workstation and Server U.S. Service Pack 2. 
This release of MS(R) Windows NT(TM) 3.5 U.S. Service Pack 2 is easy to apply from 
within Windows NT and changes only those files that were originally set up on the 
Windows NT Workstation or Windows NT Server system. Service Pack releases are 
cumulative: they contain all previous fixes, as well as any new fixes made to the system. 
(Newest File Date: 02-28-95)

RZLABEL.ZIP 5,497    06-04-95 Delphi 3D label component (Newest File Date: 03-16-95)
SACRD1WN.ZIP 964,495    05-22-95 Sacred Animals is the fourth release in a series of 

Windows visionary art collections from Reality Software whose theme is the mythic 
experience. Meet the sacred animals of the Dreamtime and spirit worlds with this 
extraordinary collection of original computer art. An interactive media album provides 
easy access to both images and text and there is an option to install a screen saver 
(Newest File Date: 05-12-95)     There are far too many graphics files added each month 
for them to be included in this list. Call Windows OnLine for our free file lists which are 
located in directory 497. <W>

SAVERBTN.ZIP 6,372    05-17-95 Windows: SaverButton is a tiny program to activate or 
deactivate the Windows screen saver with only a mouse double- click. Freeware. 
(Newest File Date: 05-03-95)

SCAN4DLL.ZIP 37,177    06-07-95 Another FreeWare from Software Innovations ! This 
program will assist in discovering what DLLs are used by a particular program 
(useful when you want to remove a Windows program from your system !) (Newest File 
Date: 03-12-95)

SCLIP232.ZIP 34,723    05-24-95 SuperClip 2.3 is a super clipboard viewer for Windows. Press
PrtSc to capture the screen to the clipboard, and SuperClip will pop up and display the 
captured image. Save all or any rectangular portion to a BMP, GIF, or PCX file. Or open 
a BMP file and place it onto the clipboard. Or capture text from a DOS application and 
save it in graphical or ASCII format.4-bit color. Andromeda Software 
73140.3340@compuserve.com FAX 908-689-0047. (Newest File Date: 05-09-95)



SCRNPRO.ZIP 17,180    05-26-95 Word 6 for Windows Screenplay Template with auto style 
switching, nifty screen toolbar and programmed TAB key. All you should need to 
produce a professionally formatted script with Word. Shareware $5 S/H. (Newest File 
Date: 05-17-95)

SCRUBB10.ZIP 118,593    05-25-95 Scrubble Text File Scrambler v1.0 for Windows scramble 
and unscramble text files. Uses search and replace of words. For US domestic use only 
new product. (Newest File Date: 05-19-95)

SHERL300.ZIP 152,767    05-27-95 Sherlock for Windows v3.00 <ASP> - A dual window 
ASCII text file comparison utility that compares two ASCII files line by line. Contains 
features for searching, ignoring case, spaces, tabs, jumping around the files, 
synchronizing the files, and copying lines to a printer. Sherlock is designed as a tool for 
programmers and writers. It is ideal for comparing program source files, CONFIG.SYS, 
AUTOEXEC.BAT, and text documents. (Newest File Date: 04-21-95)

SK2PATCH.ZIP 1,174,604    06-10-95 Sidekick for windows 2.0 patch from cis (Newest File 
Date: 05-12-95)

SMTSRF10.ZIP 207,982    06-10-95 SmartSurf Online Usage Monitor v1.00 - Free ckage to 
automatically monitor online usage and costs. Works with all on-line services. Install 
and forget. Real-time display and later reports/analysis. Understands most charging 
strucres, and different charging bands/times. Spreadsheet interface. Full Windows Help 
and tooltips. (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)

SNAIL100.ZIP 75,809    05-30-95 Snail Manager v1.00: compact/efficient MSWindows desktop
shell that can either replace or supplement Program Manager; up to 76 of your favorite 
pgms are just two mouse clicks away, but it only occupies a small fraction of screen 
space; uses standard text buttons to represent pgms, instead of icons which saves a great 
deal of space & eliminates the need to double-click; standard title bar is replaced by a 
more useful Status Bar, which displays the time, date & system's free memory/ resources;
Bill Hander. (Newest File Date: 05-14-95)

SNUP110.ZIP 330,729    06-02-95 SlipKnot World Wide Web Browser upgrade version 1.10 
(Newest File Date: 04-25-95)

SONICS11.ZIP 195,056    05-30-95 Sonic Screwdriver: Windows Sound Editor Sonic 
Screwdriver is a disk based Sound Editor for handling WAV format files. The Sonic 
Screwdriver sound editor functions include: Pitch Shift by semitone and octave; Noise 
Gate; Four varieties of fade in/out; Vibrato with a choice of 5 envelopes, and controllable 
depth. (Newest File Date: 04-30-95)

SP1081.ZIP 979,705    05-30-95 Compaq WinNT SSD v1.14 (Newest File Date: 05-20-95)
SPACE167.ZIP 800,670    06-12-95 Space Hound v1.67 - Win Disk Utility. Find duplicate files, 

"sniff out" wasted space and forgotton files. Includes printable directory tree which 
reports storage usage within nested directories. Verson info display, file compare, file 
extension display, file and directory deletion, deletion tracking statistics, miscellaneous 
reports and more. (Newest File Date: 06-02-95)  Reviewed in WOLRS45 <W>

SPACEM24.ZIP 119,304    05-30-95 Space Manager 2.40 Space manager will search you disk 
for wasted space taken up by duplicate DLL files or any you specify. Provides an anaysis
report as well as a detail report of space used drop to archive or delete. (Newest File 



Date: 05-09-95)
SPELL240.ZIP 93,452    06-12-95 (2.40) Spell checker for edit boxes provides spelling 

checking from within any edit box on a MSWin system. UK/US/Can English, French and
German dictionaries available separately. Undo, a good implementation of auto suggest 
and custom dictionaries. Requires Win3.1. (Newest File Date: 05-01-95)

SPIRALB1.ZIP 176,292    05-15-95 Spiral - An extended replacement for the Windows 
Notepad editor. Beta 1 release, features unlimited file size (up to available memory), 
selectable font, color selection, adj. tab width, drag & drop, printing/print preview, 
saveable settings. Shareware, no nag screens, not crippleware. (Newest File Date: 04-27-
95)

SSHOP1_0.ZIP 1,902,342    05-27-95 Simple Shop for Windows 1.0 Custom Windows based 
grocery list and shopping application designed to make grocery shopping easier, faster, 
and less of a chore. Full online help available. (Newest File Date: 04-25-95)

STARS_.ZIP 1,154,044    05-22-95 Stars! Is a full-blown interstellar strategy game for 
Windows. Designed for single or multi player play via network, modem or BBS Comes 
with extensive help and tutorial and advanced computer players. (Newest File Date: 05-
12-95)

STILE19H.ZIP 153,691    06-03-95 Stiletto v1.9h. Tiny 3.1x bar launcher/utility featuring: 
small footprint (fits in title bar); any mouse button starts a command; multiple bars; direct
access to prog mgr/shell commands; multiple launch menus/submenus; task switch, close,
on top; time/date, resource usage; over 40 built-in commands; alarms; sound, paper 
control. V1.9h adds switch-to active task (or re-launch), button bar for tracking and more.
(Newest File Date: 06-01-95)

SUBDOCS.ZIP 5,447    05-17-95 Word 6 macro. Handy. until 7 comes out (Newest File Date: 
04-26-95)

SUPRED16.ZIP 183,383    05-27-95 SuperEdit 1.60 Superedit with many new features, a 
multiple document editor an independent note pad for your desktop drag and drop 
calculator, and now supports large documents, i.e. diskbuffer as well as word wrap, 
improved calendar. price reduced. (Newest File Date: 05-12-95)

SVI311.ZIP 208,643    05-29-95 SVINSTAL v3.11 Developer's installation utility for Windows.
Installs files, creates program group, inserts icons. Fast and easy to use, supports multi-
disk (no file splitting), file compression and screen bitmaps. New in 3.1 is support for CD
and network installations. 'C' source code incl'd with registration. US$39.95 or 
CDN$49.95 (Newest File Date: 03-17-95)

SWD11A.ZIP 545,192    05-25-95 The Silver Wolf Desktop gives you a Macintosh 
folder/document file manager and other even more intuitive ways to use your computer.
Full support for: Long Names, Aliases, Drag/Drop, Trash, Icon & Text file/directory 
views, File Find, History Lists, ProgMan groups, FileMan drops, Networks and more. 
From Silver Wolf Software, $39. Add new features! (Newest File Date: 04-04-95)

TAGGER20.ZIP 56,384    05-22-95 Tagger 2.0 - MS WFW6.0 macro. Tagger is a macro for 
automatic numbering, captioning, & cross-referencing of figures, tables, & equations in 
MS WFW6.0 (basically a better InsertCaption). If you routinely write documents with 
more than one or two equations, figures or tables, Tagger may save you time by 



automating your numbering and cross-referencing chores. Chris Ruckman 
(ruckman@oasys.dt.navy.mil) (Newest File Date: 05-05-95)

TANGA11.ZIP 35,364    05-30-95 TANGRAM v 1.1 . Puzzle from china, Try to reconstitute 
differents shapes with geometrics forms. Just limited by your imagination. 24 models to 
solve. For Windows. Astonishing Game ! (Newest File Date: 03-13-95)

TBAVW635.ZIP 473,842    05-28-95 Thunderbyte Anti-Virus for Windows. A comprehensive 
Anti-Virus program for use with MS-Win3.1 and better. Requires TBAV for Dos 
(TBAVxxx.ZIP) ! (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)

TCALL102.ZIP 920,576    05-19-95 TheCall 1.02 - Feature rich Windows Terminal written by 
SysOps who listened to users. Drag and Drop file transfers from File Manager, Script 
language, auto zmodem, simple installation, toolbar, direct access to mail readers, 
configurable sounds. ANSI-BBS, VT-100, VT-52, TTY Emulation. Port rates up to 
115200, with over 400 modem configurations. Background Communications, On-Line 
Help.(Newest File Date: 04-22-95)

TIMEWIN.ZIP 1,257,749    05-28-95 TimeWin v1.1 Manage your billable time. Easy to use 
MSWin program that tracks of your time by punching in and out of tasks for different 
Projects and Clients. TimeWin allows for different billing rates to Tasks and Projects. 
TimeWin also generates invoices on a Client, Project, or Task basis. (Newest File Date: 
04-11-95)

TIMEWIN.ZIP 1,257,749    05-28-95 TimeWin v1.1 Manage your billable time. Easy to use 
MSWin program that tracks of your time by punching in and out of tasks for different 
Projects and Clients. TimeWin allows for different billing rates to Tasks and Projects. 
TimeWin also generates invoices on a Client, Project, or Task basis. (Newest File Date: 
04-11-95)

TK316E.ZIP 2,692,674    05-28-95 Tek Illustrator v3.16 <ASP> [Win31] Technical illustration, 
drafting, graphics. Powerful, fast and easy to use. Full set of drawing and construction 
tools, hatchings, dimensioning, symbol management, BMP trace display and export, 
TrueType and PostScript fonts, WMF import and export, DXF filters, extensive help 
system and more! Shareware made by TommySoftware. Registration US$129 (Newest 
File Date: 05-03-95)

TPC25.ZIP 26,846    05-19-95 TPC 2.5 (c) '95 by Tagwercher Software Possibly the fastest way 
to change the default printer. Can be activated also via hotkey / cycle through printers 
via hotkey. Always on top mode. Program is small (height as caption), with ability to 
configure default printer and port (very useful when using networks). The program is 
internationalized, runs in the language settings from Windows (Newest File Date: 04-24-
95)

TRAKW411.ZIP 726,564    05-24-95 Posi-Track 4.11 For Windows Inventory/Pos. Includes a 
wide range of inventory functions, invoicing, order entry, po's, service orders, rma's, 45+ 
reports, 4 pricing levels, custom invoices, and tracks serialized stock. Also Supports 
Canadian gst and postal codes. B-Tree style indexing for fast data access. Full mouse, 
network, and multi-user support. Asp Shareware. (Newest File Date: 03-19-95)

TREDRW11.ZIP 338,142    05-15-95 Family Tree Chart Graphics Editor. Excellent shareware 
program for producing high quality genealogical drop-line charts. Imports data from 



Kith and Kin or GEDCOM. Add pictures, maps, diagrams, clip-art, etc to your chart. 
Loads of other features. This version adds horizontal charts, centre aligning, baptisms & 
burials, etc, etc. 286+, Win3.1+, VGA+. SpanSoft/Scotland. (Newest File Date: 05-10-
95)

TRP110.ZIP 617,059    05-15-95 Winsock-based pop3 mail and news reader. (Newest File 
Date: 03-25-95)

TWSHOW11.ZIP 156,387    06-11-95 TWSHOW - a .PCX and .WAV Multi-Media Driver. 
Combine .PCX images with .WAV voice files with this utility. EGA/VGA/SVGA modes, 
Windows compatible, SoundBlaster supported. From Information Entrepreneur SoftWare,
producers of TutorialWriter, Tell-N-Show, Easy Book and many other Multi-Media 
Information Presentation programs. Shareware. (Newest File Date: 04-30-95)

TXPAD125.ZIP 707,483    05-24-95 Textpad 1.25 <ASP> Textpad - Editor For 16 & 32-Bit 
Windows - Features: it's fast & edits huge files; 2 views/file; word wrap; 24 editing 
commands; full undo/redo; real drag & drop; block select; hex viewer; tool & status bars; 
grep & file comparison; in-context help & popup menus; DOS output window; & much 
more. Writing Applications Helios Software (Newest File Date: 03-20-95)

TYPETUT1.ZIP 19,104    05-17-95 MS Word macro: Typing Tutor v1.1 teaches you to type! 
(Newest File Date: 05-03-95)

UEDT201A.ZIP 254,256    06-12-95 A 32-bit text editor (Newest File Date: 04-22-95)
UNIQWK42.ZIP 627,129    05-19-95 UNIQWK42.ZIP v4.2 UniKEY(c) 1992,95 Offline Mail 

Reader for Win3.1,with support for accented characters, spell check, compressed folders,
OLE documents, internal zip/ unzip(2.0), file attachment, XX/UUencode file 
transfer,embeeded MIDIs, and much more. Works OK under Win3.1, NT and 95. 
Shareware US$40.00. (Newest File Date: 04-16-95)

UNRARNT.ZIP 25,844    05-26-95 Free UN-RAR utility for NT systems (Newest File Date: 
02-03-95)

UPTIME30.ZIP 31,248    05-22-95 UpTime for Windows, version 3.0 is a small utility that 
displays the status of a communications connection (such as SLIPPPP), as well as the 
amount of time connected, or the cost of the call. (Newest File Date: 05-12-95)

UTRASH11.ZIP 13,006    05-30-95 Ultra Trash Can for Windows Ver 1.1E - (Free Soft) Email 
users usually include dates and user reference in their text file name. Log files usually 
contain dates. From these, a nosy neighbor may be able to piece together who you've 
been corresponding with. This program is able to randomly change file names, 
randomly change file create date and time, fill files with space before setting file size to
0. Req: Win3.1, VBRJP200.DLL (Newest File Date: 05-09-95)

VBTRACE.ZIP 382,531    06-05-95 VBTRACE VB developer's tool for tracing program flow 
at runtime. With VBTRACE you can: 1. Spot procedures which are being called 
accidentally or unnecessarily, 2. Tell if a procedure is being called recursively, . See 
which areas of your program use the most Windows resources. 4. See when each form is 
actually loaded and unloaded. 5. Track GDI, USER, and Global Memory usage from 
prcedure to procedure. (Newest File Date: 03-28-95)

VHELP1.ZIP 1,244,899    06-10-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0b HLPs Disk 1 of 6 Requires VO 
1.0b. NOT required, simply provides compressed versions of the VO help files, to 



conserve disk space. Also gives you a copy of the Windows API documentation in HLP 
format. (Newest File Date: 05-16-95)

VHELP2.ZIP 1,426,038    06-10-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0b HLPs Disk 2 of 6 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VHELP3.ZIP 1,147,778    06-10-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0b HLPs Disk 3 of 6 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VHELP4.ZIP 1,420,267    06-10-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0HLPs Disk 4 of 6 (Newest File Date: 
05-03-95)

VHELP5.ZIP 1,425,661    06-10-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0b HLPs Disk 5 of 6 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VHELP6.ZIP 539,629    06-10-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0b HLPs Disk 6 of 6 (Newest File Date: 
05-03-95)

VIPERPCI.ZIP 169,645    05-31-95 Diamond Viper PCI video drivers for Windows 95 (Beta).
(Newest File Date: 05-05-95)

VOEV01.ZIP 1,183,870    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 1 of 13 Evaluation 
version of CA-Visual Objects v1.0a fully functional except will not create executable 
files; compile and run applications from the IDE only. Please use PKUNZIP with the -d 
parameter when unpacking to keep the directories intact. Install will fail otherwise. 
(Newest File Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV02.ZIP 1,405,826    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 2 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV03.ZIP 1,343,337    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 3 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV04.ZIP 1,264,056    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 4 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV05.ZIP 1,422,425    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 5 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV06.ZIP 1,263,919    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 6 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV07.ZIP 1,371,804    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 7 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV08.ZIP 1,409,792    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 8 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV09.ZIP 1,428,060    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 9 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV10.ZIP 1,131,095    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 10 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV11.ZIP 1,129,396    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 11 of 13 (Newest File 
Date: 05-03-95)

VOEV12.ZIP 1,183,756    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 12 of 13 (Newest File 



Date: 05-03-95)
VOEV13.ZIP 1,276,886    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects 1.0a Eval Disk 13 of 13 (Newest File 

Date: 05-03-95)
VOINST.ZIP 2,276    05-21-95 CA-Visual Objects v1.0a evaluation version installation 

hints/readme file. (Newest File Date: 05-03-95)
W3.ZIP 2,035,248    05-17-95 Win,What,Where (v3) tracks all applications run in Windows. 

W3 logs when a program was launched and how long it ran. W3 won't get in the way. 
Load it & forget it! * Multi-User Network operation. * Project Tracking groups activities 
based on projects. * Keyboard/Mouse Tracking provides insight into mouse and keyboard
usage. Invaluable for ergonomics. (Newest File Date: 05-13-95)

WAYFR22.ZIP 250,315    06-15Wayf rer is a fully-featured replacement for Program 
Manager. Beautiful, simple, flexible interface based on multiple panels. Each panel can 
have file browsers, tabs and/or sub-folders. Freeware (Newest File Date: 06-01-95)

WBD51.ZIP 145,923    05-19-95 WINBOND V5.1 is a Windows application to track and 
valuate Series EE bonds. Winbond-E for Series E bonds is also available. Provides 
import capabilities to convert from other files, export tool to interface to other 
applications. NEW QUICKEN interface, multiple bond files, owner info, up-to-date bond
redemption tables issued by the Department of the Treasury, and reporting. (Newest File 
Date: 04-23-95)

WBOOT2.ZIP 221,384    06-10-95 WinBoot v2.0 for Win3.1    New version. An Autoexec & 
Config    File Manager. Create multiple    Autoexec & Config files. 'Change    Back to 
Previous' feature. Network    aware. With 'easy to use' setup    buttons. Fully compatable 
w/all    disk compression and caching progs. Now With Multiple Setup Pages.    
CIS:SWREG#1245REQUIRES Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 02-22-95)

WCAL160.ZIP 131,078    06-04-95 Win Calculator 1.60 Loan Calculator Extended memory 
function for drag & drop operation during calculations, stay on top clock with date and 
time, operations trace & save ability. requires Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 05-09-95)

WCHESS23.ZIP 474,466    06-11-95 WinChess 2.30 is an easy to use chess game for Windows 
with awesome graphics Req: 386, 4MB RAM, Windows 3.x, 256 colors 32K colors is 
recommended. (Newest File Date: 05-24-95)

WCMD44C.ZIP 215,299    05-19-95 WinCMD 4.4c Windows Command Shell - A full fledged 
Windows CLI for those who like a command line. This allows 95% of all DOS's 
COMMAND.COM commands. It also has UNIX like process control for Windows and 
NDOS DESCRIBE capability. WinCMD is invaluable for Program Development 
(Newest File Date: 03-25-95)

WCN30.ZIP 680,318    06-03-95 WinCoin v3.0 Windows application for coin collections. 3.0 
features a new report writer. Contains all US coin categories, including grading info and 
history. Master coin lists, which contain years and varieties for over 4300 coins, are 
included in Shareware version. Includes option to load Canadian coins. Tracks and 
reports inventory, orders, wants and buys. Many customization options for viewing and 
reports. (Newest File Date: 05-24-95)

WE0500.ZIP 33,613    05-22-95 MS Excel for Windows Versions 3.0, 4.0, 4.0a Product Support 
Services Application Note: A Practical Guide to Using Q+E, Part I. This is one of two 



Application Notes designed to help you use Q+E and MS Excel together to efficiently 
manipulate your data. In Word 6.0 format. (Newest File Date: 05-01-95)

WE1162.ZIP 65,515    06-05-95 MS Sample vb Code For Controlling Dialog Boxes (Newest 
File Date: 05-11-95)

WEBWIZ32.ZIP 195,267    05-15-95 Web wizard 1.1 win95/nt web page utility. (Newest File 
Date: 04-23-95)

WEVNT207.ZIP 195,238    05-19-95    Winevent v2.0 for Windows    Event Scheduler & 
'Quick' Exit. Schedule programs to start unattended, reminder messages to popup and 
programs to unload at a specified time. Once, Hourly, Daily, Week Days, Week Ends, 
Weekly, Monthly and Yearly events can be scheduled. Network aware. Requires 
Vbrun300    Shareware: US$29    (Newest File Date: 05-08-95)

WG120.ZIP 49,118    05-20-95 WinGuide 1.2c - A NortonGuide Engine for Windows. If you're 
still using NortonGuides (Clipper- Programmers like them!), you've been waiting for this.
It's a real NG-Engine for Windows. There's even an autolookup extension for E! for 
Windows. And it's free! Authors: Michael Herger, Yvo Nelemans (Newest File Date: 05-
07-95)

WGLFON.ZIP 107,347    05-19-95 Three fonts in True Type and Adobe format. The author 
terms these fonts "Artware." Instead of a fee, he requests that you use them for artwork 
and send him a copy. (Newest File Date: 04-11-95)

WGOUR121.ZIP 349,323    05-17-95 Windows Gourmet v1.20 - A powerful, but easy to use 
recipe database and meal planning system. Familiar "recipe card" display and simple 
interface allows for quick entry and indexing of hundreds of recipes. Easily group a series
of recipes together into a single meal and adjust servings to account for any yield. Prints 
shopping lists, as well as individual recipes. Now has the ability to retrieve and save Meal
Master text files. (Newest File Date: 03-01-95)

WGRPH125.ZIP 267,609    06-04-95 Win Graph 1.25 A very handy program for creating and 
printing graphs, bar graphs, pie charts, line and gantt charts, GO SWREG and enter 
5587 to register, 14.00. Requires Vbrun300. (Newest File Date: 05-19-95)

WIN3DG11.ZIP 140,756    05-28-95 3D Glyph for Windows, V1.1. Generate anaglyphs 
(red/blue 3D images) from stereo- pair images. Makes great effects when used with ray-
tracers. Shareware. (Newest File Date: 05-17-95)

WINAVSIG.ZIP 191,863    06-13-95 MS anti-virus for windows signature (Newest File Date: 
06-02-95)

WINCHG21.ZIP 135,219    05-22-95 WinChanger 2.1 - Customize system-menus (click upper-
left window corner). Major upgrade to the popular Windows add-on. Switch to any 
window fast even with all windows maximized. Make any window stay on top, move to 
back or hide. Exit or Restart Windows without confirmation. View time/memory/ 
resources. Customizable launcher to run favorite programs any size, location, style. And 
much more. (Newest File Date: 05-11-95)

WINDUP41.ZIP 454,909    05-23-95 Win Dupe v4.1 - Windows utility that searches one or all 
disk drives (including network) to find all exact duplicate files. Also allows you to 
view the file details by name, size, date and time, and to delete them safely. (Newest File 
Date: 04-26-95)



WINGAG21.ZIP 92,383    06-05-95 WinGage 2.1, Resource Mon., Restart+Exit WinGage is a 
Windows resource monitor that shows free system resources and the current date and 
time in a small 3D style box. It includes windows Restart and Exit buttons, alarm clocks 
with customizable messages, and an hourly chime. Requires Win3.1 and Vbrun300. 
(Newest File Date: 05-23-95)

WINGPS18.ZIP 384,826    06-12-95 GPS navigation aid (Newest File Date: 05-13-95)
WINMAN18.ZIP 225,152    05-31-95 Win Manager 1.80 Windows Manager has many features,

it incorporates the search disk features of FMSeek and in addition will allow you to add 
programs to the program manager, change icons, add groups, execute programs, other 
features include: an alarm for your desktop, a clock with selectable fonts and colors, a 
calendar, a calculator with a list memory., and system monitor. (Newest File Date: 05-17-
95)

WINSTAR.ZIP 2,024,092    05-23-95 WinStar from Monolith. WinStar simulates 3 dimensional
starfields in real-time. It will make use of WinG if it is available. (Newest File Date: 03-
31-95)

WLDWIN01.ZIP 14,599    06-04-95 Wildwind.Txt v1.0 - "how to" configure your single-line 
BBS to run in Win3.11 (WFWG) (Newest File Date: 05-22-95)

WMIDAS13.ZIP 55,036    06-04-95 Midas for Windows v1.03 - MOD player (driver) for 
Win3.1 Media Player (Newest File Date: 04-28-95)

WNBOWL11.ZIP 187,756    05-27-95 Bowlstat for Windows 1.1. The ultimate program for 
processing your bowling results. It features comprehensive statistics, compares you 
with your friends, and prints your bowling rosters in an excellent form. It stores its data in
an DBase III database for easy processing with other applications. (Newest File Date: 05-
23-95)

WNPTH131.ZIP 138,230    05-31-95 WinPath v1.31: MSWin path & environment manager, 
providing a logical extension of the DOS PATH/SET commands for use in the Windows 
environment. (Newest File Date: 05-16-95)

WPSFW150.ZIP 618,805    06-12-95 Work Place Shell for Win3.1 - Ver. 1.5 (Newest File Date: 
05-10-95)

WRITING.ZIP 232,069    06-05-95 Rev. Lowell's Treasury of Humor v1.1 <ASP> - Hyper-
indexed Win 3.1 collection of great anecdotes, funny stories, zingy one-liners, revealing 
quotes. Search by topic, keywords, etc. Print or copy chosen items. Excellent source 
material for speakers, writers, toastmasters! Or just read page by page for fun! Illustrated 
in color & B/W. Collected by Rev. Lowell over his 30-year career as an ordained 
minister. "Very high quality matl" (Newest File Date: 05-21-95)

WSTBAR23.ZIP 101,348    05-24-95 WSTBar 2.3 is a MSWin application that displays a 
toolbar (topmost) that holds 10 command buttons for Internet applications. The toolbar 
placement, applications, icons, number of buttons, and help tips are user-defined. 
Shareware (US$10 - Check/Money Order) Joel A. Gerber, jdzg@infinet.com. (Newest 
File Date: 05-10-95)

WTEX34SC.ZIP 121,897    05-27-95 The source code for the WinTex Graphics editor for 
Doom, Doom 2, and Heretic. (Newest File Date: 04-12-95)



WW10_16.ZIP 93,299    05-19-95 WebWatch 1.0. Internet (Web) utility. Check URLs for 
update since given date or since last visit as stored by your Web browse Input can be 
given as any local HTML file, containing links to the URLs to check; e.g. Netscape's 
bookmark.htm or a file loaded from the Internet. Generates HTML file with hyperlinks to
updated URLs. The result can be used as starting point (home page) for a Web Browser 
(Netscape, Mosaic.) (Newest File Date: 05-11-95)

WXC100.ZIP 151,418    05-15-95 Artisoft Exchange utils update: *.DLL files (Newest File 
Date: 04-24-95)

WZBETA32.ZIP 310,266    05-27-95 WinZip 5.6a 32-bit with Windows 95 features pre-release 
beta test version.Brings the convenience of Windows to Zipping External pgms not 
needed for ZIP, tar, gzip. Includes long filename and UNC support. This version of 
WinZip requires Windows 95 or Windows/NT 3.5 or later. (Newest File Date: 04-29-95)   
Reviewed in WOLRS18 <W>

XMENU12.ZIP 218,496    05-20-95 X-Menu is an easy to use Windows utility that is instantly 
available without any searching. Just click a mouse button and your favorite applications 
along with 15 onboard system tools await your command. Choose from 3D and Windows
menu styles. Flexible customization. Launcher includes turbo switch and private icon. 
Lock any program, change it's caption or icon, kill tasks with a skull cursor - its fun! 
Extensive on-line help included. (Newest File Date: 05-04-95)

XRIDGE21.ZIP 225,069    05-24-95 Bridge Assistant v2.1 <ASP> is a Windows program for all
bridge players. It enables you to improve your game by study and practice away from 
the table. The program can save and restore hands and also deal hands of chosen types 
enabling you to study aspects of bridge where you are weak. It requires Win3.1 and is 
Shareware. (Newest File Date: 03-01-95)

ZCB31.ZIP 436,634    06-13-95 Code book for Windows v3.1 - A zip code (and city, state, area 
code) lookup program. Enter a zip code to instantly bring up the corresponding city, 
state, county and area code. Or enter the city name and state to find the zip code. 
Copy/Paste to and from any Windows application which supports the Windows clipboard.
A "Must-Have" Windows utility. Requires Vbrun300 (Newest File Date: 05-24-95)

ZIPSRV13.ZIP 767,152    05-22-95 Zip Server for Windows(tm) v1.3 <ASP> Easy to use, fast 
Windows utility for creating, updating, viewing, commenting and extracting PKZIP 
2.04g compatible archives. Multi volume archives. Simple check box control for 
recursing subdirectories, storing path names, restoring directories, keeping existing zip 
dates, overwriting existing files, protecting archive with password. Remote usage from 
other apps. (Newest File Date: 05-03-95)

ZPROW217.ZIP 455,492    06-06-95 ZIP'R Pro For Windows v2.17 <ASP> HD Tripler ZIP'R 
Pro stores programs in compressed form when they are not being used. Use ZIP'R 
Pro to automatically decompress a program, execute it, and recompress it again. Uses 
ARJ, LHA, PKZIP, or built-in compression. Integrate with a Windows icon, or use ZIP'R 
Pro's desktop to launch the program of your choice. Network support is included. New 
Windows-native compression! (Newest File Date: 05-24-95)
Windows OnLine (BBS) makes every effort to identify and post only shareware, 

freeware, demos, working models and drivers (software files and programs) for its membership
that are intended for free public distribution. Due to the lack of documentation or other 



descriptive files contained within certain archives, it can be quite difficult to identify and 
remove copyrighted and or otherwise improper files and programs from our files listings.

It is the stated and observed policy of Windows OnLine (BBS) not to allow such 
improper, inappropriate, and illegal files and programs on the system at any time. Our readers 
and membership are asked to cooperate with us in efforts to identify such files and assist us in 
their prompt removal.

edited by
Kirk Amspoker

kirk.amspoker@wol.com



USEFUL UTILITIES
a review by Ed Hoffman

Undoubtedly, one of the more fun parts of doing these reviews is rummaging around looking for 
useful shareware programs. Regardless of how many programs I have loaded, I’ve found I 
always seem to have room for a few more good utilities. Typically, the criteria I use when 
selecting these utilities is relatively simple. First, the program must do what it says it will do and 
second, it should do it better than others in the same category. I specifically like single function 
programs more than those that attempt to do everything possible within a single program. Single 
function utilities tend to take up less space and are normally easier to use. Multi-function 
programs often have many features that I don’t need. So, rather than having a ten function 
program that contains only two utilities that I use, I’d much prefer to use the individual utilities. 
But that’s not to say there aren’t many good multi-function programs around. In fact, I have a few
of these on my system. If I use more than half of the utilities in a multi-function program, I’ll 
usually register the whole program, despite not using all its features. 

The following are a pair of Useful Utilities I’ve recently come upon that you may wish to 
consider for your system. These programs are WinBoot 2.0™ and ShortHand 3.0. Both these 
programs offer remarkable utility and usefulness. Fortunately, these utilities are quite small and 
unobtrusive. So even if you only have minimal space on your hard drive, the approximately 
400kb required by WinBoot 2.0 and the 250kb ShortHand 3.0 should not be too much of a 
burden on your system. WinBoot 2.0, as its name describes, is a boot utility that allows you to 
keep multiple AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS system setups. The ShortHand 3.0 utility 
helps make you more efficient by typing complete words, sentences, or paragraphs, from a 
simple keyword. I like both of these utilities and I’m hard pressed to decide which I like more. 
For this reason, both the WinBoot 2.0 and ShortHand 3.0 programs are recipients of the “Works 
For Me” award.

    WinBoot 2.0
The more equipment, programs, and peripherals you add to your computer, the more grief

you’re likely to have from your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files. Soon after getting 



my first PC, I quickly learned this valuable lesson. Often, these problems can be surmounted, or 
at least tolerated, by simply using two different sets of AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS 
files. 

Presently, I use a copy of Norton Backup for DOS to make backup disk copies of my 
work files. If I load the Norton Backup with my normal system configuration, the program 
refuses to recognize that my G drive is a CD, and insists on trying to load all the information. 
Initially, as a work around, I’d go into my AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files and 
REMARK out all lines that made reference to the CD. As you might suspect this quickly became
quite a nuisance. So, I began to look for a method of automating this task. After trying many 
different programs, I’ve settled on WinBoot 2.0. 

The WinBoot 2.0 program makes these switches both quite easy and very convenient, 
since it works directly from within Windows. Unlike several other similar programs I’ve tried, I 
can access the WinBoot 2.0 program without leaving Windows. Once I make the switch, I also 
have most of the alternate AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files set to return the system to 
Windows as they finish. 

When started, the WinBoot 2.0 utility presents a dialog box with a series of nine buttons. 
Each of these can be configured and named to suit the specific combinations of 
AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files you require for each specific setup. The buttons may 
be named anything you wish, but something more descriptive of the applications involved would
probably work best.



The editing dialog box in the WinBoot 2.0 program is also straightforward and easy to 
navigate. I especially like the feature that allows you to load an existing AUTOEXEC.BAT and 
CONFIG.SYS file. These can then be edited, rather than rewritten for each set. A tab bar along 
the bottom of the dialog box allows you to setup different groups, or categories of 
AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS file combinations. Each of these sets is shown with a tab. 
As each of these tabs is selected a new page of nine buttons is presented. No matter how large 
your system is, I doubt anyone would ever use all the possible combinations available with the 
WinBoot 2.0 utility.

    ShortHand 3.0
Anyone familiar with today’s newer word processing programs quickly learns to rely on 

the text correction features built into these programs. In Word for Windows 6.0, this feature is 
called Auto Correct. So, should you type “teh” the program automatically changes it to “the”. This
same feature is also quite useful for replacing text in your documents. So, for example, when I 
type “wol” and hit the space bar, the Auto Correct utility automatically retypes “Windows 
OnLine”. I’ve really come to rely on this simple feature and it has saved me many hours of typing
the same name or phrase over and over. 

Unfortunately though, not all the Windows programs I use incorporate this useful feature.
Specifically, two programs I’d really like to use this feature with are my invoicing program and a 
label program I often use. Well, after scouting around for a while, and trying to adapt a wide 
range of clipboard utilities for this purpose, I found the ShortHand 3.0 utility. Though not quite 
as automatic as Word’s Auto Correct feature, this utility has greatly simplified many of my 
everyday tasks.



The ShortHand 3.0 program is quite simple and straight forward to setup. The various 
entries and keywords are entered through the dictionary feature. You simply type the keyword 
that identifies each entry and the text that the keyword represents. Once this is done, the program
is ready for you to use. In use, the program is activated with a hotkey. I seldom use the equal sign
(=) on my keyboard, so I’ve selected this as my hotkey. When pressed, the ShortHand program 
automatically pops ups. You then type in the key word and it automatically appears in the Text to
type window. This allows you to verify that this is the correct text. Once you’re satisfied that the 
text is what you want, click on the Type It button and the text is instantly placed in your 
program. 

Clicking on the Hide button minimizes the program and the Date button automatically 
inserts the date in your program. This alone is a real time saver for me when typing invoices. The
ShortHand program works with virtually any Windows program. I’ve also found it quite 
beneficial when combined with a technical illustration program I frequently use. The utility 
allows me to add repeated callouts and similar text to a variety of graphics. I only need to type 
this information once, not the 10-20 times per project, in my old pre-ShortHand days.    

Both of these programs are well written and thoroughly documented. So, if you 
frequently find yourself switching between several AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files or
retyping the same information over and over, you may wish to download and test drive the 
WinBoot 2.0 and ShortHand 3.0 utilities for yourself. These two programs have certainly made 
my keyboard work much simpler and less taxing on both my fingers and my little mind. Both 
have earned a permanent home on my system.

WBOOT2.ZIP
Registration fee: $19.00

SH30.ZIP
Registration fee: $20.00
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WAYFARER
a review by David Morgan

One of the joys of this job is sharing with you programs I find that are true “gems.” These 
programs stand out from others in any number of significant ways, but the important thing about 
them is that they do indeed standout. A few issues ago, I told you about one such gem called 
Stiletto that just happens to be freeware. Stiletto is a feature-rich, well designed and implemented
launch bar that is actually useful, unlike so many launch bars. The author of that program, Bruce 
Switzer, passed on the name of a program he uses with Stiletto and suggested I have a look. 
When the program recently arrived here at Windows OnLine, I checked it out, and this program 
is fantastic! Now I get to share another Freeware gem with you!

The program is called Wayfarer (version 2.2) and it’s a replacement for both Program 
Manager and Task Manager. You’ve probably come across hundreds of these in your shareware 
explorations. I certainly have, but not as well thought-out, brilliantly designed or as intuitive to 
use as this one. It provides a way to launch and manage applications that is easily accessible yet 
unobtrusive, powerful yet user-friendly, and one that actually works! Instead of Program 
Manager groups, Wayfarer uses Folders to contain and organize programs. Task Management 
functions are handled using a button bar, called a “Yardstick,” that appears along the bottom of 
the screen and displays all running applications as buttons instead of desktop icons. 

When running, a left-click on Wayfarer’s desktop or toolbar icon opens the main folder. 
Like Program Manager’s main window, the main folder provides access to other folders that, like
Program Manager groups can be used to organize and launch programs or document from icons. 
Unlike Program Manager, however, folders can be configured in a variety of ways.

This very basic folder shows only program and document icons. Notice some of the appearance 
options displayed in this folder. The Program Manager object appears as a raised button with red 
font. Both the File Manager icon and description are shadowed. Print Manager’s font is 
“embossed” or outlined and shadowed. The Readme file uses Courier font. Finally, Setup appears
as a recessed object. These are only a few of the many appearance options available in 
Wayfarer. 

Unlike Program Manager groups, however, Wayfarer folders can contain other folders 
(called sub-folders) which in turn can contain other sub-folders and so on. This allows a 



hierarchical organization of objects rather than the “flat” approach offered by Program Manager. 
Folders can be resized, moved, “pinned” to the desktop so they remain always open, and as 
shown above, configured in a variety of other ways. 

The surface area of a folder is called a panel. Panels can be sub-divided into additional 
panels that are individually sizable and scrollable. These “tiled regions” are separated by “splitter 
bars” that can be dragged with the mouse to adjust the relative sizes of adjacent panels. The 
example below demonstrates how panels are used to further organize and customize folders. 

This folder shows five separate panels. The Sub Folders panel contains four sub-folders. 
The Applications panel shows only program icons, or in this case, miniature icons called 
“gadgets.” The Writing Tools panel shows programs and selected gadgets. The Browser Panel 
shows part of my Windows directory as displayed using one of eleven present display 
configurations. Finally, the Tab Panel shows three separate panels each containing an imported 
Program Manager group. There are three types of panels available for configuring folders as 
described below.

General Panels
The General Panel is the default and is similar to a Program Manager group. It lets you 
create individual program and document icons in addition to sub-folders.

Browser Panels 
The Browser Panel is similar to File Manager in that the panel displays a list of files 
within a directory that match a user-specified criterion. The Browser Panel’s content, 
layout and appearance are fully configurable. You can set which types of files are shown 
and the appearance and labeling information for the displayed files. Wayfarer can also 
display a Drive Map of available disk drives.



Tab Panels
The Tab Panel allows a group of panels to be stacked on top of one another. A set of 
“tabs” stick out of the top of the stack, allowing individual panels to be brought to the top 
and used. This is similar to the functioning of a Rolodex.

Setup and configuration are a breeze. An import feature allows your existing Program Manager 
groups to be converted into Wayfarer folders one at a time or all at once. Right-clicking on any 
Wayfarer object reveals a pop-up properties menu for that object. From this menu, appearance 
options and folder behavior options are configured. As you can see, it offers a wide range of 
options for controlling the appearance of individual icons and descriptions. For each icon you 
can choose the exact size, color, font and position of the icon’s descriptive text. Special effects 
are available, including shadows, 3-D borders, and embossing as previously mentioned. 
Wayfarer is furnished with some pretty cool icons as well an extensive collection of “gadgets.” 
These smaller-than-usual icon images are displayed below.

Finally, Wayfarer uses what it calls The Yardstick to manage running tasks and control 



desktop behavior. In addition to letting you quickly switch between running applications, it 
provides the capability to minimize, maximize or tile all running applications. Running 
applications are displayed as a set of toolbar buttons spread along the bottom of the screen, much
like Windows 95. The Yardstick slightly reduces the size of the desktop so that the toolbar 
remains visible at all times and is not obscured by maximized windows.

Wayfarer handles both program and task management beautifully. Every facet of this 
program, from the icons to the help file are first-rate. The only thing more impressive than the 
program itself is the fact that it’s free. The man responsible for giving us this program, Iain 
Clifford Heath, deserves not only praise for a terrific program, but thanks for making it free to all
of us. Generosity such as his deserves recognition, praise and appreciation from all computer 
users.

WAYFR22.ZIP
Freeware
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THUMBS+PLUS
a review by Ed Hoffman

One of the most exasperating aspects of working with computers is simply keeping track of the 
files you need for any project. As a technical writer, I quite frequently work with a variety of 
document files and graphic files. Fortunately, I usually only have a single document file for each 
chapter of the books I write. Graphic files, however are a completely different matter, where I 
usually have upwards of 25 to 100 different graphics for any single chapter. While it might not 
be too difficult to remember what chapter is based on the DOS 8+3 file naming conventions, it 
does get confusing trying to creatively name a hundred related graphics. To simplify this process,
I have resorted to a simplified system that identifies the specific book or project, the chapter or 
unit, then the specific graphic within each chapter. This results in a unique alpha-numeric code 
that may identify the graphic, but cannot describe what it contains. 

A drawing of a sailboat, for example is much easier to identify with a name like 
SAILBOAT.TIF or even S_BOAT.PCX, than it is to visualize the contents of JF-1-087.WMF. To 
overcome this problem, I found a unique shareware product called ThumbsUp!. This program 
not only allows me to make order of my chaotic numbering system, but actually shows me the 
specific graphic. Since its early versions, this program has undergone many changes and 
improvements. The newest release of this program is available as Thumbs+Plus 2.1. Like its 
predecessor, this utility is a real boost to my productivity. However, this new edition now 
contains many new features that offer the user considerably more functionality and flexibility. 
For these reasons, as well as the overall worth of this shareware gem, the Thumbs+Plus 2.1 
program has earned the “Works For Me” award.

Thumbs+Plus 2.1 is a real joy to use. The program has considerable power, yet is very 
simple to use. All the icons on the button faces relate to the function of the individual buttons. 
The button with the single thumb, for example, creates a thumbnail of a single image; the button 
with several thumbs converts the complete directory. Clicking the button with the eye views the 
selected image. What could be simpler? The rest of the button faces are just as simple and 
intuitive. Despite this apparent simplicity, the program possesses considerable power. 



The Thumbs+Plus 2.1 program is basically a file organizer and pre-viewer. But, with just
a little forethought the program can help organize your whole system. Though I use it for strictly 
graphic files, the program will also display a variety of text file formats as well as other files. 
This new version will handle approximately 53 different file types, including graphics, text files, 
images, icons, movies, animations, videos, and even TrueType fonts. Each of these is displayed 
in a small resizable thumbnail that is about an inch square. The display size can also be set to 
show the thumbnails at 1X, 1.5X and 2X the normal base size. In addition to simply showing the 
files, the program also allows you to browse, view, crop, and copy images to the clipboard. The 
Thumbs+Plus 2.1 program will also launch specific editors associated with each format. Your 
files can be organized or reorganized by dragging-and-dropping the files between the various 
directories.

Thumbs+Plus can also be used to create slide shows with selected graphics. The program
may even be used to install bitmap files for your Windows wallpaper. Individual graphic files can
be printed, or the thumbnails alone may be combined and printed as a graphics catalog. Though 
not specifically designed as a conversion tool, it can nevertheless, convert any displayed image 
to the appropriate native windows format, individually or in batches. 

The program will perform different actions when a thumbnail is double-clicked. Your 
options are: View Image, Copy to Clipboard, or Edit Image. If you double-click the window, the 
image automatically changes to a full screen view. Thumbs+Plus can also be used with any 
TWAIN-compliant scanner to scan images directly into the program for further processing or 
storage.

So, if you are working with graphics and need something a bit more powerful than the 



standard run of the mill viewer, the Thumbs+Plus 2.1 program might be just what you need. I 
know that I would be lost without my copy. The registered version of the Thumbs+Plus is 
version 2.1. The shareware version, available on-line, carries a version number of 2.0d. The 
program has a unique and well written install routine. The program also has a very good help 
system should you have any questions.

THMPLS.EXE
Registration fee: $50.00

contact information:
Cerious Software

1515 Mockingbird Lane
Charlotte, NC 28209

704-529-0200
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COREL GALLERY 2
a review by Bob Gollihur

As a longtime user of the original Corel Gallery (1), I was simultaneously delighted and just a bit
disappointed with Corel Gallery 2. There is much more packed into this latest CD ROM release,
but some desirable features, and perhaps its innate simplicity, were left behind. But, on with 
progress, which is generally a good thing, and to the many desirable features of this latest 
release.

The original Gallery is a well-indexed clipart collection that deservedly remains near the 
top of the current best-seller lists. This version ups the ante to 15,000 clipart images, including 
the 10,000 originally included on Gallery 1. In addition to clipart, you’ll find 500 royalty free 
photos, 500 TrueType and Type 1 fonts, 75 sound clips, and 10 video clips. Each image and font 
are catalogued in the 500 page color manual included with Corel Gallery 2; new images are 
asterisked for your reference.

However, this is not just a CD ROM full of clip files with which you play hide and seek. 
Corel provides a sophisticated way to manage and use these files and more, and Gallery 1 users 
will find it totally different (excepting some clipart) than the prior version. Corel Gallery 2 
includes application software in the form of a multimedia file manager, for file conversion, 
TWAIN-compliant scanning, a screen capture utility, and a font manager. Their use, of course, is 
optional, but they are indeed a large bonus. 



The first thing a new user will note is the obvious Windows 95 style of the Corel Gallery 2 
interface. Folders abound to represent directories and the drive window begins with the annoying
Win95 phrase “My Computer.” A click of the right mouse button on an image brings up a 
Windows 95-flavored dialog for other quick file actions. It’s easy to see that Corel was striving to
blend in with the trend when designing this product, but it does include a disclaimer regarding 32
bit environments. The second item to note is that this CD does not just include artwork and fonts,
but a complete system for the management of them and others you have or acquire. Options are 
well presented in tabbed interfaces.

Thumbnail images are the key component to Corel Gallery 2 and its multimedia file 
manager. These libraries of images can be browsed, but you’d better have good eyes or an 
excellent imagination for some illustrations. While they are sizable from 16x16 to 128x128, the 
pixelized appearances of many are not acceptable for identification (try the aircraft library). 
Fortunately, the slide show utility allows you to highlight possible choices, whereupon the actual 
images are then paraded, at a user-defined interval, full screen and in their full glory.

The search mechanism is sophisticated, more so than the original Gallery, but as a result, not as 
quick and easy to use. As you can see from the dialog, multiple conditions are supported, and 
you may search by keyword, name, notes, and description, and copy the results to the clipboard. 
My experience with the keywords already assigned to images has not been all that good, with 
dismal returns from seemingly logical searches. You can highlight individual volumes 
(directories) or all within a library to include in a search. Results are returned pretty quickly, and 
you can highlight individual or all the images found and initiate a slide show from the button bar,
which is very helpful in choosing the appropriate file for your project. 



The original Corel Gallery was an OLE 1.0 application where you could call the 
application from within another, compliant application, and select a graphic. Corel Gallery 2 is 
an OLE 2.0 compatible application, allowing you only to drag and drop an image into a similarly
capable application. The emphasis here is on the drag, since the hunger of OLE 2.0 is well 
known, and results sporadic, not to mention that not every application is friendly with OLE 2.0 at
this time. Fortunately, the system has excellent, highly flexible export facilities, which both 
Corel and I recommend as your best course of action. 

Most bitmaps can be exported in the following bitmap file formats:

Windows Bitmap, *.BMP, *.DIB, *.RLE Paintbrush, *.PCX
CompuServe Bitmap, *.GIF Scitex CT Bitmap, *.SCT, *.CT

JPEG Bitmap, *.JPG, *.JFF, *.JTF, *.CMP Targa Bitmap, *.TGA, *.VDA, *.ICB,
*.VST

OS/2 Bitmap, *.BMP TIFF Bitmap, *.TIF

Most vector graphics can be exported in the following bitmap and vector file formats:

Windows Bitmap, *.BMP, *.DIB, *.RLE Windows Metafile, *.WMF
CompuServe Bitmap, *.GIF Adobe Illustrator, *.AI, *.EPS 

JPEG Bitmap, *.JPG, *.JFF, *.JTF, *.CMP (only Placeable .EPS files)
OS/2 Bitmap, *.BMP AutoCAD DXF, *.DXF

Paintbrush, *.PCX GEM File, *.GEM
Scitex CT Bitmap, *.SCT, *.CT HPGL Plotter, *.PLT

IBM PIF, *.PIF Targa Bitmap, *.TGA, *.VDA, *.ICB,
*.VST

TIFF Bitmap, *.TIF Mac PICT, *.PCT
Corel Presentation Exchange, *.CMX Matrix/Imapro SCODL, *.SCD
Computer Graphics Metafile, *.CGM WordPerfect Graphic, *.WPG



The export dialog offers a wide range of options. Rather than requiring further 
manipulation, Corel Gallery 2 offers proportional, standard, or custom resizing; 100 to 300 dpi 
or custom resolutions, and choices of black and white, 256 greyscaling, and 16, 256, or 16 
million color output. Greyscale output is especially outstanding as rendered on a 600 dpi laser 
printer.

Corel Gallery 2 also includes a “mini-editor” that can optionally be called from a double-
click; the associated application can also be called. Images can be flipped, scaled, and even 
rotated by degrees from within that handy editing applet.

 FONT-MASTER Version 2.0

This application is already set up for the 500 fonts included on the Corel Gallery 2 CD 
ROM, but is useful for your current True Type collection. Font-Master enables you to set up 
categorized groups of fonts for quick installation.



 
One of the most intelligent features that separates this utility from others that have been 

reviewed, is the ability to temporarily install and uninstall fonts. We are all aware of the impact 
that the number of installed fonts has on resources, or simply clogging up the arteries of progress
when making selections, and this ability is one that I admire. Fonts that are temporarily added or 
removed affect the current session only, and the status of your installed fonts returns to normal 
after your next restart.

Font-Master also has the ability to show the internal details of fonts, and preview them, 
whether they are installed or not. Finally, you may choose a directory and create a TrueType Font
Overview File. After scanning the contents, a columnar text file showing the filename, full name,
family name, weight, and PS fontname is generated, which you can save or print. With 
E008000D.TTF or similarly cryptic filenames in your collection, this utility is invaluable for 
cataloging your collection.

Corel includes a wonderful variety of fonts for every purpose with this CD ROM. My 
collection of fonts will no doubt be weeded out with many replaced by the quality fonts provided
here. 

 COREL CAPTURE Version 5.0



Corel Capture is a screen capture utility that saves areas of your screen as a BMP, CPT, or TIF 
file. Using a defined hotkey, it triggers a timed capture and saves it as a file. As with the other 
applications, a variety of options are available from the tabbed dialog, including the automatic 
generation of filenames.

The Multimedia Manager

It's easy to create additional libraries of images, fonts, sounds, movies, or anything you 
wish. You simply drag the file(s) into the new album you're created. If it's an image file the 
program recognizes, you'll get a great collection of thumbnails such as you see with the original 
system. Otherwise, program icons populate the screen. The system is well documented, and you 
may find it useful primarily for cataloging your images. General operations are as described in 
the earlier paragraphs regarding the Corel Gallery 2 clipart.

Conclusion

Corel Gallery 2 is an international product; you will see that by its appearance. Graphic 
content betrays that as well. Many of the new images are very good, but I don’t find the inclusion
of well over 2000 portraits very useful, especially when many are unfamiliar. I suppose some 
users may find them of use, but under what circumstances I cannot guess.

I should mention that the photographs are of excellent quality, and cover a wide range of 
subjects within the 500 included. The sound clips are inconsequential, but the video clips are of 
good quality, and although they are few, might see use in a presentation.

You may have noted a slight love-hate tone throughout this review — mark it off to this 
sorehead who has had to relearn how to deal with a new Corel clipart CD. In spite of my attitude 
problem, this product is superior to the original in so many ways, it more than compensates for 
the loss of the innocence and simplicity of the original Gallery. My first impression was that I 



would never let loose of my original, version 1 CD. As I use this new version more and more and
become confortable with its methods, my position is weakening. Indeed, I just may relinquish 
that cherished disc to a deserving friend after all.

If you need a strong library of quality clipart for constant or occasional use, look no 
further. Corel Gallery 2 supplies a wide variety and large volume of useful and attractive 
images. I have not seen anything that approaches the bargain that was the original Corel Gallery. 
Version 2, with a street price around $70.00, is also an amazing deal, if only for the 15,000 
pieces of clipart. The fonts, photos, video clips, and multimedia application are but the sweet 
icing on the cake. The CD also includes a working model of Corel Draw 5.0.

Corel Gallery 2 
List Price: $99.00
(CD ROM only)

contact information:
Corel Corporation

The Corel Building
1600 Carling Avenue

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1Z 8R7
800-772-6735 (US)

800-394-3729 (Canada)
0800 581028 (UK)

1-613-728-3733 (worldwide)
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Glassily gazing out the window at the sandy Joisey Shore, Bob toils away on Windows Help, HTML, and 
reviews. But you can be sure he'd rather be just a couple miles away, strolling the boardwalk and taking in
the summer sun and seasonal sights.



While every effort has been made to ensure that the Corel GALLERY runs under 
Microsoft Windows NT, Microsoft Windows 95 and IBM OS/2 V2.X, unsupported API’s in the 
16-bit to 32-bit conversion (thunking layer) may affect the usability and performance of Corel 
GALLERY. These limitations may exist in the NT, Windows 95 and OS/2 Windows support, and 
not with Corel GALLERY.

If you discover incompatibilities running under NT, Windows 95 or OS/2, contact either 
Microsoft or IBM for technical support.

Quoted from the README file included on the CD ROM.



GROLIER MM ENCYCLOPEDIA '95
a review by Thom Foulks

The steaks after the movie had been superb, and the wine was tolerable. But our conversation 
continued to be unsettling.

“Gregory Peck was not the star of ’High Noon’ — you’re losing your memory,” said my 
wife.

“You’re right, he wasn’t,” I said, with chagrin. (Not to be confused with chablis, which 
had been the wine.) “And, you’re right, I am — I was just trying to get my mental juices flowing. 
And if I wasn’t losing my memory, we wouldn’t be having this conversation in the first place.” 
(Mental juices, of course having nothing to do with fermented wine juices — this conversation 
had really started earlier.)

It had begun as we were walking out of a movie complex from having seen “Forrest 
Gump” a second time. 

I said, “Tom Hanks is marvelous, absolutely great. I’d never really thought that before, 
especially when I read that reviewer’s column comparing him to, to, uh, to — oh, the guy who 
was the star of ’High Noon’ — you know who I mean.”

“Oh, you mean Alan Ladd,” said my bride of 30+ years. “Tom Hanks is not like him at 
all.”

“NO, not Alan Ladd,” I said, “you’re thinking of ’Shane’. And you’re losing YOUR 
memory. The point I was trying to make is that I now think Tom Hanks is a great star, and I sure 
didn’t think that when this columnist compared him to, to, uh, to — dangit — I can’t remember 
his name. I can see his face, but no name comes up.”

By now, you’re probably wondering what this dialogue has to do with computers. Hang in
there, a reference is coming.

“You don’t mean Spencer Tracy, do you? He wasn’t in ’High Noon’”, said wife Vi, 
sounding helpful, but grinning at my memory lapse.

“Hey,” I retorted, “you don’t remember his name, either, so don’t be poking at me.” By 
now, I was turning into the driveway, waiting for the garage-door opener to complete its task. “I 
know it wasn’t Jimmy Stewart or Gene Autry or Roy Rogers, either.”

“But,” I continued, pre-emptorily, I know how to find out who it was, in a hurry.”

(Here comes the computer angle...)



“I’ll just pop the Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia into the computer, and look up ’High 
Noon’. I’ll see you at my desk.”

Three minutes later, the stern and quiet face of Gary Cooper was on my screen, along 
with a text reference noting that the Montana native had won his second Oscar for the 1952 film, 
which co-starred Grace Kelly (I couldn’t remember HER name, either.) It had been that fast — 
pop in the disk, do a Find|Word Search on ’high noon’ and seconds later, we were reading that 
Gary’s real name was Frank James Cooper and that his first Oscar had come for the 1941 
’Sergeant York,’ along with a lot of other facts about his life and times. (He died in 1961.)

A few moments later, we learned that Tom Hanks had won his first Oscar for the 1992 
film, ’Philadelphia.’ That came after tracking through the list of all major Oscars ever awarded. It
would be great at this point to say that Tom Hanks has his own entry in the 1995 edition of 
Grolier — but he doesn’t. As they say in Cubs (Chicago) Stadium (and Hollywood), “maybe next
year.”

Using the Grolier CD-ROM in our household for research is so commonplace that either 
of us at times is searching for the disc. “Hey, you got Grolier?” is not an uncommon yell from 
up/down stairs, between our split-level home offices. (OK, I suspect that’s admission of a 
copyright violation of some sort. So sue.)

Let me also note we have TWO (the salesmen were good) full, bound, printed 
encyclopediae, 22 heavy volumes each, stashed in a downstairs closest. Quite dusty, and quite 



unappealing after one has experienced the joy of a lookup in Grolier. The Grolier CD-ROM 
edition is based on the Academic America Encyclopedia, with the value-added multimedia 
capability of six hours of audio, video and other computer-only revelations. The dazzling stuff is 
great, yes, but the real value here is in the instant lookup that simply cannot be matched by any 
printed materials.

For the record, Grolier’s contains all 21 printed volumes of the encyclopedia, plus 
additional articles and presentations written expressly for the multimedia version. That totals 
nearly 33,000 articles, comprehensively indexed so that a single search can locate text, pictures, 
video in a combined reference. The 1995 edition has more that 5,500 added or updated since the 
previous edition, along with thousands of new photographs and illustrations.

I particularly like the outlining feature, which allows you to browse the headings and 
subheadings of a lengthy text topic far more easily than you could ever scan a couple dozen 
printed pages. The presence of video or audio references associated with a given topic is 
indicated the appearance of icons in your operative window; a keyclick brings them to life. On 
another project, I recently wrote thumbnail descriptions for a large group of Gutenberg Etexts 
(computerized books) on classic topics. Having Grolier’s loaded helped me easily deal with 
articles ranging from Socrates’ Dialogues to Arthur Conan Doyle’s first Sherlock Holmes 
mystery.

The Grolier CD-ROM does have a problem, though. It’s been bundled with so many CD-
ROM drives that many users disregard it, without being aware of its true, intrinsic value. Fine. 
But send your disc to a local school, because they’ll sure know how to use it. First, however, you 
better browse through yours — you never know when some columnist might compare Robert 
Urich to, uh, what’s-his-name, and your steak will not digest well.

Grolier’s release price on the 1995 edition was $59.95, but that has been heavily 



discounted by many software distributors, and you may already have it. Be sure to send in your 
registration, because that puts you on the list for release notification of the next edition. Tom 
Hanks may be in that one. They may be able to tell you at 800-285-4534.

Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia - 1995
List price: $59.95

contact information:
Grolier

800-285-4534
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Father of four, grandfather of six, and a computer user of CP/M before the TRS-80 was born, Foulks is
among the most senior of WOLR reviewers. He’s also been known to forget to send his work in on time.



PAPERPORT
a review by Ed Hoffman

Several months ago I had the distinct pleasure of reviewing what I feel has to be one of the 
hottest computer products for 1995 — the PaperMax Personal Scanner and the MaxMate 
Document Communications Software. For those that missed that review, it appeared in the 
February 1995 issue, #94, of the WinOnLine Review™. Recently, Visioneer, the creator of this 
unique duo, has released a new version of this product, with new software and a new name. Now
this hardware/software twosome is called PaperPort for Windows. 

In my earlier review I said “When it comes to describing computer hardware or software, 
WOW is a word I very seldom, if ever, use. However, I’m about to break this long standing 
tradition.” I must admit, when I first heard about this new version, my first thought was that 
Visioneer would be hard pressed to top their first offering. Well, after using the new PaperPort 
for a while, I realized it would be difficult, with words alone, to convey the considerable power, 
capabilities, and range of features of this new release. While the hardware unit is the same, the 
new PaperPort 2.0 software is nothing short of amazing and will assuredly revolutionize the way
paper is handled in today’s offices.

With the PaperPort system, virtually anything on paper can be easily transformed into 
electronic documents in a matter of seconds. Once the documents are scanned into the system, 
they can be marked up, highlighted, annotated, or have various notes attached. These scanned 
documents can also be combined into stacks or merged with other computer generated 
documents or files. The end product may then be archived, or sent out through E-Mail or 
electronic fax transmission. If you wish, the unit can also function as a copier by simply sending 
the scanned document to your printer. This can allow you the option of keeping a hard copy of 
your annotated documents. Once the documents are scanned, they can also be transformed into 
editable text by simply sending the file through an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) 
process. 

The PaperPort system, as mentioned earlier, consists of two elements: the PaperPort Scanner 
and the PaperPort Software. The scanner unit is quite small. At 1 inch long, 3.75 inches high 
and but 3 inches deep the scanner is about the size of a carton of cigarettes, set up on edge. This 
small footprint permits the scanner to be placed at almost any convenient location. The unit is 
capable of scanning to resolutions of either 200 dpi or 400 dpi (dots per inch). All hardware 
items necessary to attach the scanner to your computer are included. When installing the unit 



however, you will need an open COM port. In my case this required my replacing my old serial 
mouse with a bus mouse.

The system is also remarkably fast. A typical letter size sheet is scanned and displayed on
your screen in less than 6 seconds. The scanner unit is paper-driven™, meaning the unit actually 
runs itself. The scanner is activated when a document is inserted. This action then automatically 
starts the PaperPort software, without any additional intervention from the user.

The PaperPort software is the new component in this system. This software allows you 
to manipulate your scanned data in any number of different ways. Working from a base screen 
called the desktop, you have three general categories of options. These include document 
management where you can store or file documents, document alteration where you can alter or 
modify the scanned sheets, and document transmittal where you can send or transmit the 
documents. 

Document Management
 The document management functions of the program allows you the option of storing 

and retrieving scanned documents. However, with this version of the software, you have an 
almost complete document management system. Along the left side of the desktop are a series of 
areas that function like file folders. You simply drag the document from the desktop, to the folder
title, and it’s instantly filed. 

The scanned documents can be kept as individual sheets or as document stacks. The 
Stack button allows you to combine groups of related pages into a single stack. The Unstack 



button can then be used to break a stack apart to work on the individual sheets. The Unstack 1 
button gives you the option of only unstacking the top page. When documents are stacked, a 
Page Navigation bar appears by the stack to allow you to view the individual pages without 
unstacking the documents.

Document Alteration 
The document alteration features of the program allows you the option of annotating, 

marking up or otherwise modifying scanned documents. A unique note feature allows you to 
attach individual resizable notes to sheets. You can even draw lines to show where these notes 
apply in the documents. To access these features simply double click the sheet on the desktop. 
The program than switches to the page view with the sheet displayed. All the necessary mark-up 
tools are also available in the page view.

Should you want to re-write a scanned document, you can simply drag the document to 
the bottom of the desktop to the Link Bar. This bar is a collection of features and devices the 
program automatically determines are available on your system. To do your rewrite, simply drop 
the document on the icon representing your word processor (or the WordScan icon). the program 
then opens up the internal copy of WordScan™ and performs the Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) work automatically. If you have a word processor selected in the preferences, the program
then opens up your word processor. The converted document is then displayed on the screen 
ready for your rewrite.

If you have another OCR program on your system, such as OmniPage, TextBridge, or 
WordScan Plus, the program will automatically detect these programs, and the icon for each of 
these will automatically be added to the Link Bar. To choose the OCR program, simply drag and 
drop the document on the specific icon. Your OCR program will then open, ready for your 
instructions. 

Document Transmittal 
The document transmittal functions of the program are also accomplished by dragging 

and dropping the document onto the Link Bar. Here you may select whatever devices are 
available on your system. If you have a printer, fax card, Lotus Notes, Microsoft Mail, or similar 
devices or software on your system the PaperPort 2.0 program will also locate these. Again, the 
appropriate icons will appear on the Link Bar. You can then print, fax, send, or transmit your 
documents wherever they need to go.

This system provides the user with a virtually complete document management and 
communications solution. The only thing you’ll need is paper documents — PaperPort 2.0 will 
easily handle the rest of the job. Whether you need to simply convert hard copies to computer 
files or send printed documents and information through E-Mail or by fax-modem, PaperPort 
2.0 makes any job a snap. For those who purchased the earlier PaperMax Scanner system, 
software upgrades are also available.

PaperPort 2.0



List Price: $399.00 

contact information:
Visioneer, Inc.

2860 West Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303

415-812-6400
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XTREE GOLD
a review by Stevem Justice

Of course you hate Windows’ File Manager — everybody does — and so maybe you’re looking 
forward to Explorer, its Windows 95 replacement. Well, in case you haven’t read enough about 
Windows95 yet, let me tell you two things about Explorer: 1) it’s much, much better than File 
Manager, and 2) it’s not good enough. That’s why you should know about XTree Gold 4.0 for 
Windows. I’ve been using it for nearly six months now, in Windows 3.11 and then in Windows 
95, and I wouldn’t do without it: on anyone’s list of Windows utilities, this has to be a “best buy.” 
Here’s how it looks on my machine.

If you’ve used PC Tools for Windows, this should look familiar: Central Point Software 
makes both products, and XTree is an enhanced version of the PC Tools File Manager. And 
thereby hangs the first tale. Longtime users of XTree, with its keyboard shortcuts permanently in
their muscle memory, will welcome this powerful new version. But the product has two modes: 
XTree Gold mode, which employs all the old keyboard shortcuts (and shows them at the bottom 
of the screen), and File Manager mode, which has nothing to do with the old XTree and is what 
you see above.

Let’s take a walk around that screen shot, starting at the bottom. Just above the status bar 



are the SmartTabs, new to this version. You can define any filter or sort or view--show all *.DOC
files, or sort by date, or view as a folder with icons--to a tab. Clicking on the tab shows you the 
files by that specification (my “Programs” tab shows all EXE, COM, and PIF files, for example). 
“Deleted Files,” a tab already defined when you install the program, shows files deleted and their 
condition; a click on a button will undelete any or all of them.

Just above the SmartTabs, next to the horizontal scroll bars, are some small buttons that 
invoke some of XTree’s most useful functions. On the left, the computer icon lets you show all 
available drives on the same directory tree (notice how the a: drive shows above the c: drive in 
my left pane). This display (which, to be fair to Microsoft, is also available in Win95’s Explorer) 
is one of my favorite aspects of the program: it allows you to move (say) WOLR99.ZIP from c:\
cserve\download to h:\docs\favorite without opening a second window. If you’ve already 
highlighted the file but forgot to expand h:\docs, you can click on the little plus sign next to the 
directory and it will expand the directory without changing the display to that directory. Over in 
the lower right hand corner, the checkmark icon enables tagging mode, which allows you to 
select files in multiple directories for moving, copying, deleting, or whatever. The mouse icon 
starts multiple select mode, which allows you to select non-contiguous files using the mouse 
alone (without keeping the CTRL key pressed the while).

Of course if you have got WOLR99.ZIP, or any compressed file, on your hard drive, you 
may want some day to expand it; you might even want to know what’s in it before you expand. 
Like earlier versions of XTree Gold and the PC Tools File Manager, this version supports built-
in versions of all major compression utilities, including PKZip 2.04g. It will display compressed 
files as subdirectories, and if you click on one, it will display the contents of the compressed file 
in the right-hand pane (in the screen shot above the contents of SNAP226.ZIP are being 
displayed). You can expand single files (a README file, for example) out of a compressed file 
without expanding the whole file; highlight what you want to expand, and drag it to a new 
directory. And XTree will also compress files to the ZIP format--or PAK, LZH, ARC, or a self-
extracting EXE. (XTree does lack some of the advanced capabilities of PKZip, however, like the
ability to compress a very large file over multiple diskettes.) If you still haven’t registered your 
copy of PKZip, then XTree, which costs only a few dollars more, will nearly pay for itself in this
functionality alone.

The toolbar at the top is fully customizable; you can even define your own commands for
the buttons (the one I’ve put in the upper-right corner is for the Backup utility that ships with 
Windows95). The smaller buttons directly over the file display (“Name,” “Extension,” etc.) can be
dragged around to reorder the display of file information; click on one of them, and XTree 
immediately sorts the files by that criterion. And XTree is ready for Windows95 and its long 
filenames; you can add a field called “Long Description” that will show the long filename if a file
has one.



XTree also ships with other utilities. It has a huge assortment of viewers; you can view 
highlighted files in a “view pane” that opens at the bottom of the screen, or in a separate File 
Viewer; a new feature is that any file that can be viewed can also be printed from the viewer, 
without the application that created it. The package also includes SmartFind, a file-finding 
application that is quick (though not so quick as the Norton equivalent) and allows precisely 
defined searches. Finally, it includes File Companions. These first appeared in PC Tools 2.0, but 
would only appear if you were using the PC Tools shell. This function places a small icon by the 
control menu of File|Open and File|Save dialog boxes, allowing you to perform various functions
without leaving the dialog box.

Unfortunately they don’t look as nice under Win95 as they did under Windows 3.x; and they 
don’t work on native Win95 dialogs at all.

With this extraordinary range of functions, Xtree Gold 4.0 does manage to keep a good 
deal of memory tied up, and, compared to the Microsoft file managers, it is sluggish. And under 
Windows95 there are a few oddities: the status bar does not recalculate free space on disk after 
you delete a file (it did under Windows 3.x), and won’t recalculate even if you give it the 
“Refresh” command; if you have a button on the toolbar to display a command line (yet another 
modest but immensely useful tool in this utility), it will open with the command line displayed 
every other time you launch the program. Presumably there will be a Win95 bug-fix soon, but 
even if it never appears, I’ll still be using XTree every day.

XTree Gold 4.0 for Windows
List Price: $99.95

contact information:
Symantec Corporation

175 W. Broadway
Eugene, OR 97401

503-690-8090
fax 800-800-1438
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WINFAX PRO
a review by Ed Rasimus

Welcome back for part two of our look at the Delrina Communications Suite 2.1. Last month we 
talked about the communications half of this blockbuster modem support software pairing, 
WinComm PRO 1.1. This issue we return to the package to look at WinFax PRO 4.0.

Although not as smoothly integrated as some “suites,” the Delrina Communications Suite 
brings together in a single box at an attractive price two well-executed easy to use software 
items. One part does the job for modem telecommunications, and the other implements the fax 
function of your hardware. Of the two parts, WinFax PRO 4.0 is probably the one that will tip 
the scales for a buying decision against any other competitor.

Before there was an “information superhighway,” that worn-out, overdone cliché de jour, 
there was the similarly overused, “paperless office.” The concept that formed the cliché was that 
the computer would eliminate the proliferation of stacks and stacks of paper that fuel the 
business world. Information wouldn’t be transferred on sheets of paper, then copied and filed 
away in huge metal cabinets in suspended folders. In the ideal situation, text would be passed as 
computer files and archived (maybe even zipped?) into a hierarchical directory system on your 
hard drive. Gosh, lots of computers were being sold with as much as 80 MB of disk space.

Well, it didn’t work out as quickly as envisioned. It seems like everyone wanted “hard 
copy,” so printers and copy machines worked overtime and paper in the office actually multiplied
because, although the data was on disk, nobody could find it. If someone did find the 
information, they immediately printed out a copy because it might never be found again, and 
besides, people know what to do with paper.

A couple of developments have occurred along the way, though, that make the paperless 
office remain an attainable goal. First, there has been an exponential growth in the size of the 
typical hard drive, with one gig or greater becoming the norm. Second, there has been software 
progress that improves the “find” capability of our software allowing “text string” searches in the 
document to find that critical piece of data consistently.

But, probably the most important step enroute to the paperless office is the advent of the 
high-speed modem chipset that integrates fax capability, inexpensively, in nearly every computer.
The PC fax allows information to be sent and received between other PC faxes and conventional 
facsimile machines over regular phone lines. The critical advantage of PC fax is that there is no 
slippery, curled-up, fuzzy fax paper generated. The fax arrives at your computer, it’s arrival is 
noted and catalogued, the fax is stored to disk, and the resulting file can be handled, forwarded 
and annotated just like a piece of paper--provided, of course, that you have a good fax software 
program. That’s where WinFax PRO 4.0 comes in.

Which, if I haven’t bored you with background by this time, leads to the question, “why 
do I need to spend more money when perfectly good faxing software comes with my brand new 



Acme Whiz-bang fax-modem?” The answer of course is that efficient faxing is much more than 
simply the transmission of a page. To achieve the paperless office, we need to be able to manage 
our data, and that is where quality software comes in.

WinFax PRO 4.0 does it all. Among the features of this high-end application are phone 
book management, record keeping, OCR (optical character recognition), cover sheet design, and 
broadcast fax capability. Lets look at some of these in detail.

Keeping track of fax phone numbers can be a mind-numbing task. WinFax PRO 4.0 
offers a detailed phone book which allows for maintaining names, numbers and remarks on your 
regular contacts. Sorting by category or group is easily accomplished to facilitate getting a fax 
out to a number of recipients. The easy-to-use dialog box allows attachment of files as well as 
selection and editing of a collection of cover sheets. The one drawback of the Communications 
Suite, is that the phone book is not shared with the WinComm half of the package.

Fax managment capability is exceptional. Incoming and outgoing faxes are logged to a 
listing of date, time, recipient/sender, and other party phone number. Success or failure in an 
attempted fax transmission is noted so that it is easy to follow-up on whether or not a message 
got through. If using one of the “big 3” word processors (AmiPro, Word or WP), the program 
includes macros to link with WinFax PRO 4.0. Merely complete a document, click print, select 
your fax rather than your paper printer from the print dialog, and WinFax PRO 4.0 is 
automatically launched so that the number of the recipient can be selected. The fax is dispatched 
and a record of the transmission is retained in the send log. For the future, your word processor 
file is linked to the log so that a click on the log entry will call up the document for inspection or 
retransmission.



When a fax is transmitted, what really moves through the phone line is a graphic — a 
picture of the page rather than a text file. For that reason, most fax programs allow you to view a 
document that has been received but not to edit it. WinFax PRO 4.0 includes an OCR feature 
that converts the graphics back to a text file, examining each discrete section of the graphic that 
composes the fax document and replacing it with a text letter, then saving the result as an 
editable text file. Very handy for filling out a form that was faxed to you, or providing comment 
or editing to a proposal. No retyping, no scanning, no hassle.

At a simpler level, the program offers the choice of “object-oriented annotation” to faxes. 
Rather than actual editing of the original, if you merely want to provide some notation, or a 
checkmark or scribble, WinFax PRO 4.0 supports a notation layer that displays your comments 
whenever the received document is reopened or retransmitted.

Although it runs counter to the concept of “paperless office”, typical faxing employs a 
cover sheet on your faxed document. Here WinFax PRO 4.0 is really gold-plated. The program 
comes with a library of cartoon cover pages catalogued by category for topics such as: “getting 
back to you”, “billing notices”, or “for your information”. Unfortunately, I found many of these a 
bit sarcastic or disrespectful for professional business employment, but they would work well in 



less formal situations. Additionally, there is a complete drawing module that allows you to build 
your own corporate logo cover sheet employing clip-art, linked graphics, or hand-drawn images. 
Data blocks in the cover sheet can be customized with field codes to automatically enter typical 
information such as sender data, phone numbers, addressee info, or date/time. A well designed 
cover sheet speaks volumes for your company and saves lots of labor with automated data input.

Through the grouping feature of the phonebook, the program allows for group 
transmission or “broadcast” faxing. Send the same message to a selected bunch at a 
preprogrammed time for best phone rates. The program automatically connects and sends the fax
to each number in turn, returning at the end of the queue to numbers which didn’t succeed on the 
first trial. The send log keeps a record of the result of the broadcast for future reference.

Throw in support for mail systems like cc: mail or MS Mail, a spell checker, multi-font 
support, bitmap capability for signature stamps, portability features for use with laptops. 
thumbnail viewing for fax management, dBase links for phone books, and you wind up with a 
fax program that leaves nothing to be desired.

Overall WinFax PRO 4.0 is clearly the best fax software package on the market today. 
Bundled with WinComm PRO in the Delrina Communications Suite 2.1, it becomes a strong 
justification for choosing this package over other comm suites. It would be nice if the two halves 
were merged and operated from a single phone book, installed from a single process, recognized 
the same hardware list during setup, and had a little more commonality of interface. As it is, the 
only thing that makes them a “suite” is Windows multi-tasking ability to run them simultaneously
and the fact that they relinquish the comm port after activity. Still, there isn’t much out there that 
is better than either of these two components as a stand-alone product for the task they are 
designed for.

WinFax PRO
List Price: $129
Delrina Communication Suite 
(WinComm/WinFax) 
List Price: $179

contact information:
Delrina

6830 Via Del Oro
Suite 240

San Jose CA 95119
408-363-2345

408-363-2340 fax
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SOUND FORGE
a review by Ted Tatman

The 32-bit apps are coming! The 32-bit apps are coming! With Windows 95 scheduled to be 
released in August, and the popularity of Windows NT on high end computers increasing, soon 
we’ll have more 32-bit applications than we’ll know what to do with. And, some of them are 
already here. Sonic Foundry has released their PC digital sound editor, Sound Forge 3.0 in both 
16-bit and 32-bit flavors. I had the chance to test drive the 32-bit version on a late beta of Win95.

According to the company, Sound Forge 3.0 for 32 Bit Windows is the first true 32 Bit 
flat model digital sound editor available for the PC. Why go the 32-bit route? Processing is often 
2 to 3 times faster with the 32 Bit version of Sound Forge. And, on my machine (486/66 with 8 
meg of memory), WAV processing was very speedy indeed. You’ll also benefit from the extra 
security of running a 32-bit app (it won’t crash when other 16-bit programs crash) and finally — 
long file names for your WAV files. 

The 2.0 version of Sound Forge was reviewed in Issue 85 of WOLR. So, what’s new for 
version 3.0? Both Graphic & Parametric Equalization (to make your audio creations sound as 
crisp and clean as you can get them); Time Compression & Expansion (to make your sound clip 
longer or shorter without changing its pitch); Pitch Bending (to correct flat notes); Sample dumps
to external samplers (helpful if you’re a musician and you use MIDI); support for more file 
formats (including VOC, AIF, SND, AU, SMP, SVX, VOX and PAT); programmable presets for 
all effects; moveable and dockable toolbars; and more support for drag and drop. 

Sound Forge 3.0 has all the bells and whistles anyone could want in a WAV editor. 
There’s a full compliment of special effects (Echo, Reverb, Flanging, Compression, Vibrato and 
more). Plus, there are plenty of ways to process the levels of your sound file, including 
Normalization (maximizing the volume of a selection without clipping); professional sounding 
fades; pans (moving the channels in a stereo file from one channel to another); and Auto 
Trim/Crop (which comes in handy for taking out unnecessary silence in a sample and 
automatically fading in and out the endpoints of a phrase).

If you like tool bars, then you’ll love Sound Forge 3.0. There’s several tool bars with 
buttons for nearly every function in the program. You have the option of running every tool bar, 
just the ones you want, or none at all. Each tool bar can “float” or “dock” to the top, sides, or 
bottom of the main program window. In addition, there’s keyboard shortcuts for most program 
functions, so you don’t have to use your mouse for everything.



Besides using Sound Forge to create and edit digital sound, the program can be used 
with MIDI. You can send MIDI notes to your sound card or external MIDI devices with the 
MIDI Keyboard for simple triggering and testing of the sounds. Also, you can send and receive 
sound data to and from external samplers via the Sample Dump Standard. Sound Forge 3.0 also 
has the ability to synchronize sound files within the program with any MIDI sequencer like 
Cakewalk. For example, you can have Cakewalk output MIDI Time Code (MTC) to the Sonic 
Foundry Virtual MIDI Router and then have Sound Forge receive the time code and trigger 
sections of a file at specific SMPTE times. The reverse is also true, with Sound Forge generating 
MTC and a sequencer (or any other device like a video deck) synchronizing to the time code.

Sound Forge 3.0 comes with a very well-written and understandable manual, plus a 
demo CD with sample music beds (in WAV and MIDI format) from the Canbium Sound Choice 
library for multimedia applications.

After putting Sound Forge 3.0 through its paces by creating several dozen WAV files, I 
found the program easy to use, especially with the toolbars allowing quick access to the 
program’s processing and special effects functions. Sound Forge makes extensive use of your 
right mouse button to bring up area-sensitive pop-up menus, helping you edit even faster. My 
only concerns were somewhat slower than normal screen redraws when maximizing or restoring 
a sound editing window, plus somewhat sensitive mouse highlighting. For instance, you click on 
the sound editing window to highlight the entire file, and then click again to un-highlight it. 
However, instead of un-highlighting it, sometimes the file would stay selected or Sound Forge 
acted like you were going to drag and drop the file to another editing window. These problems 
could be associated with the late-beta version of Win95 I was running, however.
 



 What’s all this sound editing power cost? Sound Forge lists for $595.00, which 
unfortunately is a little pricey for most amateur home-based WAV creating enthusists. It’s 
definitely geared towards professional sound designers, musicians and multimedia developers. 
But, it’s a powerful, “deep” program that should definitely be considered if you deem yourself a 
serious audio professional. And, at this time, it’s the only program of its kind. If you can afford it,
by all means get it!

The Windows Online BBS has runable demos of Sound Forge 3.0 in both 16-bit and 32-
bit versions that members can download. The 16-bit version is FORGEDEM.ZIP and the 32-bit 
version is FRGDEM32.ZIP. You can’t save files or copy to the clipboard with these demos, and 
you’re limited to running them for 15 minutes per session, plus recording is disabled. However, 
you’ll get a “hands-on” chance to see if Sound Forge 3.0 is right for you.

Sound Forge 3.0
List Price: $595.00

contact information:
Sonic Foundry

100 South Baldwin Street, Suite 204
Madison, Wisconsin    53703

608-256-3133 (Sales and Business)
608-256-7300 fax

608-256-6689 BBS
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ANNOUNCEMENT
a review by Mitzi Smetters

Here’s an important announcement for you ... Parsons Technology offers Announcement 3.0 — 
a great program for creating cards, banners, brochures, posters, and more! This version imports 
TIF, PCX, BMP, CGM, GIF, TGA, and WMF graphics, and converts WPG images, too. The 
program comes with 200 graphics of its own in a good variety of styles, subjects, and borders.

Announcement 3.0 is a useful tool in the home, classroom, or small business. In addition
to common shapes for greeting cards, banners, brochures, and posters, it has a variety of 
predefined forms and formats for business cards, letterheads, envelopes, postcards, and gift 
certificates. Dimensions can be altered to your preferences.

The graphic options allow you to be creative. You can stretch and shrink pictures and 
words. A shape option gives you power to alter contours of graphics or text boxes. Raise or lower
images against others; flip or copy them. You can set off your work with a variety of border 
styles and shapes. In addition to full True Type font choice of styles and sizes, another option 
allows text to automatically adjust the text to fill any size text box.

Graphics can be embedded. That’s a great asset if you have numerous images stored on a 
lot of floppies. Once the image is read from the floppy, you can switch to another disk for 
additional graphics. The card or brochure can be worked on again later with no need of reloading
(or remembering the location of!) the image. Embedding is an option, so turn it off to conserve 
file size if you already have the image on your hard drive.

Its menu and button bar make Announcement 3.0 easy to use even if you do not take the 
time to completely study its well-presented documentation. Grade schoolers can learn to design 
their own posters and cards after basic instructions and demonstrations. They enjoy pasting 
pictures they create on Windows Paintbrush. On the other hand, adults find it useful for personal 
and business applications.

The simplicity of Announcement 3.0 does give it some limitations. It lacks an option for 
automatic creation of columns for text, although this can be overcome with textbox sizing. It 
does not allow for multiple pages that permit the overflow of text, as found in newsletters. 
Several documents can be worked on at the same time however, so with a little planning, you can
develop a small newsletter. When placing graphics, separate images can be joined into a group, 
but once joined cannot be separated. Again, the solution is . . . plan ahead!
      

Many are familiar with Greetings, a scaled down version of Announcement, offered by 



Parson as a free program (except for shipping and handling) to introduce its line of software. If 
you are a Greetings user, it is worth your while to upgrade to Announcement 3.0. There are so 
many additional features in the full-fledged model.

The upgrade also is a worthwhile addition if you are a regular user of an earlier version of
Announcement. The latest version gets rid of a few annoying quirks, such as reverting to your 
Windows default font for each new text box in the same document, or closing the text box if you 
hit enter, when all you really wanted to do was start a new paragraph.

Another handy addition to the newest version is the ability to print an Image Directory. 
The program has a convenient viewer for previewing graphics one at a time but that can be 
tedious if you are not sure what you want. With Image Directory, you can print out a hard-copy 
catalog of all the graphics in any subdirectory on your hard drive or on a floppy. You even can 
control the size of the images in the printed catalog--from thumbnail to almost full-page. To use 
this feature for images on a floppy, the files must be in a subdirectory. It does not work when 
they are in the root directory.

Also new to the latest release is a mail-merge feature, so very useful in fooling your 
friends that your holiday greeting card was made especially for them! The feature also is useful 
with the letterhead selection that allows Announcement 3.0 to be used as a simple word 
processor. Maybe that’s the secret value of the program — it’s not a full-fledged DTP or a word 
processor, but combines many important features of each plus has features not found in either.

Announcement 3.0 is also is available in a specially priced package that includes Christian 
Images, one of the dozen or more graphics packages offered by Parsons. Christian Images has 
170 WMF images depicting church and home activities. These are additional to the 200 graphics 
of general topics and holidays included in the basic Announcement 3.0 program. The other 
collections of Image Packages are each sold separately. They include general samplers as well as
specific collections such as borders and backgrounds, Canadian images, cartoon images, sports, 
children and education, holidays, and family activities. Each package contains about 200 
graphics, most in WMF or PCX formats. The versatility and prices of Announcement 3.0 and 
the available Image Packages make this one announcement to which you should listen. 

Announcement 3.0 for Windows
List Price: $29.00
Upgrade from Greetings or Announcement 2: $19.00



Announcement 3.0 for Windows with Christian Images
List Price: $39.00
Image Packages
List, each package: $19.00

contact information:
Parsons Technology

An Intuit Company
One Parsons Drive

PO Box 100
Hiawatha, Iowa 522233-0100

1-800-223-6925
1-319-395-7449 fax    
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WORD 6 - VISUAL POCKETGUIDE
a review by Ed Hoffman

While very few computer books or manuals could be called good bedside reading, they are 
nevertheless usually necessary to help get the most from a particular computer program. As a 
rule, it seems the more powerful the program, the more complex the text that describes its 
application. Anyone who has ever looked at the books available for Word for Windows 6.0 
should instantly know what I mean. Word for Windows is indeed a powerful program and 
certainly does have some doozies that describe it. Unfortunately, many of these available texts 
seem to further complicate the issue by obscuring, rather than clarifying the use of Word for 
Windows 6.0. If you’re tired of wading through endless pages of complexity, you might want to 
take a look at a book that actually does simplify the task of learning to use this word processor. 
This text is Word 6 For Windows - Visual PocketGuide.

This text does not delve into the more complex features of Word for Windows, but it does
greatly simplify the basic operation of the program. The book is well suited for anyone learning 
the fine points of navigating Word for Windows. Whether you're switching over from another 
word processor, or learning word processing from the ground up, this text will simplify the 
learning process and greatly minimize your frustration.

 The text is profusely illustrated, and each of the 245 pages is presented in full color. A 
snazzy little creature that looks like a floppy disk is your guide through the program. Though at 
first glance, you might be tempted to dismiss the text as too cartoonish, the information 
contained in this book is solid and well presented. The explanations are very clear and each step 
of a procedure is clearly described and well illustrated. This text bucks the prevailing trend in 
computer books toward making powerful programs seem even more complicated. No matter 
what your level of expertise, you’re almost guaranteed to learn something new from this text.    

    
If you want a simplified way to learn the basics of Word for Windows, the Word 6 For 

Windows - Visual PocketGuide is just the ticket. While nothing will ever make the learning 
process easy, this text will definitely make learning Word more enjoyable. In fact you may even 
want to keep your copy close by your computer, for a reference book. That’s just where my copy 
is. And I find myself frequently looking through the book, trying to figure out some process or 
procedure that I’ve not committed to memory. 

Word 6 For Windows - Visual PocketGuide
by MaranGraphics Development Group
List Price: $14.99

contact information:
IDG Books

919 E. Hillsdale Blvd., Suite 400
Foster City, CA 94404

415-655-3000
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Windows Applications/Utilities/Accessories/Drivers/Games

1. WINDOWS Reading, Info, Misc 166 20,594,235
2. WINDOWS Text Material     22     1,806,416
3. WINDOWS New Technology [A-L]     49 13,387,093
4. WINDOWS New Technology [M-Z] 101 11,531,610
5. WINDOWS New Technology [A-Z]     32     4,964,106
6. WINDOWS Finance/Invest [A-L]     46     8,143,631
7. WINDOWS Finance/Invest [M-Z]     69 10,076,231
9. WINDOWS Printer Apps/Utils 123 12,277,463

10. WINDOWS Printer Drivers     80 15,233,083
12. WINDOWS Games [A-L] 254 30,481,006
13. WINDOWS Games [M-Z] 315 38,991,501
14. WINDOWS Games/Humor [A-Z] 141 18,085,459
15. WINDOWS Games Misc [A-Z] 130 27,399,742
16. WINDOWS Personal Info. Mgrs 156 35,897,102
17. WINDOWS Video Anim/Players     75 33,746,654
18. WINDOWS Video Util/Drvs [A-L]     84 36,814,653
19. WINDOWS Video Util/Drvs [M-Z] 121 37,509,117
21. WINDOWS Developers [A-L] 172 17,080,910
22. WINDOWS Developers [M-Z] 253 30,563,992
23. WINDOWS Programming [A-Z]     42     5,413,068
25. WINDOWS Visual Basic [A-L] 118     5,506,323
26. WINDOWS Visual Basic [M-Z] 180 15,029,889
27. WINDOWS Visual Basic [A-Z]     12           749,10
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28. WINDOWS Word For Windows 176 12,747,875
29. WINDOWS WordProcess/DTP 186 30,570,643
30. WINDOWS Editors/WP Utils     87 14,653,243
31. WINDOWS Word Processing     31     5,772,831
32. WINDOWS Desktop Publishing     14     1,436,845
33. WINDOWS Graphics/Draw/CAD 102 19,697,624
34. WINDOWS Graphic Apps/Paint     84 24,107,418
35. WINDOWS Graphics/Utils [A-Z]     60 11,752,964
37. WINDOWS Viewer/Conversion     34     6,065,437
38. WINDOWS Networking 148 17,633,407
39. WINDOWS Networks     21     5,104,436
40. WINDOWS Offline Readers/Mail     29     8,977,543



41. WINDOWS Communications [A-L] 118 12,302,845
42. WINDOWS Communications [M-Z] 188 29,594,319
43. WINDOWS Communications [A-Z]     45     9,693,762
44. WINDOWS Icons     51     3,197,634
45. WINDOWS Icons [H-P] 170 10,314,182
46. WINDOWS Icons [Q-Z]     45           963,87
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47. WINDOWS Icons/Libs [A-Z]     77     2,025,811
48. WINDOWS Icon Apps/Utils     86     5,507,505
49. WINDOWS Screen Blankers 130     7,843,369
50. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [A-G] 214 23,747,925
51. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [H-M]     52     8,477,344
52. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [N-S] 122 16,771,998
53. WINDOWS File/Shell/Arc [T-Z] 143 18,898,107
55. WINDOWS File Managment [A-Z]     33     5,082,039
56. WINDOWS Desktop [A-Z] 130 12,104,662
57. WINDOWS Accessories [A-G] 335 29,844,456
58. WINDOWS Accessories [H-M] 135 13,602,875
59. WINDOWS Accessories [N-S] 220 16,764,855
60. WINDOWS Accessories [T-Z] 287 27,721,590
61. WINDOWS Utilities [A-Z]     98     8,787,145
63. WINDOWS Apps/Business/Office     74 24,716,016
64. WINDOWS Business Apps     40     8,943,484
65. WINDOWS Spreadsheets     27     7,612,166
67. WINDOWS Apps/Sci/Math/Eng. 106 25,907,506
68. WINDOWS Engineering     13     1,491,558
69. WINDOWS Apps/Hobby/Home/Fam. 135 36,383,245
70. WINDOWS Home/Family     46     9,052,099
71. WINDOWS Windows Apps [A-M] 235 47,923,898
72. WINDOWS Windows Apps [N-Z] 237 37,131,127
73. WINDOWS Apps/Misc./Other 221 47,948,386
74. WINDOWS Database Apps/Utils 147 25,334,240
77. WINDOWS Applications     55 10,781,343
80. WINDOWS Education/Training     22     4,422,793
81. WINDOWS MultiMedia     14     2,933,872
82. WINDOWS MultiMedia/Present     23     7,326,991

Windows Font Files

101. WINDOWS ATM Type1 Fnts [A-G] 395 40,107,914
102. WINDOWS ATM Type1 Fnts [H-Z] 339 19,567,432
103. WINDOWS ATM Fonts     61     5,669,293
104. WINDOWS ATM Type1/PostScpt-1     85     4,481,040
105. WINDOWS ATM Type1/PostScpt-2 258 11,361,587
106. WINDOWS ATM Type1/PostScpt-3 213     8,625,340



107. WINDOWS TrueType-1 230 13,779,468
108. WINDOWS TrueType-2 232 11,408,214
109. WINDOWS TrueType Fonts [A-L] 563 31,999,882
110. WINDOWS TrueType Fonts [M-Z] 377 39,726,696
111. WINDOWS TT Fonts, Etc [A-Z]     48     5,864,847
112. WINDOWS Font Progs/Utils     96  9,211,576
113. WINDOWS Font Programs     22     2,603,421

Windows Sound Files

126. WINDOWS Sound Players/MIDI 120 18,420,314
128. WINDOWS Sound Utils/Drivers 107 10,329,591
129. WINDOWS Sound Files [A-F] 226 47,205,362
130. WINDOWS Sound Files [G-P] 197 45,340,869
131. WINDOWS Sound Files [Q-V] 157 29,193,687
132. WINDOWS Sound Files [W-Z] 247 96,760,705
133. WINDOWS Sound SND [0-9]         

9
    1,473,32

4
134. WINDOWS Sound SND [A-E] 252     8,246,67

7
135. WINDOWS Sound SND [F-J] 161     5,247,51

5
136. WINDOWS Sound SND [K-O] 138     4,088,01

3
137. WINDOWS Sound SND [P-T] 214     7,860,73

1
138. WINDOWS Sound SND [U-Z]     77     1,894,34

2
139. WINDOWS Sound WAV [0-9]         

7
          452,7

38
140. WINDOWS Sound WAV [A-E] 218 10,531,844
141. WINDOWS Sound WAV [F-J] 102     5,128,68

4
142. WINDOWS Sound WAV [K-O]     65     4,396,04

6
143. WINDOWS Sound WAV [P-T] 166     9,318,69

3
144. WINDOWS Sound WAV [U-Z]     49     1,597,35

9
145. WINDOWS Sound Files [A-Z] 427 68,216,351

Windows Graphics, BMP’s, Clip Art, PCX Files

159. WINDOWS BMP’s - RLE’s [A-G] 298 29,446,217



160. WINDOWS BMP’s - RLE’s [H-P] 169 14,963,757
161. WINDOWS BMP’s - RLE’s [Q-Z] 203 23,022,752
162. WINDOWS BMP’s [A-Z] 142 12,206,863
163. WINDOWS BMP’s [A-Z] 353 20,825,192
164. WINDOWS ClipA - PCX’s [A-D] 564 31,887,365
165. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s [E-M] 433 21,205,160
166. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s [N-S] 462 16,776,419
167. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s [T-Z] 227 8,036,277
168. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Accent 40 494,689
169. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Aircraft 59 2,245,350
170. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Ani-Toon 265 5,707,517
171. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Animals 275 15,568,079
172. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Aquatic 139 4,092,875
173. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Arrows 37 312,187
174. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Attire 156 4,234,675
175. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Banners 157 4,890,676
176. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Birds 92 4,259,544
177. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Birdtoon 44 1,125,235
178. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Boats 54 1,216,346
179. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Borders 219 16,767,091
180. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Building 132 7,217,299
181. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Business 138 4,261,818
182. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Cars 74 1,316,312
183. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Christms 275 6,401,831
184. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s In Color 367 26,972,299
185. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Comics 271 3,818,756
186. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Computer 101 3,168,992
187. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Culture 195 5,941,102
188. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Dog/Cat 128 5,399,002
189. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Equipmnt 38 639,964
190. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Family 65 4,627,906
191. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Famous 101 2,658,174
192. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Farm/Msc 105 6,512,825
193. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Females 57 2,882,443
194. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Fishtoon 20 586,378
195. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Flowers 376 35,904,908
196. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Food 195 4,308,961
197. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Fruit 154 6,443,797
198. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Hands 57 1,103,222
199. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Headings 125 2,792,899
200. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Holiday 132 4,472,298
201. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Home 85 1,339,446
202. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Humor 92 2,605,191
203. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Insects 104 2,783,135
204. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Kids 58 2,391,900
205. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Logo 62 834,265



206. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Logolibr 16 266,833
207. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Love 69 2,304,105
208. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Males 119 5,596,027
209. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Medical 156 4,691,173
210. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Military 334 11,225,912
211. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Money 46 2,431,965
212. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Multiart 148 5,591,109
213. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Music 70 1,587,836
214. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Mythical 75 3,231,679
215. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Nature 169 9,984,341
216. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Occupat 115 4,567,910
217. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Odd/Ends 98 3,361,359
218. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Party 72 1,636,268
219. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s PCX Fonts 132 846,982
220. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s People 24 2,361,773
221. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Peoptoon 130 3,397,127
222. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Plants 310 32,811,630
223. WINDOWS PrintShop Graphics 57 5,447,068
224. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Religion 132 2,850,079
225. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s School 94 4,395,578
226. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Science 93 5,778,815
227. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Signs 131 1,436,014
228. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Sports 367 9,407,565
229. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Tools 213 7,002,771
230. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Transpor 63 2,133,357
231. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Travel 147 9,115,499
232. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Trees 154 9,070,506
233. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Trucks 49 1,227,078
234. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s US Maps 124 1,236,632
235. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s Vegetabl 215 9,831,205
236. WINDOWS ClipA-PCX’s WLD Maps 279 13,859,373

Files In Area #500 Are All New Windows Files To WOL
500. WINDOWS NEW UPLOADS 375 82,696,648

Totals For All Win Files 26,116 2,379,118,845



OS/2 Applications, Utilities, Drivers, Patches

245. OS/2 Information 281 21,526,801
246. OS/2 Drivers 168 30,982,713
247. OS/2 Applications [A-L] 201 49,855,913
248. OS/2 Applications [M-Z] 262 46,871,825
249. OS/2 Utilities [A-L] 287 29,146,859
250. OS/2 Utilities [M-S] 311 42,104,754
251. OS/2 Utilities [T-Z] 97 10,042,628
252. OS/2 General Utils [A-O] 79 9,338,573
253. OS/2 General Utils [P-Z] 70 23,576,747
254. OS/2 Games 94 11,033,659
255. OS/2 Networking/LANS [A-M] 48 16,435,841
256. OS/2 Networking/LANS [N-Z] 52 6,621,020
257. OS/2 Educational 15 1,801,985
258. OS/2 Printer Drivers/Utils. 48 5,908,475
259. OS/2 Communication 72 9,924,653
260. OS/2 REXX code/utils 61 2,744,238
261. OS/2 Disk Utilities [A-M] 88 10,366,828
262. OS/2 Disk Utilities [N-Z] 67 3,843,623
263. OS/2 Compression/Archiving 33 3,766,089
264. OS/2 Fixes/Patches [A-K] 71 9,212,648
265. OS/2 Fixes/Patches [L-P] 45 10,150,229
266. OS/2 Fixes/Patches [Q-Z] 90 31,017,632
267. OS/2 Drivers [A-N] 49 5,906,892
268. OS/2 Drivers [O-Z] 53 11,231,746
269. OS/2 Graphics & Utils [A-O] 88 9,257,251
270. OS/2 Graphics & Utils [P-Z] 56 4,738,067
271. OS/2 Fonts 77 2,538,570
272. OS/2 IBM Employee Shareware 51 4,389,724
273. OS/2 Bulletin Board System 57 9,135,287
274. OS/2 General Apps [A-H] 63 10,599,904
275. OS/2 General Apps [I-N] 36 3,346,147
276. OS/2 General Apps [O-Z] 67 9,800,688
277. OS/2 Icons 31 2,734,035
278. OS/2 News and Info. [A-O] 96 7,388,790
279. OS/2 News and Info. [P-Z] 33 6,424,908



280. OS/2 Sound 13 1,114,632
281. OS/2 Programs/Utils 193 30,358,758

Files In Area #499 Are All New OS/2 Files To WOL
499. OS/2 NEW UPLOADS 133 23,759,390

Totals For All OS/2 Files 3,636 528,998,522



DOS Graphics, GIFs, JPEGs

287. DOS GIF Graphic Files [0-9] 82 12,583,609
288. DOS GIF Graphic Files [A-B] 360 48,652,778
289. DOS GIF Graphic Files [C-D] 294 42,787,766
290. DOS GIF Graphic Files [E-F] 213 22,871,821
291. DOS GIF Graphic Files [G-J] 250 38,031,287
292. DOS GIF Graphic Files [K-M] 291 35,330,349
293. DOS GIF Graphic Files [N-P] 357 42,130,169
294. DOS GIF Graphic Files [Q-S] 483 61,128,245
295. DOS GIF Graphic Files [T-V] 191 27,201,056
296. DOS GIF Graphic Files [W-Z] 97 14,560,248
297. DOS GIF Pictures [A-Z] 221 54,269,653
298. DOS GIF Pictures/Fractals 207 27,944,099
299. DOS GIF Cindy 65 13,230,203
300. DOS GIF Lingerie 97 17,239,959
301. DOS GIF Paula 36 5,908,964
302. DOS GIF Sport 90 15,240,387
303. DOS GIF Swim [0-B] 226 47,965,638
304. DOS GIF Swim [C-E] 198 47,599,502
305. DOS GIF Swim [F-K] 100 19,516,156
306. DOS GIF Swim [L] 270 37,962,580
307. DOS GIF Swim [M-R] 174 24,300,179
308. DOS GIF Swim [S] 257 57,711,022
309. DOS GIF Swim [T-Z] 61 15,169,448
310. DOS WordPerfect Graphics 99 13,191,255
311. DOS ClipArt 255 31,686,992
312. DOS ANSI Graphic/Edit/View 95 6,334,928
313. DOS DTP/Clipart 88 9,728,274

DOS SOUND Apps, Utils, Drivers, SOU, MID, MOD, ROL, VOC,CMF Files

326. DOS Sound Files [A-I] 309 26,812,469
327. DOS Sound Files [J-Q] 184 10,886,789
328. DOS Sound Files [R-Z] 219 15,655,719



329. DOS Sound Blaster Files 19 2,712,529
330. DOS Sound MIDI Files 118 20,597,200
331. DOS Sound Music Programs 59 6,502,305
332. DOS Sound Players/Edit/Drvs 350 34,293,266
333. DOS Sound Utilities 72 11,436,403
334. DOS Sound CMF [0-9] 21 141,261
335. DOS Sound CMF [A-E] 395 4,726,681
336. DOS Sound CMF [F-J] 182 2,297,049
337. DOS Sound CMF [K-O] 184 1,904,544
338. DOS Sound CMF [P-T] 354 3,995,274
339. DOS Sound CMF [U-Z] 87 960,346
340. DOS Sound CMS [A-Z] 77 964,096
341. DOS Sound MID [0-9] 185 997,558
342. DOS Sound MID [A-E] 584 8,577,641
343. DOS Sound MID [F-J] 305 4,787,798
344. DOS Sound MID [K-O] 196 3,691,409
345. DOS Sound MID [P-T] 330 5,516,106
346. DOS Sound MID [U-Z] 74 1,212,550
347. DOS Sound MOD [0-9] 13 1,887,092
348. DOS Sound MOD [A-E] 330 36,938,872
349. DOS Sound MOD [F-J] 178 21,861,472
350. DOS Sound MOD [K-O] 185 21,778,538
351. DOS Sound MOD [P-T] 262 26,832,099
352. DOS Sound MOD [U-Z] 62 6,309,793
353. DOS Sound ROL [0-9] 34 306,648
354. DOS Sound ROL [A-E] 583 5,746,865
355. DOS Sound ROL [F-J] 335 3,060,343
356. DOS Sound ROL [K-O] 388 3,970,813
357. DOS Sound ROL [P-T] 481 4,632,060
358. DOS Sound ROL [U-Z] 124 1,095,859
359. DOS Sound VOC [0-9] 43 4,460,943
360. DOS Sound VOC [A-E] 599 66,673,325
361. DOS Sound VOC [F-J] 379 43,226,088
362. DOS Sound VOC [K-O] 271 31,886,159
363. DOS Sound VOC [P-T] 546 80,260,089
364. DOS Sound VOC [U-Z] 128 11,513,099

DOS Applications,Utils, Drivers, Games, Communications Files

380. DOS ASP Shareware [A-Z] 67 11,307,693
381. DOS Demos Programs [A-Z] 47 29,750,453
382. DOS Bible/Religious [A-Z] 44 6,746,628
383. DOS Genealogy [A-Z] 13 864,561
384. DOS Database Applications 204 42,140,932
385. DOS Database Mgrs Utils 290 42,208,765



386. DOS Database Programs 54 11,098,263
387. DOS Clipper 14 753,866
388. DOS Programs To Run BBS’s 324 27,125,181
389. DOS PCBoard BBS Programs 467 22,680,706
390. DOS BBS Programs 460 48,397,586
391. DOS BBS Door Programs 135 18,530,959
392. DOS BBS Doors/Utils 152 22,891,431
393. DOS BBS’s For You To Call 166 6,991,204
394. DOS OffLine Readers/Taglines 226 25,206,869
395. DOS Mail-Readers/E-Mail 154 17,028,437
396. DOS Mail Networks 90 6,182,225
397. DOS WordPerf Support Files 251 18,677,263
398. DOS WordPerfect 42 4,655,601
399. DOS WordProc/Edit/DTP [A-L] 242 27,570,665
400. DOS WordProc/Edit/DTP [M-Z] 279 37,787,437
401. DOS WordProcessing 46 7,521,244
402. DOS WordProcessing 140 17,247,018
403. DOS Mail-List/Managers 9 1,624,067
404. DOS Finance/Investment [A-L] 124 20,160,077
405. DOS Finance/Investment [M-Z] 131 22,752,076
406. DOS Spreadsheet/Accounting 237 38,574,349
408. DOS Math/Science [A-L] 177 31,375,938
409. DOS Math/Science [M-Z] 151 25,834,062
410. DOS Math/Science [A-Z] 66 9,711,632
411. DOS Health/Medical 21 2,254,040
412. DOS Batch/Boot Files/Utils 374 21,266,104
413. DOS Batch/Boot Files/Utils 281 16,083,544
414. DOS Shells/Menus 258 36,702,018
416. DOS Hard Disk/Floppy Utils 658 51,046,855
417. DOS Hard Disk/Floppy Utils 71 8,458,703
418. DOS File Utils/Apps [A-F] 425 21,974,236
419. DOS File Utils/Apps [G-P] 211 11,847,739
420. DOS File Utils/Apps [Q-Z] 291 19,083,610
422. DOS Legal Files 30 6,135,033
423. DOS Legal Prgms/Files 16 1,118,905
424. DOS Geoworks Programs/Files 239 20,056,789
425. DOS Geoworks [A-Z] 37 1,713,583
426. DOS Home and Family 357 52,563,587
427. DOS Desk/Home Programs 71 12,829,489
428. DOS Sports & Hobby 298 40,472,338
429. DOS Misc. Applications 252 36,483,251
430. DOS Misc. Utilities 267 27,027,278
431. DOS Developer/Tools [A-H] 387 49,729,452
432. DOS Developer/Tools [J-P] 200 25,641,256
433. DOS Developer/Tools [Q-Z] 247 29,294,782
434. DOS Programing/Languages 173 21,477,179



435. DOS Graphic View/Conversion 168 20,844,107
436. DOS Graphic Draw/CAD Apps 155 25,707,445
437. DOS Graphic Paint Apps 80 16,652,362
438. DOS Graphics Programs 96 14,007,848
439. DOS CAD Programs/Utils 16 2,151,420
440. DOS Presentation/MultiMedia 29 8,537,037
441. DOS Animation Apps/Util [A-L] 160 40,910,776
442. DOS Animation Apps/Util [M-Z] 96 16,266,642
444. DOS VideoApp/Util/Drvs [A-L] 216 25,929,034
445. DOS VideoApp/Util/Drvs [A-Z] 228 22,855,878
446. DOS Screen Utils 38 2,612,638
447. DOS Multitasking (DesQview) 111 7,672,985
449. DOS Networking/General [A-L] 252 24,566,525
450. DOS Networking/General [M-Z] 280 26,766,468
451. DOS Novell/LAN 61 8,415,735
452. DOS Magazine Programs/Utils 121 11,487,457
453. DOS Keyboard/Mouse/HWare/Drv 224 11,913,233
454. DOS Archivers Utils [A-L] 204 17,210,963
455. DOS Archivers Utils [M-Z] 247 22,718,057
456. DOS Archive Utilities 52 5,420,588
457. DOS Reading/lists-Technical 346 32,847,636
458. DOS Reading/Lists-Other 343 36,978,514
459. DOS Utils/Helps 271 25,059,224
460. DOS Education/Training/Learn 435 69,338,622
461. DOS Childhood Education 22 4,422,793
462. DOS Education Programs 124 19,564,618
463. DOS T.V./Movies/Entertain 166 17,690,373
464. DOS Get A laugh! 182 7,411,840
465. DOS Food/Drink 287 30,729,203
466. DOS Kitchen Aids 15 1,944,451
468. DOS Per. Info. Managers [A-L] 214 43,428,485
469. DOS Per .Info. Managers [M-Z] 140 22,950,109
470. DOS Home Office/Bus [A-L] 232 46,889,295
471. DOS Home Office/Bus [M-Z] 218 54,272,806
472. DOS Finance/Business 109 25,623,321
473. DOS Virus Protection Utils. 184 18,275,533
474. DOS Virus/Security 86 7,083,812
475. DOS Memory Management 282 15,252,477
476. DOS Computer Testing/BenchMk 194 18,448,777
477. DOS Games [0-9] 137 33,118,172
478. DOS Games [A-B] 229 33,046,713
479. DOS Games [C-E] 259 42,846,754
480. DOS Games [F-I] 251 43,139,034
481. DOS Games [J-L] 109 18,233,305
482. DOS Games [M-P] 203 31,965,359
483. DOS Games [Q-T] 267 51,404,576



484. DOS Games [U-Z] 146 28,702,736
485. DOS Games/Entertainment [A-Z] 425 54,084,445
486. DOS Gambling [A-Z] 24 2,839,034
487. DOS Printing/Utils [A-L] 290 29,969,696
488. DOS Printing/Utils [M-Z] 210 14,028,436
489. DOS PrinterUtilities [A-Z] 39 4,790,243
491. DOS Communications [A-H] 421 36,512,428
492. DOS Communications [I-R] 308 34,687,432
493. DOS Communications [S-Z] 247 25,577,391
494. DOS Communications [A-Z] 144 12,319,105
495. DOS Ham Radio [A-Z] 43 3,886,922

Files In Area #498 Are All New DOS Files To WOL
498. DOS NEW UPLOADS 691 96,461,365

Totals For All DOS Files 35,610 3,904,734,957



Files In Area #497 Are FREE To ALL - Have FUN!
497. FREE FREE FILE AREA 115 28,220,048

Find The WinOnLine Review Mags, WOL Filelists And A few Utils In #497

Grand Totals 65,362 6,812,852,324

This listing is as of February 1994 and is presented as an example of the tremendous number of
WOL directories and files available to members. Remember, these are clean file listings, purged

of useless duplicates or obsolete files. Windows OnLine™ works hard to gather the best and
latest files for its members!

Call Windows OnLine™ Today!
Free Limited Trial! - All 28,800 Modems

510-736-8343 (BBS)
510-736-4376 Voice      -      510-736-8397 Fax        -      info@wol.com

Print Windows OnLine information page



  

28.8 US Robotics
v.34/v.FC

v. everything

      Call Today at HIGH SPEED
Use our Sprint, MCI and AT&T lines for the best long-distance deals!
Call through local access or an 800# through BBS Direct at up to 14.4
(Download BBSDINFO.ZIP for more information)
 

Call now for more information about our membership plans. 
 

Windows OnLine™          Call 510-736-8343!
Contact us via the Internet:      info@wol.com

Print Windows OnLine information page

Return to Magazine
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28.8 US Robotics v.34/v.FC v. everything on all nodes!

Call Today at HIGH SPEED
Use our Sprint, MCI and AT&T lines for the best long-distance deals!
Call through local access or an 800# through BBS Direct at up to 14.4

(Download BBSDINFO.ZIP for more information)

 Call now for more information about our membership plans. 

RIME

INTELEC

INTERNET

ILINK

SMARTNET

Chat with with the WHOLE WORLD!

It’s at your fingertips through
Windows OnLine™ (510) 736-8343 BBS

DON’T WASTE YOUR VALUABLE TIME!!!
Windows OnLine™ delivers 

THE BEST AND LATEST FILES
WE remove the junk, edit the file descriptions, kill the duplicates, so you get

only TOP QUALITY FILES

Call  Windows OnLine™ Today!
Free Limited Trial!
(510) 736-8343 (BBS)
(510) 736-4376 Voice      -      (510) 736-8397 Fax      -      info@wol.com

 

Return to Magazine



Windows Consultant
FREELANCE WRITER

CUSTOM WINHELP AND HTML 
(WORLD WIDE WEB) CONSTRUCTION

1073 SOUTH MAIN STREET

MEADVILLE, PA 16335-3129
814-333-4414

Internet - steven.cohen@wol.com
CIS - 70600,3363

I DO WINDOWS



Edward G. Hoffman, Ph.D., CMfgE, CAMS
Senior Staff Writer

 Hoffman & Associates
2417 Ranch Lane      Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Tel: (719) 599-8823      Fax: (719) 260-1467
EMail Addresses: ed.hoffman@wol.com - Internet

70314,2400 - CompuServe
EhH32 - America Online

Edward J. Rasimus
EJR Consulting

7475 Hickorywood
Colorado Springs, CO 80920

719-528-8358
thunder@rmii.com

Robert S. Gollihur
 

Custom Help Files for Documentation and Advertising
State of the Art Technology + Professional Writing

HTML (World Wide Web) Development
 

Seven Baywyn Drive
Ocean View, NJ 08230

609 624-1470            fax 609 624-3646
CIS 71334,2065          bob.gollihur@wol.com



David R. Morgan________________________
565 Spruce St.

Oakland, CA 94606
510.444.8067

david.morgan@wol.com

 YOU can join the Windows OnLine™ Staff Team!
Do you like to test Windows programs? Do you enjoy sharing your adventures with 

the latest Windows hardware and software? We are always interested in quality Freelance and 
Staff writers for our magazine. You need not be a "Hemingway" (they’re moody and drink too
much, anyway). All is required is that you possess a general knowledge of Windows shareware 
and commercial products, and have the ability to relate your experiences in a friendly and 
informative fashion. 

Call Windows OnLine (BBS 510-736-8343) and gain immediate access to the Writers 
Conference #4 (J 4). Download WOLWRIT2.ZIP for a brief writers guide. Leave a Sysop 
Comment for Senior Staff Writer Ed Hoffman or Editor Bob Gollihur. You can become part of 
the team!

Ed Hoffman, Senior Staff Writer
Hoffman & Associates
2417 Ranch Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-599-8823
ed.hoffman@wol.com; AOL - EdH32 
CompuServe 70314,2400; (messages only, no files)

Bob Gollihur, Editor
WinOnLine Editorial Offices
Seven Baywyn Drive, Ocean View, NJ 08230
609-624-1470; 609-624-3646 fax
bob.gollihur@wol.com; CompuServe 71334,2065 
(messages only, no files) 

Print for future reference
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The following systems are used
to evaluate programs for review:

ZEOS Pantera 90mhz Pentium
16 megs RAM, 256K cache
17" .25 Phillips 1762DT Monitor
Diamond Stealth 64 PCI, 2 mb VRAM
Seagate ST31220A IDE Drive, 1.08gb
Colorado 250 meg Tape Backup
SoundBlaster AWE-32
Mitsumi EIDE CD ROM, Quad speed
Logitech ScanMan Color
US Robotics Sportster 14.4 fax-modem
Windows for Workgroups 3.11, networked

UM 486-33DX
16 megs RAM, 256K cache
17" .25 Sony CPD-1730 Monitor
Diamond Stealth 24, (S3, 1 mb)
1 Micropolis 2217A IDE Drive, 1.6gb



Colorado 250 meg Tape Backup
SoundBlaster 16
Panasonic CD ROM 150kb, 390ms
US Robotics Courier Dual Standard 28.8
Windows for Workgroups 3.11, networked



Steven Justice
Department of English
University of California

Berkeley CA 94720
sjustice@violet.berkeley.edu

72644,2643 (CIS)

Phyllis K. Phlegar
PO Box 6223
Colorado Springs, CO 80934
719 632 1493        719 632 6637 
fax
Email Addresses: phyllis@cris.com

XHBG67A - Prodigy
P Phlegar - AOL

P. Phlegar - Genie
71562,407 - CIS

Charles T. Miles
ctmiles@aol.com

Route 8 Box 129
Jacksonville, TX    75766

Thom Foulks
5311 Alta Loma

Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-598-7828

719-528-8545 BBS

Bryan T. Kinkel
Post Office Box 302
Haverford, PA 19041

btkinkel@ix.netcom.com
70564,2372



Wolly looks at many cool shareware programs (and a 
lot of turkeys, too). But some programs strike him as 
really special — a real world application with a real 
world use. In Wolly’s opinion, this is one of them.

Want Your Program Featured or in the Shareware Briefs??
Each month Wolly and our Staff Writers look at newer programs that have been posted 

on Windows OnLine™. Your program could be included. How???
UPLOAD your creation to Windows OnLine™ by calling 510-736-8343 immediately 

upon availability; snailmail* if you must. Join the AUTHORS’ HAVEN Conference #2 (J 2) 
and leave a message to ALL or an individual writer, just a "Hello" or to solicit a review. If you 
plan to be a more frequent visitor and correspondent with our Staff, leave a message to Senior 
Staff Writer Ed Hoffman or Editor Bob Gollihur to be upgraded to a half-hour daily, 
automatically maintained as long as you call in every six months.

Mail registered copies (which will be offered to the staff), and supplementary material 
such as press releases, etc., to the Editor at the postal address shown: 
          Bob Gollihur, Editor        WinOnLine Review Editorial Offices
          Seven Baywyn Drive, Ocean View, NJ    08230-1060
          (609) 624-1470 - fax (609) 624-3646
          CIS 71334,2065    -    bob.gollihur@wol.com (do not e-mail files)
*If you must snailmail rather than upload, address shareware disks with files zipped and ready 
to be posted, to: Windows OnLine, PO Box 3487, Danville, CA 94526
Late betas may be submitted but only final copies will trigger a review publication. Mail early for arrival coincident 
with your program upload to Windows OnLine™. Submission is no guarantee of a review, but all current Windows 
shareware newly uploaded to WIndows OnLine appears in the New Files column.



WHEN YOU REGISTER YOUR SHAREWARE . . .

Tell them you saw it in the 
WinOnLine Review™

 




